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Volume 7 : Issue 11 : November 2016 : Maurice Ellison

Chairman's Chat
There are 4 Stage Rallies and 1 Road Rally in November followed by the PCA, A/T & A/S at Darwen Services in
December and then its all over for 2016. Its still tight at the top in the SD34MSG championships. although it
looks as though Gary Evans has the Road Rally Navigator sewn up and Nigel Fox has taken the Sprint & Hill
Climb Title but everything else will go down to the wire
Best regards,
Les Fragle, Chairman/Secretary,SD(34) Motor Sport Group
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SD34MSG : Member Clubs & Contacts
Accrington MSC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: David Barratt
: davidpbarratt@gmail.com
: 01254-384127
: www.accrington-msc.org

Airedale & Pennine MCC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: John Rhodes

: rhodesj3@sky.com
: 07913 649131
: www.apmcc.co.uk

Blackpool South Shore MC
Contact
Email
Tel
Website

: Adrian Atkinson
: adrian.atkinson@bssmc.com
: 07919 694903
: www.bssmc.com

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Darren Span
: Clerk@blmcc.co.uk
: 07403 499265
: www.blmc.co.uk

CSMA (NW)
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.

: Steve Johnson
: steve.amsc@gmail.com
: 01254-392663
: 07718 051 882

Clitheroe & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Maurice Ellison
: sd34news@gmail.com
: 01524-735488
: 07788-723721
: www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

Garstang & Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Margaret Duckworth
: margret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
: 01772-700823
: www.gpmc.org.uk

High Moor MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Gary Heslop
: gary.heslop@btinternet.com
: 0161-6430151
: 07973-816965
: www.hmmc.co.uk

Hexham & DMC
Contact
Email :
Tel.
Website

: Ed Graham
: edgraham01@sky.com
: 0161-2919065
: www.hexhammotorclub.co.uk

Knowldale CC
Contact
Email
Tel
Website

: Matt or Stephen Broadbent
: m.broadbent@zoho.com
: 07411-236420
: www.knowldale.co.uk

Lightning MSC
Contact
Email
Tel.

: Andy Rhodes
: andy.rhodes@btinternet.com
: 01772-632820

Lancashire A.C.
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

:
:
:
:

Chris Lee
info@lancsautoclub.com
07831-124417

www.lancsautoclub.com

Liverpool MC
Contact
Tel.
Email
Website

: John Harden
: 0161-9697137
: lmc-chairman@liverpoolmotorclub.com
: www.liverpoolmotorclub.com

Manx AS
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Mark Quayle
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.manxautosport.org

Matlock MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

Mull CC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Frances Banning
: frannybee66@yahoo.com
:
: www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk
: Chris Woodcock
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.mullcarclub.co.uk

Pendle & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Ray Duckworth
: raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com
: 01282-812551
: www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk

Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Louis Baines
: louisbaines@hotmail.co.uk
: 07792 903166
: coming soon

U17MC-NW
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Steve Johnson
: steve.amsc@gmail.com
: 07718 051 882
: www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk

Stockport061MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Mark Wilkinson
: mark@stockport061.co.uk
: 07879-657580
: www.stockport061.co.uk

Wallasey MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Tony King
: tony_king@msn.com
: 07989-616546
: www.wallaseymc.com

Warrington & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: George Jennings
: gajennings@sky.com
:
: www.warringtondmc.org

Wigan & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Tony Lynch
: rallycrosser790@aol.com
:
: www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

2300 Club
Contact
Email
Website

LIMITED

: Neil Molyneux
: 2300@fcs-uk.com
: www.2300club.org

Comprising the following 10 Clubs
Blackpool South Shore Motor Club
www.bssmc.com

Chester Motor Club

www.chestermotorclub.co.uk

Contacts
President
: Alan Shaw
U18 Championship :shawalan.555@btinternet.com
Marshals Compiler : 01282-602195
C.P.O.
Chairman
: Les Fragle
Secretary
les.fragle@gmail.com
League Compiler
01995-672230
Individual Compiler
Vice Chairman
Radios

: Bill Wilmer
Approved MSA Radio
Co-ordinator
Gemini Communications
07973-830705
w.wilmer@btinternet.com

: Steve Butler

Treasurer
Road Rally
Website

steven.butler9@btinternet.com

www.sd34msg.org

Stage Rally Compiler : Chris Woodcock
& Lancashire RLO
pdschris@aol.com
01254-681350

Sprint /Hillclimb

: Steve Price

None Race/Rally

: Tracy Smith

prstp739@aol.com

tracey.amsc@hotmail.com

Registrations

: Margaret Duckworth

margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
01772-700823

Newsletter

: Maurice Ellison

sd34news@gmail.com
07788-723721
01524-735488

North West RDO

: Steve Johnson

steve.amsc@gmail.com
01254-392663
07718 051 882

The opinions expressed in this
publication are those of the individual
contributors, and not necessarily
those of the editor or the committee
of the SD34MSG

Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club
www.eromc.co.uk

High Moor Motor Club
www.hmmc.co.uk

Fylde Motor Sport Club
www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk

Stockport 061 Motor Club
www.stockport061.co.uk

Warrington & District Motor Club
www.warringtondmc.org

Wallasey Motor Club
www.wallaseymc.com

Preston Motorsport Club

www.facebook.com/prestonmotorsportclub

Garstang & Preston MC
www.gpmc.co.uk

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk

Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk

ADVERTISING
in ‘SPOTLIGHT’
Readership in Excess of 10,000
1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible) advert
for a full 12 issues (1 year) costs just £100
Sent to all 26 member clubs and then
forwarded to club members + another 7000+ on
the distribution list (26 X 100 + 7000 = 10,000+ readers)
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG
Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison
or Steve Johnson for more details

Steve Johnson
07718 051 882

steve.johnson@csmaclub.org
01995-672230
les.fragle@gmail.com

Les Fragle
Maurice Ellison 07788-723721 sd34news@gmail.com

WANTED
YOUR Clubs:-

News, Views, Reviews, Club Profiles, Events,
Birthdays, Anniversaries. Club Nights
Send to : Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com 07788-723721

September kicked off with a go karting club night for
PMC at Team Karting in Rochdale. 27 of our members
turned up for an evening of competition, with Danny
Cookson reigning victorious in 1st place, closely followed by Tim Whiting in 2nd place and Kris
Coombes in 3rd position.
th

We were blessed with sunshine on Sunday 18 for
our September AutoSolo. Competitors were kept on
their toes with a reverse run of the fast-paced course in
the afternoon, which certainly got those marshals’ flags
waving! We welcomed a number of new faces to take
part in the first ever autosolo, all of whom achieved
some brilliant results and had a great deal of fun in the
process. Louis Baines took the top spot for day, with
Robert Grimshaw in 2nd place and Aston Bennet in 3rd
place.
The talk of the month though has to be the Clitheronian Rally, which saw nine members of Preston Motorsport Club out competing and yielding results to be
proud of. Louis Baines and Kris Coombes came 4th
place overall and 1st place in the semi-expert class, and
Alan Barnes navigated his crew home to poll 11th
place overall. Sam Coombes teamed up with a driver
from Clitheroe & District Motor Club and navigated his
first ever rally, finishing 22nd overall and 2nd place in in
the novice class, which is an incredible achievement.
Also competing were Charles and Cristina, who finished 26th; Ian Swallow and Chris Pakes, who finished in 27th; and James Swallow, who unfortunately
had to retire at petrol due to brake issues. As well plenty
of driver and navigator teams, a crew of seven PMC
members turned out as marshals for the event, helping
with time controls and route checks throughout the night.

October has seen another jam-packed month of motorsport for PMC. A total of 9 of our club members were
out competing in the Adgespeed Stages at the Three
Sisters Race Circuit in Wigan on the 9th October. These
include Charles Andrews and Christina Lang, who
came 23rd; Peter Sharples and James Swallow,
who came 27th; and Lee Balshaw and Jordan
Duxbury, who came 32nd. It was, however, not a great
day for gearboxes! Louis Baines sat in with Tim Whiting,
but sadly had to pull out due to gearbox failure, as did
Jack Darbyshire and Matt Kendal. Sprits were not
dampened though and all participants had a cracking
day, as did the 17 other non-competing club members
who turned out in support.

More PMC News on page 6

Club night on Tuesday 11th October saw a convoy
of members drive through the Blackpool illuminations,
followed by a visit to the chippy for the full Blackpool experience!
An impressive 14 PMC members travelled to the Isle of
Mull between the 14th and 16th October to watch and
support two members taking part. Neil McCarthy and
Alan Barnes took on the event in what was a fairly
standard car, and managed to finish an impressive
48th out of 84 finishers! The vehicle had a few problems
along the way, but nothing Chris Grimes and Richard
Steele – their service crew – couldn’t sort out. Alan and
Neil also managed to raise more than £450 in the process for Derian House Children’s Hospice in Chorley.
Well done guys!

On the 20th October 3 of our members took part in the
Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club 12-car practice road rally,
with some impressive results. Charles Andrews took
part and finished a respectable 2nd place, whilst the team
of Aston Bennet and Phil Wilkins came in 4th.
Once again November is another busy month for the
th
club. On Saturday 5 November PMC will be marshalling a full sector on the Neil Howard Stages at
Oulton Park. This is the first round of the MSN Tarmac
Rally Championship and we are delighted to be part of it!
th

On the 19 November 5 club members are heading to
Derbyshire to tackle to Dansport Road Rally, including Alan Barnes, the dream team Louis Baines

and Kris Coombes, and the dynamic duo that is
Robert Grimshaw and Craig ‘The Snake’ Shooter.
th
On the 26 November several club members are also
taking part in The Hall Trophy Rally at Blyton Airfield.
Good luck chaps!

Sunday 13th November sees PMC holding another
round of our popular autosolo championship – and possibly the last of the year. We’ll also be holding a racing
th
simulator club night on the 8 November at our usual
haunt – The Poachers in Bamber Bridge – and a
scatter rally on the 22nd November, organised by
Rob and Craig.

Club Nights
8th November

Console night at the Poachers from 20.00

22nd November

Navigational Scatter Rally starting at The Broughton Inn.

Preston MC
Meet every other Tuesday at

The Poachers in Bamber Bridge

Lancashire Automobile Club

An evening with Tony Iddon
From Longridge to Le Man
“The life of an FIA Race Director”
Thursday 24th November 2016,
Whalley Golf Club - 19:30 for 20:00 hours

The Lancashire Automobile Club is once again delighted to be able to host another of its successful Club Nights at
which we bring another famous Northern figure from the world of international motorsport.
We are delighted that our Guest Speaker will be Tony Iddon, FIA Race Director and Lancashire Automobile Club
Vice President.
A local lad, Tony has a vast amount of experience to call upon from his time with the LAC in the early 1960’s, as a
marshal and Clerk of Course, to national and international rallies as a co-driver. An MSA Steward from 1968, including most International Series and the British GP, and then Race Director for 3 years of International Kart Series. Tony was invited to join the FIA as an International Steward in 1985 which included the European Championships and World Series (TCC, WEC including Le Mans, F3000, Formula 1).
His remit covers Race Director for Asian and Middle East Championships including the Macau GP.
FIA Race Director from 2000 working with most International formula including 24 hours in Le Mans and Spa, he is
currently Race Director for the second biggest series behind F1.

So grab your chance while you can and book your tickets
for what promises to be another memorable LAC night.

Tickets,
costing £10.00,
including the legendary hot pot supper,
are available from
Eileen Dyson
3, Lamb Row,
Sabden,
Clitheroe, BB7 9DX.
Enquiries can be made by e-mail
at eileen.dyson@btinternet.com
or by phone 01282 771 488.

Annual Christmas
Get Together

Thursday 8th December
The Edisford Bridge Hotel,
Clitheroe, BB7 3LJ.

Select from one of four main meals
and three deserts (and not a turkey
in sight!) for the cost of £15 pp.
Places are limited to 35 so please
secure your tickets quickly using the
application form.
For more
information, please contact
Eileen Dyson by e-mail at
eileen.dyson@btinternet.com
or call 01282 771 488.

2017 Dinner Dance
& Prize Presentation Evening
Friday 27th January 2017,
Mitton Hall Hotel, Mitton

What better way to bring in the new year than to celebrate the 2016 season? Enjoying a champagne reception, three course meal, live music
and awards, makes this the great way to celebrate the 2016 season and
look forward to the new road year. As the event takes place just after
Christmas, and to help Carolyn with the logistics, it would be much appreciated if attendees could give an early indication of their attendance.
Tickets, costing £35.00 per person, can be purchased by completing the
attached application form and returning to Carolyn Taylor. For more information, Carolyn can be contacted by e-mail or alternatively by calling
01254 886 819.

‘What’s On’ at CDMC

November

Tuesday 1st November

AGM

+ WRC Wales Rally GB & other events

Tuesday 8th November
Committee Night

Club Members are more than welcome to attend and
see & hear what goes on behind the scenes and you
can also express your opinions.
Why not come along. You might enjoy it

th

Tuesday 15 November
R2 : NOVEMBER SCATTER
Maps 102 & 103 Required
Sign On from 19:30
Clue Card issued at 20:00
Start & Finish
Waddington Club

Tuesday 22nd November
Pre Hall Trophy +_
Pokerstars & MEM
Forest Stages Forum
Tuesday 29th November
Hall Trophy Forum

SCATTER RALLY DATES

R3.
R4.
R5.
R6.

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

6th December
17th January
21st February
21st March

CHRISTMAS PARTY
Tuesday 20th December
Names to Heidi Woodcock
Approx £18

The Club Meets at 8-30pm

Every Tuesday
at

Waddington Sports & Social Club
Waddington, Nr Clitheroe
BB7 3HW
M/R 103 / 731 437
Website : www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

Couldn’t make it to
a Clubnight ?

You can still catch up with what’s been
happened by watching it on youtube

Mull Forum 2015

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h_Shesad4n4&index=6&list=PLvHjtnrZs9AJRgs
4XZbPzZss9x4OsrozI

Phil Burton & Mal Capstick

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=88czpo0wh0&index=5&list=PLvHjtnrZs9AJRgs4
XZbPzZss9x4OsrozI

John Stone

www.youtube.com/
watch=Vuj5T9IHIgo&index=4&listPLvHjtnrZs9AJRg
s4XZbPzZss9x4OsrozI=

Tony Lynch

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=p36HrggBEQ&index=3&list=PLvHjtnrZs9AJRgs4
XZbPzZss9x4OsrozI

Phil Boland

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1PZslQvCQB0&list=PLvHjtnrZs9AJRgs4XZbPzZ
ss9x4OsrozI&index=2

Keith Thomas

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jfom_C7WW38&feature=youtu.be&list=PLvHjtnr
Zs9AJRgs4XZbPzZss9x4OsrozI

Chris Ingram (+ Jon Ingram)
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vfIMmnoiho&feature=youtu.be

Ian Harrison, Roy Mapple,
Dave Scaife & Cyril Bolton
Coming Soon

MULL Forum 2016

Coming Soon

October Clubnights
Tuesday 4th October : Scatter Rally Round 1

October (Round 1) : RESULTS

O/A Crew

Points
Octobers Scatter Rally (round 1 in a series of 6) started &
1
Steve
/
Robert
Cotton
740
Finished at Waddington Club. Clerk of Course : Maurice El2
Stephen
Hardy/Sam
Mitton
660
lison, aided & abetted by Tony Vart (Team OAP).
3
Dan
Fox/
Arron
Johnson
630
Tony, was quietly dying from a chest infection, but taking the
=
4
Dan
Sedgwick/Sam
Ambler
610
time whilst competing crews were dashing about the lanes of
=
4
Ben
Mitton/Levi
Nicholson
610
Lancashire to check through his Pace Notes for Mull with Matt
6
Gareth
Shepherd/Samuel
Shepherd
440
Broadbent
7
Andy
Lodge/Callum
Lambert
250
First ‘Clues handed out at 8pm and at one minute intervals
between competitors. With a total of 31 randomly ‘scattered’
Scatter Rally Championship
‘Clue’ points to plot up on maps 102 & 103 it took all the particiDrivers
Navigators
pating crews longer to plot than was anticipated.
O/A
Points
O/A
Points
The ‘Clue’ scores varied in value between 30 points and 90
1)
Steve
Cotton
20
1)
Robert
Cotton
20
points each
2)
Stephen
Hardy
15
2)
Sam
Mitton
15
To ensure there were no ties crews were penalised at 1
3)
Dan
Fox
12
3)
Arron
Johnson
12
mark/second (60 points/min) for returning late. Because all the
=4)
Dan
Sedgwick
9
=4)
Tony
Vart
10
participating crews returned before their due time (one crew,
=4)
Ben
Mitton
9
=4)
Maurice
Ellison
10
Stephen Hardy/Sam Mitton, by only 25s) that plan didnt work
6)
Gareth
Shepherd
8
=6)
Sam
Ambler
9
and we finished up with a tie for 4th O/A.
7)
Andy
Lodge
7
=6)
L.
Nicholson
9
It was also anticipated that the winning crew would get a
8)
Sam
Shepherd
7
maximum of 20 of the Clue Points and return with a score
9)
Callum
Lambert
6
about the 1200 mark. That was proved to be a little on the ambitious side. The ‘Dukes of Ribblehead’ Dan Sedgwick/Sam
Ambler were out for the kill following their resent success on the Clitheronian and were the only crew to go for the
‘Big’ scores’ but failed to locate the 90 mark board. Probably missed it as Sam was busy on ‘roll up’ duty for Seddy
and maybe a little distracted. It was still there when Tony went out on his ’Clear Up’ duties
The normally full entry was not achieved on this the first in the series. Several regular crews were missing with a
variety of excuses from ‘Got to work late’ to ‘Car not ready’ but the best was from Terry Martin ‘Cant make it. There
has been a dead body found in my next door neighbours house and I am helping the Police with their enquiries!’
Its OK Terry, we will come and visit you in Strangeways. . . . (maybe)

Round 2 : Tuesday 15th November Maps 102 & 103 required P: 7:30 for 8:00pm
Entries to : sd34news@gmail.com or tonykart54@gmail.com
Tuesday 18th October : Mull Rejects at ‘Waddy Club’
Those not lucky enough to blag an extra few days off
work or couldn't get accommodation or an entry or the
wife didn't give them a pass for a long weekend away (&
in some cases that was a week and more) all met up
and discussed (criticised) those that did go to Mull.
Names were blackened and reputations ruined as long
held secrets were revealed and skeletons were dragged
out of dark forgotten cupboards. Seem to have had a
good time even if they were not on Mull

Tuesday 25th October : Mull Forum
Maurice Ellison & Tony Harrison :
Arrived Thursday pm and had a tour of the stages before attending
the Marshals Training session. Friday signed on as Marshals and
given the re-group on Friday night. Other Marshalling points for the
rally were allocated later by text ! (part of the SWAT Team : Fly killers extraordinaire). Never saw a Rally Car in action the whole time
they were on the Island. Managed to sneak a CDMC sticker onto
Alan Barnes car at the Garmoney re-group.

Danial Harpur & Chris Cambell :
In the MiniSport Mini broke the throttle and then burnt out the Clutch
and retired

John & Martin Cressey : went well and finished 10th O/A & won
Best CDMC crew and will appear on the Mull Calendar

Continued on Page 8

There is a problem with the OLD
Clitheroe & DMC Website

www.cdmconline.com

October CLUBNIGHTS
Tuesday 25th September

Mull Forum : Continued from Page 8
Chris & Heidi Woodcock
+ Mat Kiziuk, John & Andrew Hargreaves :

The above address does not work anymore.
You can still access it but we cant and
therefor all the information on that site is
now out of date

Please use

www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

Relatively uneventful rally but still managed to go sideways down Mishnish in the slippy conditions on Friday
night. Thought they were out of the event when they
couldn't get any gears but it was a bent clutch pedal
and fixing it cost them 3 minutes dropping them to 125th
O/A from 40th O/A. Had a laugh all the way round the
Island and thoroughly enjoyed them selves. Heidi ran
out of notes on the last stage as they went past the
Bakery and Chris was on his own. Finished 31st O/A
and 2nd in Class

Jonathon Mounsey :
The car was all ready back in September . New Michelin Tyres worked superb. Broke the transmission on the
Shakedown Stage. An appeal via Facebook and a
spare part was located & fitted. Did 750 miles of recce
and slimmed down their notes even more.. Went well
but on the Saturday afternoon Co-Driver fell ill and they
retired. 1st non finish in 10yrs

Dave Calvert & Matt Broadbent:
This was Dave Calverts 41st Mull. A few problems with
the car prior to the event but all sorted bar the intercom.
Matts first Mull. Consistent run until the Lochs on Saturday night when the car hit a rock , spun and they
watched the front strut bounce down the road.

Tony Vart & Steve Hudson
+ Steve & Robert Cotton + Simon Cole :
Following last years problems the car was given to Steve Cotton to prepare for this years Mull. Car in great
shape. Prior to the event Simon & Varty had a ‘Snore
Off’ so Steve slept in the Recce Car which caused
problems (see Steves report page 29) Retired on Saturday night with a burnt out alternator. On the way back
home they were involved in an accident on the A82 with
a Caravan. Finished up catching the train back to Preston via Glen Coe & Glasgow (see report pg 36)

The Dukes of Ribblehead (Sam & Dan) :
Were going in the van but that broke down. Then the
road car also broke down so finished up going in the
Rally car.. Travelled up via the Corran Ferry and opted
to take the scenic route via Kilmalieu to Lochaline but
rolled (21/2 times) the car on a 900 left. Rang a mate who
drove up and collected the car and took it home for
them. Got a lift onto the Island. Watched the whole
event. Slept in a mates car (4 of them) Delivered their
report in the usual ‘Dukes’ nonchalant manner and had
everyone in tucks of laughter

More CDMC News on Page 9

Paul M Ellender, “Rallyistpublications”
Signed cartoon drawing of the
Gemini Oils Ford Sierra
Rally car driven by Jimmy McCrae with
Ian Grindrod navigating.
Clitheroe & DMC purchased one ticket
for the above cartoon raffle for each of
its many members.
The Draw has taken Place : see pg 21
Winner was Val Sharples from Padiham

Bolton-le-Moors MC

We need your help
with the Following

MEM

Malton Forest Rally
Sunday November 6th

Marshals Make Motorsport

Clitheroe & DMC are running Staindale in
the Langdale forest complex. The stages will
be run twice in the same direction.

Staindale SS1 & SS4

Stage Commander Steven Lewis
Clitheroe & DMC
Tel 07743 758036
email : slewisbb1@virginmedia.com

The Club Meets at 9-00pm
every Thursday
Horwich RMI Club,
Chorley New Rd,
Horwich.
M/R 109 / 6111

2016 Neil
Howard
Stages

Saturday
5th November 2016
at Oulton Park
. For further details about the Motorsport News

Circuit Rally Championship, please visit

www.msvracing.com orwww.msnrall
ychamp.co.uk.

MARSHALS

See Page 107 for Details
of how to be involved

HALL TROPHY
Stages Rally

26th November
BLYTON

Chief Marshal : Maurice Ellison
07788723721 or sd34news@gmail.com

Clitheroe & DMC have a generator
The problem is that it no longer
generates electricity
The engine runs perfectly well
but the generator does not
Anyone know anyone who can
Fix it?

SD34MSG

2016 Prize
Presentation Night
Friday 3rd of February 2017

Blackburn Rugby Club
More Details to follow
Nearer the Date

Liverpool

Motor Club

Airedale & Pennine MCC

Club members meet at The Unicorn Inn,
Cronton on the 2nd Tuesday of each month from
8.00pm.

The Unicorn Inn, 405 Cronton Rd, Widnes,
Cheshire WA8 5QF

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com

Liverpool Motor Club
2017 Calendar

22nd
27th
10th
24th
1st
2nd
30th

April
May
June
June
July
September
September

Aintree Spring Sprint
Aintree Track Day 1
Barbon Hillclimb
Aintree Summer Sprint
Barbon Hillclimb (inc BHC)
Aintree Autumn Sprint
Aintree Track Day 2

If you would like to take part in or marshal
any of these events, do please get in touch.
They all count for SD34 Championship
points. (other than the Track Days)

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com

AINTREE TRACK DAY
Saturday October 1st

That was another great Track Day at Aintree with a wide
range of cars taking part. Everything seemed to go rather
well and driving standards were high with only a couple of
drivers needing a few "gentle words" about track etiquette!
The weather was far better than we anticipated, with just
a couple of very brief showers to keep everyone on their
toes - until about 6pm when the heavens opened as we
were still packing up. Aaargh!
To our small group of fantastic marshals who stayed right
to the bitter end and got well and truly soaked, many,
many thanks for helping pack up. You are the best!
Some photos on our friends page already, and no doubt
there will be more to come

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
liverpoolMCfriends/

Not a bad day for A&P members on the

Yorkshire Post Trial

David Toft and Rupert North 1st in class
John Rhodes over 45 award/5th in class
Sam Soddy Oddy 7th in class
Gary Ross 8th in class
Amy Toft 10th in class
Michael Nicholson 3rd in class

Overall

Dave Toft
Rupert North
John Rhodes
Sam Oddy
Gary Ross
Amy Toft
Michael Nicholson

2nd
3rd
9th
13th
14th
16th
20th

HEXHAM & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB NEWS
First off I must pay tribute to the outstanding performance of Pete Gibson and Chris Dodds who
took their Mitsubishi up to an incredible 7th overall on the Beatsons Mull rally before on off
on the penultimate stage brought huge disappointment. Anyone who has been to Mull will know
there are few more demanding rallying terrains and when the outstanding calibre of the entry is
considered, to get up to 7th is a remarkable achievement indeed so, well done to both guys, hopefully they can return next year and achieve the result they deserve.
Early October saw the revival of the Devils Own Rally, once a classic “Motoring News” event, this time it was a
historic rally and a round of the HRCR Clubmans Championship. As such it attracted all the series front runners plus
Sally Ann Hewitt and Mark Lewis who took the well known Mini along to mix it with the big lads. The event featured
the usual mix of tests and regularities but broke new ground by running a night section, this had repercussions and
several PR problems, one car had it’s windscreen smashed and several crews were threatened by a local waving a
golf club !!! Despite having to cut a bit of the route, Sally-Ann and Mark gained a well deserved finish, something a lot
of well fancied crews failed to do.
By now most members will be well aware that the club will be running the NORTHERN DALES CLASSIC
TROPHY at Eastgate in Weardale on November 20th. After months of negotiation, we eventually obtained permission to use the big former cement works complex where it is hoped we can run a 16 test event, all on hard surface. It
goes without saying that we will need a small army of marshals and, indeed, helpers to set out the course and tidy up
afterwards so please don’t be backward in offering your services. Also I’m looking for a rigid marquee, if anyone has
one, or a large Eazy-Up, please let me know. The regulations are now circulating for the event and for the benefit of
those members who are entering , Don’t leave it too late, as the event is open to other clubs and interest has been
extremely high, enter late and you might be disappointed.

The 2017 Flying Scotsman Classic Reliability Trial will start at Slaley Hall next year and we have
been asked to run the events opening tests, more details nearer the time but please keep it in mind as we will be
looking for marshals.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
NOVEMBER :

2nd

THE AUTUMN TROPHY 12 CAR RALLY
Starts at The Carts Bog, Langley and finishes at the Dr. Syntax, 55 miles route
On map 87. Looking for marshals PLEASE.

5th
6th

Neil Howard Stages A single venue stage event at Oulton Park
Malton Forest Stages
Runs in the Yorkshire forests and is based in Dalby Forest

11/ 12

The Poker Stars Stages Rally
Features stages over the fabulous roads on the Isle of Man

19/20

th

The Dansport Rally
An SD34 Road Rally Championship counting round run in the Peak District
No doubt Jonathon Webb will feature on the entry list

20th

THE NORTHERN DALES CLASSIC TROPHY
See the information above (& page 95), support this event either by entering or helping.

26th

The Hall Trophy Rally
A single venue event based at Blyton, long way to go !

DECEMBER

4th

Le Jog
No information yet but no doubt we’ll be needed somewhere

edgraham01@sky.com

2017 SD34MSG Under 18 Championship Registration Form
Name

……………………………………………………………………………………..

Address ………………………………………………………………………………..…………..
……………………………………………………………………………….…………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………....
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Post Code

…………………..

e-mail …….…………………………………………………..

Tel No Home …………………………………… Mobile …..…………………………………….
SD34 Nominated Club

……………………………………………………..……. (1 only)

Age on 1st January 2017 ……………. DOB …………………………………………………..
Please register me for the SD34MSG Under 18 Championship. I understand that the information contained on this
sheet will be held on computer, but will be for SD34MSG use only. (There is no fee due for this championship.)

Signature ………………………………………………….. Date ………………………
Please return the completed form to the championship compiler.
This can be done by post or complete including signature, scan and then e-mail.

Alan Shaw
31 Appleby Drive, Barrowford, NELSON, Lancashire, BB9 6EX
Tel : 01282602195 email : shawalan.555@btinternet.com

SD34MSG Under 18 Championship Regulations

The SD34MSG “Under 18 Championship” shall allow any member of an SD34MSG club, who is under the age of 18
on the first day in the championship year (this will normally be 1st January in any year) to compete for the championship in any discipline of motorsport which allows their participation at an age of under 18 as defined in the current
MSA Bluebook.
As this will be a multi discipline championship then all Under 18 Championship qualifying competitors wishing to be
considered for the championship must register for the Under 18 Championship separately to the normal championships. This will not exclude them from registering for the normal SD34MSG championship as well. (Entry to this
championship shall be free and points will be awarded from the date of first registration.)

Scoring

For championships which work out overall positions by Index of Performance (as per MSA Blue Book rules) the Under 18 registered competitor with the best index in the event will be awarded one point for each under 18 championship contender, or 10 points whichever is the higher, and second placed one point less, etc. i.e The 2nd best index 1
point less, 3rd best index 2 points less and so on till all eligible registered Under 18 competitors have been awarded
their points.
For Championship events which work out overall position by means of the least actual time lost (or time and fails
system) then the Registered Under 18 competitor with the best overall position will be awarded one point for each
under 18 championship contender, or 10 points whichever is the higher, and second placed one point less, etc. i.e
The 2nd best overall position 1 point less, 3rd best overall position 2 points less and so on till all eligible registered
Under 18 competitors have been awarded their points.
Some championship events may well have eligible competitors in both the driving and navigating positions and
therefore I would envisage that points be awarded to both Drivers and Navigators separately according to their overall position either as navigators or drivers. There will be no distinction between drivers or navigators for the overall
awards.
Registered competitors may also score 5 points on two separate occasions by marshalling on any SD34MSG championship event. One of these must be for marshalling on an SD34 Championship event other than one run by their
own club. If the event is run/co-promoted by more than one club and one of these clubs is their own club this will not
count as another club for marshalling points.
The REGISTERED Under 18 competitor with the highest score at the end of the championship year, from any discipline or multiple disciplines, would be the Overall Under 18 Champion. Next highest score 2nd Overall and third highest score 3rd Overall.

It must be stressed that an Under 18 Championship contender must notify the Championship compiler of their taking part in a particular eligible event. (This can be easily done by e-mail just stating
which event and its date.) The event organisers must supply a complete set of results and entry list with clubs
entered under to the Under 18 compiler so that points can be awarded accordingly. These must be notified
as soon as the results become available and no longer than three weeks after the date that the results become official.
Under 18 Championship Compiler:- Alan Shaw, 31 Appleby Drive, Barrowford, NELSON, Lancashire. BB9 6EX.
01282602195. shawalan.555@btinternet.com

2017 SD34 MSG CHAMPIONSHIP REGISTRATION FORM
www.sd34msg.org.uk
NAME;

………………………………………………………………………………………...
Please Tick this box
if you are under
18yrs of age

ADDRESS; ………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
POSTCODE;

……………………………..…...

HOME TEL. NO;

…………………………………..

MOBILE NO;

…………………………………..

E-MAIL ADDRESS;

…………………………………………………………………………………..

SD34 NOMINATED CLUB (one club only)

………………………………………

Please register me for the SD34 Championships listed below;
I understand that the information contained on this sheet may be held on computer, but will be kept in the strictest
Confidence for SD34 MSG use only.
SIGNATURE…………………………………DATE…………………………………
Please forward the completed SD34 registration form with registration fee of £5.00 to; SD34 MSG
c/o Mrs.M.Duckworth,12 Silsden Ave.,Ribbleton, Preston.PR2 6XB
Registration commences on date of receipt of application form or on advance notification by e-mail.
.

Tel. No; 01772 700823

E-Mail; margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com

N.B. You do not need to register in order to claim points for the Interclub league championship but you must register for the
individual or disciplined championships.
CHAMPIONSHIP
STAGE RALLY
ROAD RALLY

Tick to
Register

Driver
Co-Driver/ Navigator
Delete as appropriate
DRIVER
CO DRIVER

A / B / C / D
A / B / C / D

DRIVER
NAVIGATOR

Exp / Semi / Nov
Exp / Semi / Nov

Class
Delete as appropriate

SPRINT & HILLCLIMB

1,

2,

3,

4,

NON RACE / RALLY

A / B / C / D / E /F

Official
SD34
Use only

5

MARSHALLING POINTS. If you are registering as driver and navigator/co-driver in the same discipline you must
nominate which club you want marshalling points to be awarded to.

CLASSES

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Stage Rally; A = up to 1400cc, B = 1401 to 1600cc, C = 1601 to 2000cc, D = over 2000cc & 4wd
Road Rally; Expert; A competitor who, in the role registered has at least 3 top 10 finishes in a Nat B Or higher grade rally.
Semi Expert; All competitors not eligible for Expert or Novice class. (NB you can only move up 1 class /yr)
Novice; A competitor in the role registered who has never won a 1st Novice award (see full rules)
Non Race A = saloon cars up to 13ft long and up to and including 1400cc.
/Non Rally B = Saloon cars up to 13ft long and over 1400cc.
C = Saloon cars over 13ft long
Saloons will include estate cars, hatchbacks and commercials as appropriate)
D= Sports cars.
E= Specials.
F = Special Stage rally cars.
Sprint /
In accordance with the 2017 MSA Year Book, cars shall be entered in the following classes:Hillclimb
Class 1 Road-going Series Production Cars conforming to Section S11 of the 2016 MSA Year Book.
Class 2 Road-going Specialist Production Cars conforming to Section S11 of the 2016 MSA Year Book.
Class 3 Modified Series Production & Specialist Cars conforming to Section S12 of the 2016 MSA Year Book.
Class 4 Sports Libre Cars conforming to Section S14 and Hillclimb Super Sports Cars conforming to
Section S13 of the 2016 MSA Year Book
Class 5 Racing Cars conforming to Section S15 of the 2016 MSA Year Book
Cars must conform to the regulations of the individual event entered, including the event’s requirement to use specific tyres.

Individual Championship

2016 SD34MSG Inter-Club League
Position

Division A
Club

Points

Div

O/A

Clitheroe & DMC

728

1

1

Bolton-le-Moors CC

631

2

2

Liverpool MC

496

3

3

U17MC-NW

458

4

4

Stockport061 MC

356

5

5

Blackpool South Shore MC

335

6

7

Garstang & Preston MC

328

7

8

Warrington & DMC

272

8

9

Position

Division B
Club

Points

Div

O/A

Preston MC

348

1

6

Matlock MC

247

2

10

Accrington MSC

228

3

11

Wigan & DMC

164

4

12

Pendle & DMC

151

5

13

Wallasey MC

123

6

15

Knowldale CC

95

7

16

Manx AS

62

8

18

Position

Division C
Club

Points

Div

O/A

Airedale & Pennine MCC

141

1

14

Hexham & DMC

68

2

17

CSMA (NW)

36

3

19

Mull CC

23

4

20

Lancashire A.C.

10

5

21

High Moor MC

6

6

22

Lightning MSC

0

=7

=23

2300

0

=7

=23

Motor Sport North West

0

=7

=23

Last Updated 30th Sept. 2016

O/A
=
=

=
=

1
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18

Competitor
Steve Price
Andy Williams
Steve Lewis
Steve Johnson
Ian Bruce
Jack Darbyshire
Maurice Ellison
David Goodlad
Lauren Cook
Kris Coombes
Louis Baines
Mark Livesely
Ian Swallow
James Swallow
Gav Irvine
Matthew Harwood
Daniel Cookson
Colin Baines

Q

pts

Club

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

58
58
52
48
44
42
40
28
26
25
23
15
12
11
8
8
7
6

BLMCC
U17MC
CDMC
U17MC
S061MC
PMC
CDMC
BLMCC
U17MC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
G&PMC
G&PMC
PMC
PMC

Not Yet Qualified

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
28
28
31
31
33
34
34
36
37
38
38
40
41
41

Pauline Merrills
Nigel Fox
James Williams
Phil Clegg
Alec Tunbridge
Gary Evans
Brandon Smith
Andy Larton
Jonathon Webb
John Leckie
Robert Holt
Duncan Woodcock
Chris McMahon
Mark Warburton
Scott McMahon
Michael Tomlinson
Dave Riley
Tony Harrison
Ashley Young
Ayrton Harrison
Nigel Trundle
Daniel Barker
Garry Ross
Matt Broadbent

58
55
52
45
44
41
40
38
34
32
32
32
31
31
30
29
29
26
25
22
22
21
20
20

S061MC
LivMC
U17MC
AMSC
BLMCC
MMC
CDMC
LivMC
HDMC
MMC
Liv MC
LivMC
U17MC
CDMC
U17MC
PDMC
BSSMC
CDMC
MMC
CDMC
G&PMC
ANSC
A&PMMC
CDMC

Last Updated 30th Sept. 2016

Stage Rally Championship

Road Rally Championship
O/A Driver

=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10
11
11
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

John Leckie
Mark Warburton
Mark Standen
Tony Harrison
James Taylor
Richard Hunter
Paul Buckel
Ayrton Harrison
Louis Baines
Josh Townley
Martin Lloyd
Ian Swallow
Robert Grimshaw
Jonathon Hoggarth
James Swallow
Colin Baines
Alex Brown
Mike Figg
Paul Gray
Joe Mallinson
Andy Williams
Matthew Harwood
Daniel Cookson

O/A Navigator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
= 16
= 16
= 16
19
20
21

Gary Evans
Sion Matthews
Jonathon Webb
Ian Graham
Maurice Ellison
Paul Taylor
Ashley Young
Steve Butler
Kris Coombes
Tony Vart
Nick Townley
Simon Frost
Alan Barnes
Rob Lloyd
Terry May
Matt Broadbent
Stephen Frost
Ian Farnworth
Craig Shooter
Sam Coombes
Gav Irvine

pts

58
54
52
47
40
39
33
27
27
21
18
18
18
17
16
10
9
8
7
5
4
3
2

Class Club

E
S
E
E
E
E
E
E
S
N
E
N
N
S
N
N
N
S
S
N
N
N
N

MMC
CDMC
G&PMC
CDMC
CDMC
MMC
CDMC
CDMC
PMC
CDMC
S061MC
PMC
PMC
CDMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
CDMC
CDMC
APMCC
U17MC
G&PMC
PMC

pts Class Club

67
60
55
49
44
41
39
34
26
22
20
17
12
10
10
9
9
9
7
3
2

E
E
S
E
E
E
N
E
S
N
N
S
E
E
N
E
E
S
N
N`
N

7
7
6
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Scores

MMC
MMC
HDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
MMC
CDMC
PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
PMC
CDMC
PMC
CDMC
G&PMC
G&PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC

7
7
7
7
7
6
6
4
3
4
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Last updated 2nd Oct (after Clitheronian)
Best 7 Scores to Count

U18 Championship
O/A
1
2
3

O/A

Scores

Competitor

pts

Club

James Williams
Kameron Anderson
Josh Townley

60
56
20

U17MC
U17MC
CDMC

Last Updated 3rd October (after BLMCC September A/S)

1
2
3
4
5
6
6
8

=
=

O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
6

=
=

Driver

Q

pts Class Club

Ian Bruce
Brandon Smith
Jack Derbyshire
Matthew Jakeman
Adrian Atkinson
Michael Judson
James Massey
Mike Figg

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

157
135
81
26
54
52
52
26

Co-Driver

Q

pts Class Club

Pauline Merrills
Dave Riley
Terry Martin
Matt Broadbent
Gary Jakeman
Tony Vart
Alan Barnes

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

208
106
79
52
26
26
26

C
D
C
B
D
C
D
D

S061MC
CDMC
PMC
HMMC
BSSMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC

C
D
D
D
B
C

S061MC
BSSMC
CDMC
CDMC
HMMC
CDMC
PMC

Last Updated 23rd October
(Following Round 13 Tour of Mull)

Non Race/Rally Championship
O/A Competitor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
= 13
= 13
15
16
17
18
19

Steve Lewis
Andy Williams
James Williams
Phil Clegg
Daniel Barker
Steve Johnson
Scott MacMahon
Chris MacMahon
Alec Tunbridge
Roger Barfield
Garry Sherriff
Steve Price
Lauren Crook
David Goodlad
Gary Ross
Stephen Kennell
Joe Mallinson
Hazel Johnson
Ian Swallow

pts

Class

61.57
61.44
59.53
59.20
55.54
50.03
49.92
49.63
41.12
39.92
38.87
29.39
20.00
20.00
12.62
10.81
10.30
9.66
9.55

All
All
D
C
A/F
A
A
D
B
A
A
All
A
A
B
C
A

Club

CDMC
U17MC
U17MC
AMSC
AMSC
U17MC
U17MC
U17MC
BLMCC
U17MC
PMC
BLMCC
U17MC
BLMCC
A&PMCC
CDMC
A&PMCC
U17MC
PMC

Last Updated 27th August
(following Round 8 : Darwen Services 17th July)

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship
O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Competitor

pts

Class

Club

Nigel Fox
43.86
2
LivMC
Andy Larton
42.57
3
LivMC
Robert Holt
39.91
2
LivMC
M.Tomlinson
38.74
5
P&DMC
Nigel Trundle
29.66
1
G&PMC
Duncan Woodcock 29.57
1
LivMC
S.Price
20.04
1
BLMCC
Dave Goodlad
10.11
1
BLMCC
S.Lewis
9.95
1
CDMC
Last updated 15th September
Following Aintree Sprint on the 4th September

MARSHALS CHAMPIONSHIP
Last updated : October 25th 2016

Accrington MSC
Stephen Smith
176 Tracey Smith
Dave Barratt
50 Steve Johnson
Total Club Marshalling Points : 462

176
40

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Steve Price
20
Total Club Marshalling Points : 74

Clitheroe & DMC
Maurice Ellison
166 Steve Butler
Heidi Woodcock
40 Chris Woodcock
Jez Turner
40 Dan Sedgewick
Steve Lewis
20 Matt Broadbent
Matt Flynn
20 Paul Flynn
Total Club Marshalling Points : 518

52
40
30
20
20

CSMA (NW)
Graham Maxwell
30 Michael Conboy
Total Club Marshalling Points : 80

30

Preston MC
Danny Cookson
30 Ryan Sweeting
Alex Brown
30 Toby Fisher
Peter Sharples
30 David Moss
Louis Baines
20 Kris Coombes
Ryan Sweeting
20 Sam Coombes
Joshua Robinson
20 Colin Baines
Robert Grimshaw
20 Terry May
Joe Ring
20 Grant Smith
Total Club Marshalling Points : 560

20
30
20
20
20
20
20
20

Stockport 061MC
Mark Wilkinson
92 Ian Mather
Lindsay Mather
74 Ken Wilkinson
Sarah-Jane Wilkinson 50 Andy Chambers
Ian Bruce
30 Andy Elliott
Rick Ekin
20 Andy Turner
Anthony Miles
20 Keith Miles
Total Club Marshalling Points : 722

74
72
30
20
20
20

2

U17Club NW

Garstang & Preston MC
Les Fragel
90 Jason Bleakley
Margaret Duckworth
30 Karen Whittam
David Nolan
20 Matthew Harwood
Gave Irvine
20 Andy Jones
Ian Richmond
20 Andrew Richmond
Total Club Marshalling Points : 410

30
20
20
20
20

Hexham & DMC

Dee Burns
20 Joanne McCormack 20
Anne MackCormack
20
Total Club Marshalling Points : 142

That does not mean that their members have
not Marshalled on events just that their
members have not claimed Marshalling points

Lancashire A.C.
Total Club Marshalling Points : 20

Liverpool MC
94
72
40

Pendle & DMC
Les Eltringham
80 Alan Shaw
Peter Wright
52 Peter Schofield
Toby Fisher
20
Total Club Marshalling Points : 576

Warrington & DMC

The following Clubs have all scored 0 points

Georgiana Webb
80
Total Club Marshalling Points : 80

John Harden
102 Bill Gray
David Hunt
90 Andy Fell
Sean Robertson
62 Kevin Jessop
Geoff Main
20
Total Club Marshalling Points : 736

Jim Livesey
54
Total Club Marshalling Points : 426

80
42

Top 5 in Championship shown in RED
The above Marshals Championship Table was
getting a little cluttered with Marshals who had only
done the one event and had therefor not qualified.
So to simplify things I have taken those who have yet to
qualify out of the above results.
Those who have scored points but not yet qualified are
still recorded on the master Championship document
held by Alan Shaw (Marshals Championship Coordinator). When these marshals Qualify they will be
added to the above Listings

Blackpool South Shore MC
2300
Motorsport North West
Mull Car Club
Lightning MSC
Highmoor MC
Matlock MC
Knowldale MC
Airedale & Pennine MCC
Manx AS

To claim Marshalling Points :
Email Alan Shaw

(Marshalling Championship Compiler)

shawalan.555@btinternet.com
Stating which event you
marshalled on + the date
(& dont leave it months before claiming)

SD34MSG Calendar for 2016
Date

Type

League

Club

5-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Neil Howard Memorial Rally

Oulton Park

6-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

Malton Forest Rally

Dalby, Cropton etc

11/12-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

Poker Stars Stages

Isle of Man

19/20 Nov

Road Rally

Yes

Matlock MC

Dansport Road Rally

Derbyshire

26-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

The Hall Trophy

Blyton airfield,

4-Dec

Autosolo

Yes

Accrington MSC

AMSC Autosolo

M65 Jt 4

4-Dec

Autotest

Yes

Accrington MSC

AMSC Autotest

M65 Jt 4

4-Dec

PCA

Yes

Accrington MSC

AMSC PCA

M65 Jt 4

Stage Rally

Road Rally

Title

Venue - Notes

A/T, PCA, A/S & Trials

Sprint/Hill Climb

SD34MSG 2016 Championship Rounds by Discipline at a Glance
SD34MSG Road Rally Championship 2016
Date
19/20 Nov

Event
Dansport Rally

Organising Club
Matlock MC

SD34MSG Sprint & Hillclimb C/ship 2016
Date

Event

Organising Club

Complete

SD34MSG None Race/Rally Championship
Date
4th Dec

Event
AutoSolo/PCA/AT

SD34MSG Stage Rally Championship 2016

Organising Club
AMSC/CSMA

Date

Event

Organising Club

5th Nov

Neil Howard

Bolton-le-Moors CC

6th Nov

Malton Forest Rally

Clitheroe & DMC

11/12Nov Poker Stars

Manx AS

26th Nov Hall Trophy Rally

Clitheroe & DMC

The SD34MSG Stickers have arrived. At the September Meeting Marshals Stickers were given to SD34MSG
Club Delegates to distribute to their Club Members. Competitors Stickers will be given to all the 2017 Competitors

GAZZARD ACCOUNTS
Registered Agent with HM Revenue & Customs.

Accounts and Book-keeping services for Small Businesses.
Serving Greater Manchester and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire

We specialise in :

Self Assessment, CIS, VAT Returns.
We also cater for SMALLER Limited Companies.
Workplace or Home/Evening visits can be arranged.

Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;
E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

We will offer you the following :





Regular contact and advice
Assistance for the Self Employed
Simple accounting practices
Friendly service and assistance

How about this then.
Didn’t know it had been done before!
Thanks to Allan Shaw, via Face Book, for bringing it to my attention

The raffle has been drawn and congratulations to Valerie Sharples.
Lyndsay drew the winning ticket this morning. Bill, can you contact Val as I have no address (although I
have e-mailed her) so that we/you can get the print to her.
Thanks to EVERYONE for there contributions large and small they all counted to make up a grand total of

£415

to this worthwhile cause.

ALAN SHAW

The John Easson Award 2016
The 2300 Club is proud to announce the details of the
2016 John Easson Award for young rally drivers.

`First run in 2004, the Award is named after rally driver John Easson, a regular rally competitor and a generous
supporter of the 2300 Club before tragically losing his life in an air accident in 1999.
`For 2016, the John Easson Award will once again continue the successful format of assisting a young British
competitor with financial support, and maintain its place as the UK’s number one free-to-enter cash prize rally Award.
Allan Durham, Award Scheme Manager, explained:
`“As a committee we are always looking at ways to manage the award to ensure the winning applicant receives
the full benefit of the prize to assist them in their rallying activities. The award is open to drivers and co- drivers. Individuals from all disciplines of rallying are eligible to enter, and a junior driver / co-driver has just has much
chance of being chosen for the award as an experienced competitor.
`The prize is as always fantastic; £5,000 cash to the selected applicant, a huge reward for only a little effort and
absolutely no cost.”
`The £5,000 prize fund will be issued in stage payments to pay entry fees for a selection of rallies the winning
applicant takes part in during the 2017 season, which the committee feel will help ease the financial burden placed
on a young driver/ co driver during their rally season.
`The final selection process will see the top three applicants for the award being invited to an informal interview
with a panel of judges who will decide the overall John Easson Award winner.

The Award is free to enter and open to all drivers / co drivers who fit the following criteria:
Age under 25 on the 31 October 2016, Resident in the British Isles, including Northern Ireland, Isle of Man, Channel Islands
 Holders of a MSA competition Licences.
 Entries close at midnight on the 31 October 2016
 Drivers who wish to enter should send the following details as a minimum to the Award
scheme manager:
 A current motorsport CV outlining experience and results to date
 A covering letter explaining why the panel should select them as winner and their aims for
their future in rallying
 A reference letter from any 3rd party
 Entry presentations can be as inventive and detailed as an applicant wants to make them;
the above criteria are a minimum and we always look forward to receiving some interesting presentations!
 And of course applications from previous applicants are always welcomed, and it should
be noted many of our winners had been previous applicants.
Entries should be sent to the John Easson Award Manager, Allan Durham at the contacts below:
John Easson Award
Allan Durham
C/o Pro-Tec Motorsport
Unit 6, Clifton Business Park
Preston New Road
Clifton, Preston
Lancashire, PR4 0XQ


Previous JEA winners:
2004:
2005:
2006:
2007:
2008:
2009:
2010:
2011:
2012:
2013:
2014:
2015:
2016:

George Collister,
Stevie Brown,
Ryan Borthwick,
Alick Kerr,
Philip Scholes,
Mark McCulloch,
Sara Williams,
Osian Pryce,
Matt Griffin,
Chris Ingram,
Aaron McClure,
Matthew Jackson,
? …It could be you!

Isle of Man
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
England
Scotland
Wales
Wales
England
England
England
England

Further information : Email : alland@2300club.org

John Easson

It’s Not About The Car – It’s About The Crew

Magical Mull 2016
Well, another year, another trip to Mull, and the love affair continues to grow.
Last year some Spotlight readers may recall that Neil McCarthy and myself tackled the event in the puniest car on the event,
‘Daisy’ the Daihatsu Cuore Avanzato. A Harry Hockly-built three
-cylinder machine, at full tilt she produced a whopping 64bhp –
not quite enough to pull the skin off a rice pudding!
This year we were back in something a bit more potent, Neil’s
partner Karen’s ex-daily driver, a Renault Clio RS172. Neil nicknamed her Chloe, but we changed it to Oozi, as the first few letters of her registration spell that!
Chucking out around 130bhp at the wheels, with a single plenum injection system, bog-standard gearbox and clutch – no
limited slip differential– and a set of reconditioned boy racer second-hand Spax adjustable shockers, we were again tackling Mull
on a shoestring budget.
But we also started a charity fund-raising exercise which saw
us realise £685 in a little over a week thanks to a Facebook campaign. The idea was to ask friends for sponsorship pledges. We
wanted to find a couple of hundred quid to pay our mechanics
some expenses for coming up to Mull, giving the rest of the monPhoto Above Courtesy of
ey donated, which works out at some £450-plus, to the Derian
SONGASPORT
House Children’s Hospice in Chorley.
We figured that if we were going to have fun on Mull, we might
as well do something positive for a very worthy cause local to
where we live. So, if the Spotlight editor will permit me to say
this, a rather big THANK YOU to all the individuals who sponsored us and wrote their names, or names of their businesses in
the gold squares on the car.
Getting back to how we begged, borrowed and funded the
event…
We sold the old seats from my own rally car and put the money towards a pair of all-new Motordrive seats, and hired a pair of
Hans devices from Neil Spain at Hirefit.co.uk down in sunny Carmarthenshire. The harnesses, meanwhile, also came out of my
car as did the first aid kit and a pea light for reading the pacenotes.
We took eight second-hand Dunlop cut slicks that had seen
better days, and in the way of spares we had…er… a coil pack
and some oil. That was it, other than a roll cage and extinguisher
system in the car. That’s rallying on a budget, clubman style
Spec-wise, the car had a standard gearbox and, up to two
weeks before the rally, no creature comforts for me, the codriver. Neil is a typical driver with a blindspot the size of the Royal Albert Hall where making sure the co-driver has what he
needs in the car is concerned!!!
Thus, I bought a second-hand Circuit Innovations rally clock and fashioned a net pocket for the time cards and
roadbook from a net bag that Neil gave me. That bag took me four hours of sewing and, if I say so myself, that bag
is a work of art!
We had made a complete set of pacenotes from scratch ourselves in 2015, for Mull, so went up this time happy in
the knowledge that these would form a decent base for refining and tweaking.
We had been seeded at 129 this year, 13 places further back than 2015. While we did not think the seeding a
true reflection of our abilities and what we might achieve, it didn’t half work as a great motivational trigger. We wanted to crack the top 50, maybe the top 40, by the end of the rally, and went into it in a focused fashion, confident of
doing so.
Continued on Page 24
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As you will discover as you read this, our ambitions were dealt a
slight blow by some unfortunate luck on the administrative side of
the event, but hey ho, that’s rallying, I guess.
So back to our preparations and, with the bit firmly between our
teeth, we embarked on a serious recce that encompassed some
400-plus miles up and down the island’s roads in three days and
nights, and so much note re-writing that I was sick of the sight of
them by Friday. When I say re-writing, I mean completely rewriting them in bigger, neater outlines than the 2015 version, with
fewer instructions per page. All in all I reckon we spent approximately 50 hours recceing and re-writing notes between
the Monday afternoon and 11pm on Thursday night, but we did
not mind as we did not need any further incentive.
For those who have never set foot on Mull, the roads are something else, with danger lurking round every corner. Consequently
those roads require precise notes, unless you fancy an excursion
into the scenery. There are bumps, crests, blind crests, slight crests, crests that you will not see if you recce in anything other than a normal car – I saw quite a few people recceing in 4 x 4s and wondered why – and not much in
the way of reference points to ensure you are in the right place on your notes, i.e. one or maybe two instructions
ahead of the driver.
Get it wrong and the island will bite you firmly on the backside – every time. When I hear co-drivers say, for example, that they went light on a medium left or right, on Mull, and subsequently crashed, I do wonder about how
they called it.
As Neil himself pointed out, what exactly is a medium left? Is it fast, slow, slowing? Do you need to stay in the
middle of the road, can you cut it? In our opinion, just saying medium it is possibly too vague a description and
could well be asking for trouble. And trouble is not what you need on majestic but ultimately untameable Mull. Put a
wheel three inches out of line, brake too late over a late crest, hook a wheel in a ditch…and you can guess the
rest…
In our book a medium left can be a left 3, left 4 or left 5, on our scale of home-made notes which run from 1 for
flat, i.e L1, L2, to seven, ie. L7, R7 for a 90 degree bend. We always put the direction the driver needs to turn the
wheel before the degree of severity, too, as split seconds count and it is safer to call direction before severity of
bend, in our opinion. I just wanted to make these points, not to look clever, or cocky, but because I think it is an important point for safety and hopefully for aspiring co-drivers it might make some sense and help you on your way to
making decent notes.
Back to the build-up to the rally and our mechanics, Great Harwoodians and fellow Preston Motorsport Club
members Chris Grimes and Richard Steele arrived on Thursday afternoon. By the time they got to Tobermory we
had been through scrutineering, so we headed for home and after making them a chilli con carne for tea, Neil and I
went out for the final night-time recce ahead of the event.
As stated, we had been through scrutineering on the Thursday afternoon, which was a huge bonus as our holiday
cottage was at Torloisk junction and having the Friday pretty much free meant we could even afford a further spot of
recceing before attending the driver’s briefing on the Friday morning in the Aros Hall.
I was supposed to get a couple of hours sleep on the Friday afternoon but there was too much to do so that went
by the by. At 6pm we set off down Tuath to get to Salen and then out to Tobermory.
We had a couple of slight hiccups between leaving the house and starting the rally, the main one being the fact
that Neil’s male jack plug on his new helmet would not click into the Peltor system in the car. It was the one thing
we had not checked earlier in the week. Doh!!! Luckily, Neil managed to buy a conversion kit on the Ledaig car
park, so that was a major panic averted, although I did ask him if he was planning any other surprises that night!
As we waited our turn, we saw the quality of the cars that other competitors had at their disposal. Quite a sight to
behold. But one thing I know after several visits to Mull is that it is easy to become overawed by the rally cars you
see queueing up in the Ledaig car park on the Friday night. There are some amazing cars on the event, with money
clearly no object for many lucky competitors. But an amazing car is only an amazing car, if you get what I mean. It
doesn’t drive itself.
The most important bit is the crew members, not the car. The pertinent question is this: Can the driver drive? The
second pertinent question is this: Can the co-driver keep on the notes, keep the driver on a good pace and, most
importantly, keep the driver safe? While we are at it, can the driver keep the co-driver safe?
I had no doubts about Neil and his driving skills. His dad, now 76, was the senior policeman who, for many years,
schooled ever new Lancashire Constabulary traffic officer in the arts of high-speed driving, safely. Neil either has
that ability in his DNA or had the benefit of driving on a skidpan in his early teens at Lancashire Police HQ. I don’t
know which it was, but what I do know he has is bucketloads of car-handling ability.

Continued on Page 25
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Further, Neil has won his class on Mull once, in a two-litre Escort, and been runner-up in class once, in a 1600cc VW Golf
GTi. It was many moons ago, in the early 1990s. Maybe that did
not mean much to the people doing the seeding but anybody
who knows what Mull is like will tell you that to win your class is
no mean feat and you have to try quite hard in order to do so. To
finish runner-up in class also suggests that the driver has a degree of consistency and competitive edge.
Despite being at 129, we took Tom Hynd, in a Renault Clio
Cup Car – seeded at 75 on the Mull Rally – as our yardstick. Rather tellingly, at the end of the rally, he finished one place in front
of us, in 47th place, beating us by 43 seconds. We think that he
probably realises that we might just have beaten him, had we
not had to accept a nominal time of 27 minutes 35 seconds for
the longest stage on the Friday night, SS15, from Calgary to Tuath, after it was cancelled as we waited in the stage start area,
two minutes from setting off down it. Unlucky, eh?
We also lost several minutes on stages on the Friday night,
catching and overtaking cars, in one case eventually, after flashing a Subaru Impreza for a mile and a half down the treacherous
brow-hopping stretch along the armco-protected cliff face at CalThe extra 10bhp more CDMC Sticker
gary Bay.
But that is rallying and you have to take the rough with the
smooth. It did not all go to plan but we also had a lot of fun, not least on the very first stage, SS1, covering Mishnish
Lochs from Tobermory to Dervaig.
So here we are, Friday night, approximately 9:15pm, queueing at the start line for SS1 and a guy in a White Corsa, car 127, drops the clutch when the light turns green and sets off on launch control, wheels spinning like crazy at
4,000rpm. Off up the road, scrabbling for grip like a scolded cat.
“He won’t see the first night out,” I said to Neil somewhat prophetically. Three miles later we carefully picked our
way through the debris of his crash, pieces of front spoiler, lumps of clay banking the size of boulders, etc, liberally
covering the lochs road on a left 3 over crest and his co-driver sheepishly holding up an OK board. Just call me
Mystic Meg!!
In fact, on the Friday night it was sheer carnage out on the stages, just as Minisport man Danny Harper had predicted when I spoke to him at scrutineering on the Thursday afternoon. There had been no rain to speak of on Mull
for two weeks, it had been a bit of an Indian Summer up there, so when it started raining at 6pm in Tobermory and
up over Mishnish Lochs, the roads became lethal, super slippery, super treacherous. And they were already treacherous to start with, due to their bumpy, cresty and fast nature. In all more than 30 cars went out on the first night,
some permanently, some able to re-start the next day.
We did the lochs in 9 minutes 28, not brilliant but not the end of the world. You have to finish a rally to get a result, there is no other way. Neil complained that it had been mega-slippy and not having a diff meant it was interesting trying to put down the power on the exits from severe bends and hairpins. I was simply happy that we had negotiated it without any incidents. Mull is a rally of attrition, endurance and staying power, after all.
Stage 2 was over the Hill Road and down Tuath. To quote Neil himself, this one was an ‘epic’. One of the best
stages he has driven in his life. We finished 40th fastest, beating one or two handy Mulleachs along the way, which
is always a source of encouragement. The Hill Road is like nothing else I have rallied over, ever, save for bits of
Lythe Fell. It feels like you are on Planet Mars when you climb up the hairpin and 90 right to the top, with blind
crests, big jumps and yumps and potholes galore.
Neil drove it like a man possessed and we caught and passed Rod Brereton’s Clio about a mile and a half into
the stage. Once on the Tuath road, the notes really flowed smoothly and Neil knew he had driven one of the best
stages of his life when we scorched past the flying finish boards. That’s what it is all about, my friends.
At the regroup in Garmony, after two stages, we were now up to 69th after starting, as stated earlier, at number
129. Spotlight editor Maurice Ellison surreptitiously stuck a Clitheroe and District Motor Club sticker on the side of
the car. Cheeky bugger!!! By the end of the first night we were up to 57th overall so that sticker must have given us
an extra 10 horse power! (10bhp more !!!! Wondering how much I should charge you for that tweek : Moz)
I got four hours sleep between the Friday night and Saturday daylight stages. When we got up, the mechanics,
Chris and Richard, went out to spanner check the car, also checking the oil and the tyres.
I was just walking outside to take them a cup of tea each, when Chris came towards me. Ever the master of understatement, he said: “I don’t want to alarm you but we have a major problem.” He held out a big lump of metal. It
was the top mount for the engine. It had sheared in two, presumably after a heavy landing after getting air on one of
the crests the previous night.
Continued on Page 26
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“Pah! It’s nothing but a flesh wound,” I replied,
breezily. “We can carry on, can’t we?”
Indeed we did, packing the area where the
bracket had snapped with pieces of polypropylene
mud flap and cable ties in an effort to stop the engine from lurching backwards and forwards, which
resulted in the engine jumping out of gear at various times on subsequent stages. The quick-fix did
not last long and soon the engine was banging
down on the inner wing whenever we hot a crest
and took off, meaning keeping our fingers crossed
we could get through the nine daylight stages on
the Saturday.
There was simply no time for a bigger repair job
at that time as we had to leave the cottage
Photo Above Courtesy of Colin Smith
at 10am to head to Craignure for the restart.
We negotiated the daytime stages and by tea-time had continued to make steady progress up the standings, rising to 47th. We still had to make do with two engine mounts and the cylinder head resting on the inner wing until we
finished leg two.
Despite the lack of an engine mount and tyres desperately losing their adhesion, we were looking forward to the
last leg and Neil knew we could make some more serious inroads on the night-time stages as he can drive well in
the dark.
But there was a hiccup, we were not listed anywhere at all on the list of classified finishers of the second leg,
when I checked the Flying Finish website.
In a mild state of panic, I phoned Andy Jardine, the Clerk of the Course, who said something along the lines of:
“Yes Alan, you and Neil finished 47th after the Saturday daylight stages and while you are not on the list because
some of your times temporarily went missing, you are still in the rally and we will slot you in somewhere around
where you should be restarting. And you will receive a text message with your start time.”
Was I hearing things right? Some of our times had temporarily gone missing? How had that happened?
What Andy Jardine was alluding to was the fact that several crews suffered the misfortune of having the wrong
timecard sections pulled from their timecards on the Saturday afternoon. These things can and do happen, I understand that. It happened to us, unfortunately, but I sussed it straight away and made sure that I very politely explained our situation to one of the Crew Liaison Officers, down at the Tobermory regroup after the first loop of Mishnish, Penmore and Ensay/Hill Road stages, as the chap on the passage check near Dervaig crossroads looked as
puzzled as us when he found he had to time card to take from us.
According to one of the Mull CLOs Duncan Brown, posting on the British Rally Forum, in a separate episode one
co-driver told a marshal's daughter to “f***ing hurry up”, in giving him back his time card, and she inadvertently
ripped out the wrong page in her panic. That’s downright disgraceful behaviour. There is no need for that in rallying,
whatever the pressure you find yourself under. And, by the way, the marshals all deserved medals on
the Saturday afternoon, particularly, for standing out in driving, torrential rain at times..
So back to Saturday night and Neil and I headed to the Salen Hotel after our mechanics Richard Steele and Chris
Grimes fashioned a makeshift top engine mount to replace the one that had snapped clean on the Hill Road-Tuath
Stage on the Friday night. The replacement lasted only one stage on the Saturday night before it, too, was kaput!
Down at Salen we were told that we were due to start at 22:40. We were then advised to park up and wait in a holding area some way down the road towards Craiognure. We waited. Then we were told by the marshals that they
were sending cars down to the start in groups of three. We were told we would be notified when we were to make
our way to where Paul Tattersall was sending crews on their way opposite the Salen Hotel. Sadly, something went
awry and it was to prove a very costly oversight.
Finally we were summoned forward and told to drive to the hotel and wait in the queue up at the Salen Hotel.
Then another official knocked on my window and asked what on earth were we doing there, saying we should have
gone quite some time ago.
Somewhere, somehow, the lines of communication had failed on the rally organisers’ side of things. We were
hurried through to the start ramp and given a time of 22:48. As Car 1 was sent away at21:15 it was reasonable to
assume we were now running at 93rd car on the road, nowhere near the 47th we rightfully should have been setting
off as.
If I am misconstruing the facts I can only apologise to Andy Jardine and his team, but I have had no explanation
so can only guess that this is how it unfolded. We never received a text message, as earlier promised, to notify us
of our start time, either. Another crew, car 131, said they, too, had received no text message, as promised, withy a
start time. Sorry, not talking out of school, just reporting the facts. That’s how it unfolded but we all make mistakes,
even rally organisers, putting me in mind of the saying, to err is human; to forgive, divine.
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Being so far back meant we might face more baulking problems because it stands to reason that if you are up to 47th after two legs, it is
safe to assume that cars from 48 and onwards to the back of the list
have either been going slower than you overall in the scheme of things,
or may be back there due to re-seeding on the Saturday Rally rules,
after going out on the Friday night.
Our worst fears proved to be the case. I said to Neil that the opener,
SS15, all 21 miles of Calgary and Tuath, was going to be a stage
where we might feasibly catch as many as three cars, say one every
seven miles, if they were not on our pace. It was this stage that we
knew was pivotal, nay crucial, to our ambitions to break into the top
40.Sadly, we were never able to find out and we never will. There had
been an incident where a car had blocked the road just a few minutes
before we were due to get into the stage – and consequently it had
caused a stoppage. Earlier in the night, David Bogie had also crashed
out on the same stage and we passed his stricken Escort in the vicinity
of the hairpins between the Steps and Torloisk. He had driven a phenomenal rally to this point, climbing as high as third place before Mull’s
roads claimed him.
The news that we were not going to have a chance of a clean run on
SS15 was, without wishing to be over dramatic, a dagger to the heart.
Our target man, Tom Hynd, in his Clio Cup Car, had benefited from setting off when he should have done from the redstart at Salen, and had
passed through the stage in a time of 25 minutes 2 seconds.
In a perfect world, we should have started the stage a couple of places
in front of him after our efforts on the Saturday daytime stages and,
looking at the times we were posting alongside his up to that point,
there would not have been much in it. So a nominal time of 27 minutes
35 seconds was a killer kick in the bollocks.
You certainly did not want an in-car camera in our car when the marshals told us to simply drive through the stage and that it had been cancelled. It would have been like footage of being in a car with a couple of crazed Tourettes Syndrome nut jobs! But I
hasten to add that we did not vent our feelings to the marshals, we kept all that raging emotion inside the car!
So, 21 miles later and having calmed down ever so slightly, we now found ourselves with just three stages to attack. We kept it together and drove for a finish.
Our minute man, car 146 in a Mini Cooper (old style, Austin), set off over Gribun and as we rounded the final corner of the stage he was just pulling up at the finish control. Nearly got him, we had comfortably taken the best part
of a minute out of him.
The same happened on Scridain. We caught him over the final crest and pushed him over the flying finish.
Then it was service time at Craignure, and on to the final stage, using the Glen Aros road up to Dervaig, then 90
right at crossroads and a thrash over the lochs, back to Tobermory.
Inevitably we caught the Mini four miles into the stage and lost more valuable time as he sought somewhere to
pull over, out of our way. Then we cracked on and pressed on to the finish, without any dramas. Neil drove the
wheels off the car, with us starting the final stage at Glen Aros at 3:47am. We tried our hardest but it was always
going to be to post a mega-competitive time difficult with wet roads, not much tread left and no diff to pull us along
out of the corners.
Down in Ledaig car park it was a very nice touch to receive a Mull finisher’s award in the shape of a stainless
steel bottle opener with the outline of Mull cut out of it. Thank you for that, Beatson’s – a small but appreciated gesture that means a lot to both of us.
After leaving the final control there was no time to spare as we had to get straight off to the cottage with
a 9am ferry to catch to Oban. I had to be at a wedding do on the Sunday night in Gisburn, so it was a case of grab
an hour and quarter’s sleep, then up at 7:15am to pack and get off to Craignure at 8am
On the long journey home, Neil and I analysed the event and God willing, we will be back, as Arnie liked to say,
and we will be coming back in Oozi – hopefully with a diff, some sticky tyres and better suspension in 2017. Oh, and
at the wedding do I had four pints of Guinness and promptly fell asleep in the car as the long-suffering and extremely patient Mrs Barnes ferried me home!

So here’s to Mull 2017. We will be back – we will go better!
Alan Barnes : Preston Motorsport Club
If you thought that that was it, it was not.

There’s more
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You cannot stand in the way of progress,
and nothing is ever perfect, I know.
But the Mull Rally has, to my mind at least, become two rallies in one. Other competitors such as Paul Darlington,
who did the event in a historic Saab, is of the same mind.
We are now seeing a disproportionately high number of very expensive, money-no-object, well-sorted cars, and a
smaller band of ‘clubman’ cars, owned by people who love the sport just as much as the ‘big car’ owners but who
obviously do not have pots of cash to throw at the job.
It’s okay having those super-sophisticated cars but I believe there is more potential for big accidents and the reason: Higher speeds and drivers who are not ALL up to handling such potent weapons. Let’s face it, the Ford works
team would not let any old Herbert, as wealthy as he may be, just walk in and drive one of their cars, would they?
When the Tour of Mull was dreamt up by Brian Molyneux it was a clubman road rally event for rallyists from mainly
Lancashire and Yorkshire, plus a few Scottish folk. Yes, I accept that the idea first came to fruition back in 1969 and
that things have changed…times have changed, cars are nothing like they were back then…but has everything
necessarily changed for the better?
The Mull Rally features lots of highly sophisticated, high-spec rally cars, worth upwards of £20K. A lot of the Scottish lads who take part on Mull work on the oil and gas rigs in the North Sea and what they choose to do with their
hard-earned cash is their business and their business alone. Same goes for people with pots of cash from other
walks of life in England, Wales and Ireland.
But is there not scope for another class, for two-wheel drive only cars, running normally aspirated, non-throttlebodied engines and with a control tyre? The idea of a road rally class has been mooted before and fallen on deaf
ears. But surely everything has to be up for discussion from time to time? I reckon if you had a class for two-wheel
drive cars, as described above, there would be even more interest in the event and it would give the crews in lesser
cars something to target and a goal within their financial reach.
In our club at Preston Motorsport Club there are young lads who would love to have a go but are put off by the
costs involved.

Is this food for thought?
Maybe other people will have their say in this if we can get a debate going?
Alan Barnes : Preston Motorsport Club

Our thanks go to our sponsors:
Peter Bonney, Gary Sheriff, Sam Ambler, Seddy
Sedgwick, Louis Baines, Colin Baines, Kris
Coombes, Angela Fowler, Alex Fowler, Harry
and Gill Fowler, Forever Susan Florists, Mick
Stansfield, Craig Shooter, Terry May, Alex
Brown, Tony and Joyce Archer, Ray Ansbro, Liz
Lewis Hair Studio, B Inspired Hair Studio,
Alastair and Michelle Richardson (Clarriots
Care, Bamber Bridge), Geoff Peat, Pete Liptrot,
Tony Peet, Paul Buckel, Firecraft Fireplaces,
RTO Fabrications and Andy Gaskell. Mark Warburton and John Ryding
You helped us to raise £450-plus for Derian
House Children’s Hospice, Chorley.

THANK YOU!!!!!

WANTED: Self-catering accommodation
for Mull Rally week, October 2017
We are looking for a property to rent in the Salen/Dervaig/Tobermory area from Mon Oct 9 to Mon Oct 16, for the
2017 Mull Rally.
The property ideally needs space for a rally car, recce vehicle, trailer and service car. The house needs to be
able to accommodate four people.

If anybody can help please contact Alan via:

alan@teambarnes.co.uk
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Well another Mull has
been and gone and
what an epic adventure.

The car had been entrusted to Steve Cotton of Cotton competition to get her ready for a proper go at Mull. With tunnelling under
the hills of wales these past few months I've struggled to even get
home so have fully relied on Steve's expertise and decision making to turn out one of the best cars I have ever driven a true testament to his professionalism.
The car was all done and loaded up and ready to go on
the Saturday we weren't due to set off until the Monday. Now anybody who knows me would be as shocked as I was to be ready
prior to a rally was totally unheard of. But true to form the car
wasn't to go to Scotland without a fight, a quick check of the electric cut off and a puff of smoke inside the car ‘oh no don't do this
to me the day before we were going’. A quick call to my mate
Jem Dale saw him leave a family party early (much to Mrs Dales
disapproval) to sort out our dilemma (thanks Jem I hope the good
lady enjoyed the bottle of wine I sent for her in compensation)
Anyhow Monday soon came round and we were off. First stop a
puncture on the trailer two minutes from the house that's bad luck
number two I thought. Puncture sorted we were on our way.
A comfortable cruise up to the greatest Island in the world and a
quick brew with the Woodcock's we were checked into our digs
and ready for a bit of recce. We then spent the next few days putting loads of miles in and fuel I may add trying to give us the best
chance of getting to the end. To be honest I started to get sick of
recceing but after the dust had settled I feel we didn't do enough
and I would push myself to do more. Most stages we had done
well over six times. Twice more than we did last year. I feel towards the end of the recce we had got a feel for the notes and
had also started to take lumps out and add bits here and there.
Anyway less of that here come the boys. The Cotton competition
road show had landed along with Simon Cole with the boys. Fed and watered we headed out to the Bear pit for a
pint or three (not the place it was tbh with the new owners doing their best, by the looks of it, to push not only the
locals away but the rally folk also).
Thursday soon came round and the car booked into scruiteneering for the afternoon we signed on and waited
for Friday. Early night all round as sleep would be thin on the ground for the next few days. Well I had forgotten to
factor one thing Simon Cole and his Olympic standard snoring and also how competitive Tony was him not to be
outdone. A constant grunt that would put a herd of Forest of Dean wild boar to shame. This saw me head to the
back seat of the Range Rover in hope of some kip.

Continued on Page 30

Mull
Continued from Page 29
Oh yes I got some kip but plagued with cramp and woke in the
morning to a leg that resembled one of Callam Duffy's finest
tree's. Well needless to say I then spent the next hour in the hospital having my leg rubbed by a man much to Mark Standens
amusement (told you Mark it's not the trying it it's the liking it that
puts me off ). Anyhow we had a rally to do and I could hardly pull
the plug for quite a few reasons 1.I’d be letting everybody down.
2.The long suffering Mrs Hudson would kill me after spending
literally thousands to get here in the build of the car. And 3.MY
MOTHER NEVER BRED A JIBBER.
First night was pretty uneventful until we got to the final stage of
the night where we came upon all I can describe as the hitler of
marshalls where we were awarded a minute time penalty for
booking in early. Fasten your belts cos I'm mad now and we are
having that minute back, oh and we took it back along with three
more for good luck.(possibly should drive more under the influence of red mist more). That was the end of the first night pretty
uneventful and getting the hang of the notes and the car somewhat a baptism of fire having to concentrate on listening to notes
along with the voices in my head plus wrestling a 240 horse animal on slicks all good fun. We got back to the digs to find we had
been given a stage max for one stage that we completed in four
minutes less and also the minute our friend gave us was more
like seven. This had put is about dead last position. Gutted to say
the least. First thing in the morning saw me attend Mull hospital
yet again this time with the leg going black with bruising. The
Quack didn't seem to concerned so it was more pain killers and
carry on (I must add if it wasn't for adrenaline I would of pulled
out before the rally as by now the pain was something else).We
had been reseeded at around 80 for the start of leg two and it
was a much better place to be without having the fear of catching
folk we managed to get on with the job in hand albeit on the
wrong tyres. Slicks in the rain but they were pretty good providing
you didn't leave the braking too late.
The second leg bar a little trouble with the wipers, went fairly
straight forward with us picking up a few places here and there.
The final leg was upon us four stages left. The long one (Calgary
bay) then the two little ones. Those we soon rattled round towards the end of the second to last stage the alternator cried no
more and that was us out of the rally lying in 62nd place with literally a few miles to go to the end. What a gutter for all concerned.
I'd like to say a big thanks to the boys for all the effort, Tony for
all his input and dedication on getting the notes sorted and read
out perfectly and keeping calm throughout (can't be an easy task
strapped in next to me). Kirsty for allowing me to go out and do
such a great rally. Until next time Mull you were so close to us
conquering you but yet so far. On another note throughout the
recce we had been looking for Morts bench and could we find it,
could we heck and yes you've guessed it we broke down smack
bang on his bench .If you were superstitious you'd say he
stopped us for a reason. Me personally think he wanted a bit of
craic. It was also great to see his wife at the end of the lochs
stood at her gate clapping and waving at us as we had completed our stage it must have been a real emotional time for her.
Above written from my hospital bed in Hereford due to the cramp
escalating into a blood clot no wonder I was in pain lol

Steve Hudson : Clitheroe & DMC
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Dave Calvert& Matt Broadbent

This Police Car couldn’t keep up with
Nigel Worswick in his Mondeo who was
running the safety Delegate around.
The Police car was that far off the road
that you couldn't see it. Oops
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Chris & Heidi Woodcock

Mull Rally, A dream come true!!
It all started with four days and night of recce and bonding with Emily,
we had a great time, Emily questioned my notes and she was first class
at organizing her office for the coming weekend.
Friday night, the time had arrived for us to leave the start ramp, Wow!!
The news was given that we had won the Best Presented Car! I was so
delighted because of all the love and hard work that has gone in to this
car by Dad, Mini Sport and Tugs Sherrington. As we were counted down
to start we had word that 6 cars had gone off the road on only the third
bend including Emily's Dad and that the road conditions were extremely
slippy, So talking to myself "This is not going to happen to us we are finishing this rally even if we are last on the road" We got through the first
stage and what carnage we negotiated, extremely slippy tarmac with no
grip, Mud, large boulders, and other cars off left right and centre. The rest
of the night went well, no problems in service, and Dad chasing just in
case support was needed, the grip wasn't great, but to get through the
night was the aim and maybe change tyres for Saturday afternoon.

Saturday afternoon, Tyre's change from 048's to 539's and we raised
the front adjuster riders, So we were ready to go again, roads still slippy
but the mini felt better. We caught a car on stage 8 Knock and stage
stage 11 Ensay/Hill road. Stage 9 Mishnish Lochs was interesting to say
the least, as we descended downhill after a square right the back end of
the Mini swung right out and I was unable to correct it before we were almost on our side in a ditch! We were told there was fuel all over the road,
not our fuel thankfully! All I could think was I've damaged it we are not
getting out of this! Next thing Emily is almost out the window shouting for
help to get us out, Next thing we are lifted out by many spectators Yes!!
Back on the road and whizzing along again, we then arrived at the next
control and I jumped out to check the damage! I could not believe it! Not
one mark!! So of we went, Saturday afternoon completed.
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Saturday night, final leg, the end was so close but so far! We left Salen,
headed down the Glen road to start stage 15 Calgary Bay/LochTuath, we
arrived at the control to a delay, Emily booked us in on time as she had at
every control, I jumped out the car to stretch the legs and noticed excess
water on the ground, So I moved the car to one side and let the cars behind us pass, luckily I had phone reception, phoned Dad, he told me there
was a pipe to bypass the radiator in the boot, So I shouted out " Is there
any mechanics about!! Next thing we were surrounded, I believed one
guy knew what he was doing so Dad spoke to him and it was sorted!
Then next thing the sweeper car arrived and told me that we were OTL, I
told him we were not! We were in dead time and hadn't used our lateness
plus the stage maximum! Then my Rottweiler of a Co-driver jumped in
front of me and told the guy that we were doing this stage!! We were finishing this rally!! And we are not late!!! He replied well I've got to open this
road in two minutes so you need to go now! So we jumped in and we
were waved through the Start, of we went, Emily then said "we haven't
got a start time! It's ok I'll make it up!" She said she had the foresight to
write the time down as we went through the start line, next thing we were
yellow flagged, we caught up with other competitors on the road and before we arrived at the stop line Emily
changed her pen from blue to black and we were given a finish time enabling us to continue, the stage was cancelled and we a got a nominal time but Emily was a star!!!! We were not OTL we hadn't done anything wrong but if
we had she was covering our tracks!!
The final stage and a big hold up after I believe Doug Weir went off! We both found it difficult to stay awake as it
was now 4am, but I got Emily to sing to me, we danced in the Mini so we wouldn't fall asleep, the marshals must
have thought we were mad! But we didn't care! We were finishing the rally!! And we did!! Ye Ha!!!!!! We had the best
time ever!! A dream comes true! The support, encouragement, waves and cheers from start to finish of the rally was
Fantastic!!! Here come the girls! Is what we could hear. So Many people to thank, My Dad Dave Thomas, Alistair
Scarlett, Zak Hancock and Sam Scarlett Emily’s Parents Claire Easton-Page Martin Page, Tugs Sherrington and Douglas Ingram,Mini Sport Cara Mini Sport,Allan Whittaker, Nicky Grist, Deeside Classic Campers Ltd,
Rallytech, Mull Rally, Marshals, Radio crews, Doctors, Rescue and recovery, and spectators, we couldn’t have done
it without you All!!! Congratulations to John Maccrone and Stuart Loudon, Calum and Iain Duffy, Simon Proud and
Fiona Boa and all who finished, Commiserations to those who didn’t. Thank you All!

Louise Scarlett : Mull CC

Clitheronian, Devil’s Own and Mull
Taybridge : Clitheronian Road Rally
Coming off the disappointment of the Colman tyres where we
had mechanical issues, next up was the Clitheronian Rally, always an excellent no-nonsense event and one to look forward
to… Only I was driving not navigating and as the day’s drew
closer I got more and more nervous thinking about what to do
with the twiddly round thing that I never normally have to worry
about. Getting going on the first selective and learning that the
slight brake imbalance on the rear was actually quite dire in the
wet and my new tyres offered next to no grip was hardly confidence inspiring but we pushed on the wee 1.3 screamed it’s
head off keeping more powerful cars behind it at times. After a
torrential downpour we were happy to see petrol and an opportunity to take stock and prepare for Lythe fell and trough of Bowland. Unfortunately for James, my navigator he made it to 150m
from the control and we had to stop so he could taste dinner for
the 2nd time, after which he seemed much chirpier! We had a
controlled drive to the finish for 16th overall out of a 40 or so entry
which was fantastic and gives me a bit more confidence to roll
the old car out more often. As always the real heroes on this
event were the marshals standing out as the heavens opened in
the wee small hours.

CLITHERONIAN

Devils Own Classic Rally
A busy time at work and home led me straight into the Devil’s
Own rally, sat once again beside my father which has proved to
be a successful combination in our first full season of historic
road rallies. This event was proving to be different with a day
and night section and we were both so buzzing about getting going we left all the documentation on the kitchen table. Quick call
back and mum arrived 2mins before scrutineering and then
stayed to marshal by herself as well. I lost my way with timing in
the 1st regularity trying to remember what to do but the 2nd regularity I think it’s fair to say the old Volvo bossed it, finished 3rd car
in that section and would have been higher had I not had my finger tracing the wrong speed column in the last section!
This event was really all about the night section and we went in
5th overall, pretty comfortable and in the hunt knowing that night
rallying is what I have done a lot of this year. Sadly the car had
other ideas and the fuel pumps starting packing up causing us to
run out of fuel and some frustrated words were had included banging on the pumps until we spotted a loose wire, immediately plugged back in and we made it out and on to the next regularity only for the same thing to happen again,
and again. A final desperate measure and the earth was tightened and fully fixed we got back to tracing the route
and making up what we could. A final finish of 8th overall and 1st in class was fantastic given the issues but we will
have to return to unfinished business. Martyn, Kevin, Dan and the team put on a great alternative event to the normal
historics and should be proud of their achievements, best event of the year so far…..

Beatsons Mull Rally
And so to the Mull Rally, the island which has the bumpiest and twistiest
roads I’ve ever been on, perfect for attacking in a rally car. I had the opportunity to sit next to Neil Thompson in the 1600 Corsa kit car he has
been building and developing over the last 4 years. This was both our
first time doing the Mull rally (and my 2nd ever stage rally) and we talked
ourselves into a 2 day short weekend recce to familiarise ourselves with
the notes and make sure enough marker posts were used to provide
guidance should I get lost. Come the Friday night we felt ready, nervous
yet keen to get going.

Continued on Page 33

Three Events On the Bounce : Clitheronian, Devil’s Own and Mull
Continued from Page 32
Some settings had been softened on the car to help deal with the bumps and we
ran intermediates in the greasy conditions. None of this prepared us for nearly
sliding off on the 3rd corner on Mishnish lochs although seeing about 5 cars
stopped or stranded on that stage told us how tricky the conditions were. The
hill road next was horrendous and the car wouldn’t go in a straight line as it
skipped and bounced off every bump. More suspension work in service got us
back to a stable setting but it remained an issue for the night leg.
We finished safely along the shore of loch Tuath and rolled into Salen for time
control, 100m from our digs, perfect! The morning brought more unpredictable
conditions and full wet’s went on, light pod off and the long traipse to Ardtun for
the shortest stage of the event at 2.5miles. We got some decent air off the big
jump but again the car was jumping into every ditch at any opportunity and at
times it was a fight to keep it on the road. At least the drive back up to Scridian
gave us time to assess what else to change and after a quick run through the
two stages, with plenty cars off and embedded in the scenery we rolled into service at Tobermory, refuelled and ran through our next adjustments to make the
car more stable. The late afternoon stages were in heavy rain and at times there
was so much condensation in the car it was an issue of how to see where to go
which may have helped since we could only get intermediates on the front when
full wet’s would have been ideal. Despite this we were climbing the field and up
to 43rd overall.
Final night leg; anti roll bar softened and more work on the rear suspension. The
car as transformed over Calgary and Neil was getting his confidence back, I
could tell because the car just felt planted, the notes were coming together but
then as we exited Calgary a noisy gear-change indicated something was amiss
and the banging noise told us it was the rear engine mount had failed. Now
nothing for it but to finish the 22mile stage and get on the phone to the service
crew to see if they could fix it. A rushed ratchet strap repair at Gruline didn’t
work and we used some of our penalty free lateness yet had no repair for Ben
More and Scridian so slowly through the next two in a high gear. Fortunately
Bayview garage had it’s doors open and we swept in to welding gear with an
inch of weld now holding everything together.
The final stage was the last monster, 15miles of Glen Aros and Mishnish lochs
over to Tobermory finish. After a long delay we were underway and the repair
lasted 4 corners before it gave up and we resumed half pace to the finish with a
huge wave of relief as we dropped into Tobermory. A celebratory spray of champagne and all friends at the finish was a great way to end a special event. Even
better was the top 50 finish and best newcomers award, both were on our horizon’s at the start but to achieve both as well as a finish was the icing on the
cake. Now the preparation starts for Mull Rally 2017!

Niall Frost : Malton MC
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From Dalby to Tobermory
With Mull looming and with the Hopkins ‘Beam now due
out next in November on the rejuvenated Wyedean I needed
a run out on notes to keep my eye in and thus it was timely
when a deal was done with Brian Gibson to sit in his Escort
1600 on the Trackrod which was using the infamous North
Yorks tracks. Having been up to Arneside to sit in the car and
meet Brian and his son Matthew who would be spannering on
the day I felt that this would be an enjoyable event…the car
was comfortable and the newly installed XE engine promised
plenty of power. I arrived first at the superb scrutineering venue of Scampston Hall near Malton…a beautiful parkland and
farm estate setting that couldn’t really be bettered in the evening sun. However it was nearly dark by the time Team Gibson
arrived after trailer troubles and as the rally car was unloaded
it was clear that all was not well with the starting/charging circuits i.e. it wouldn’t start! Jump-starting got us to scrutineering….. and lots of pushing got us out of scrutineering! A battery change was planned in the morning ………. Now Team
Gibson had travelled in full to this event…the caravan was
surrounded by vehicles and we weren’t allowed to set one
wheel onto the grass so it was a bit crowded to say the least
and other campers must have wondered what was going on.
The battery change didn’t do the trick so it was a slightly apprehensive crew that set off for stage one hoping we didn’t
have to stop for any length of time or spin and stall in stage.
We were met by a half hour delay at the first arrival control…..damn! In the event we only stopped en route a couple
of times all day and luckily managed to get a push each time
(although one was backwards….)and service was on a slight
downhill grass slope which was ideal for Matt and Jess the
service team. In each service they both worked hard trying to
sort the electrical starting issue but it would have to wait for a
post rally workshop diagnosis and solution in the end.

Bryan Gibson / Tony Vart

Charlie Payne / Carl Williamson : 1st O/A

The rally itself was good and not too rough running near
the back apart from one short Staindale section…some of the
straights were humungous which allowed the engines potential to be felt. We had a steady run overall with no real moTrackrod 2016 Winners
ments with Brian getting used to be in the woods again after a
Photos above Courtesy of Phil Andrews
fair lay-off and once the electrical issues are sorted we both
felt that the car will be great fun and capable of much better times with more seat time. Thanks to Team Gibson for
their hospitality and particularly Matt and Jess who both worked hard all day…and we had a laugh or two. It’s a
shame I cant do Grisedale in the yellow peril as it clashes with CDMC’s Hall Trophy at Blyton.
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From Dalby to Tobermorey
Continued from Page 34
A quick wash of the overalls and a bag packed and it was
up to Mull with Ste Hudson. Since the Hall trophy last year the
Pug had sat all alone but come mid year Ste decided to enlist
the help of Steve Cotton at Cotton Competition based near
Scorton to prep the car thoroughly before Mull. Now those
with decent memories will recall Steve in his youth throwing
various Escorts and Astras at the scenery but he ended up
winning his class in the BRC in the mid-late 90’s and has serviced at the top level for many years so we both felt that under
his experienced eye the car would give us the best chance of
a finish - considering it had in effect only done Bylton at a
semi competitive speed since the original build. Steve had
also come straight from the Trackrod where he was working
for Chris Birkbeck and was responsible for the real Stigs
Ascona 400 which ultimately retired due to a crack in the rear
axle. So from Stig Blomqvist to Ste Hudson……….and Varty!
The hours that Steve and Dan had spent on the car were
probably more than they and certainly Ste expected…a large
number of issues needed work but the result was a car that
felt and sounded superb when Hudson finally got to drive it
again. In fact Mr. Cotton said after its final run up his local
road “ I would love to be doing the event again in this…if it
stays dry!” The trip to Mull in Kirsty Hudson’s (hope the Aygo
was ok for the week!) new luxury Range Rover Vogue horsebox tug was uneventful and proved really good for the recce.
Based in Dervaig the digs were just as we remembered them…
classy but expensive whilst Andrew the host regaled us with tales of unrest in
the Bellachroy amid rumours of renegade secret drinking dens……his face did
seem redder than last year as I recall! After we had done a day/night of recceing
our next door neighbor arrived…Sam Leech from Killarney who builds golf
courses for a living and was doing this event in a hired Fiesta R2, the only issue
was that he hadn’t driven a left hooker or clicky box before…oh and he hadn’t
got any notes, helmet or club card…oh and the car plus welsh co-driver who he
had never spoken to, weren’t due to arrive until the night before the rally start on
the Friday! It made us feel totally prepared…………….most unlike us!
Recce done and dusted by Wednesday evening (after a near squeak with a recceing Beemer) we awaited the
arrival of Steve Cotton with Rob Cotton (Steve’s son who is a fair young navigator in the making)) plus budding
maestro mechanic Dan Pickup who together would form the service crew . They had been picked up and transported by Simon Cole (an old friend of Hudson’s who came last year) whose job had been to provide venison in all of its
barbequeable forms…suffice to say he only brought the service crew! Now the first night was to prove to be a
shock….Mr. Cole turned out to be snoring’s equivalent of Usain Bolt…the volume might have been challenged but
he has remained unbeaten for years!! Hudson cried enough at 2 in the morning and retreated to the Range Rover….
from where he could still hear it - how Team Cotton coped I do not know and even Rob remarked “I never usually
wake up but…..”. This episode was to prove problematic for Hudson as later that day he developed a severe cramp
in his throttle leg that required a visit to the local hospital who told him it was ok and the swelling plus associated
bruising was normal ( I would love a swelling like that at my age….) ……on the Saturday morning of the rally before
the second leg it looked even worse and so another hospital trip was required where again Hudson was assured it
was ok even though I was thinking gangrene and amputation a la Pirates of the Caribbean! Post rally note…Hudson
spent yesterday (24thOct) in the local Welsh hospital close to where he is working and they have now diagnosed a
blood clot that is working its way round his body….hope all ok eventually Ste!
The rally first leg itself was a real test as expected……hard stages with the Hill Road being especially grueling
what with the crests, dips, blind corners and rough road surface generally meaning that there was no let up on either
crew member with an issue at the arrival control of SS5 meaning that there was a penalty issued for early arrival
which added to a notional maximum applied for SS4 meant I saw a set of interim results I didn’t understand at all! I
must say Duncan Brown, the CLO for the event, handled this superbly on our behalf and sorted it all out with the
results team (in our favour I might add) during the second leg. The car was great, with slicks in wet weather being
the only issue causing a slight moment or two but of most concern was Hudson’s leg…the lad was really struggling
tbh and I would have understood totally if we had had to retire…tough lads these tunellers!
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From Dalby to Tobermorey
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The second leg began with Ardtun followed by a long delay before Scridain which was difficult for locals as the
back up of cars on a very narrow road caused one or two tempers to become frayed I understand…not sure it was
avoidable but many theories abound on BRF as to how it could be avoided in future(!)…considering the need to run
Ardtun the organisers have a very difficult job in my view and sometimes one cant mitigate against all eventualities? The delay did allow Tractor (Sam’s co-driver) to fix our wipers which had failed in the rain…one good one was
better than nothing. The Lochs/Calgary/Hill Road loop proved hard for us…a number of rapid locals catching us on
the Hill road on both laps and unfortunately Sam had fallen slowly off the road onto the beach running in front of us
although thankfully without injury ….post recovery the Welsh lads were straight off for the ferry in order to replace
all the panels before WRGB! Running down the Glen to the end of leg 2 in Salem we had two problems… a loud
rattling from low in the engine bay had developed which was a real concern plus Hudson’s leg (which was a concern but Steve Cotton couldn’t do anything about that!) ….Stopping at the Woodcocks superb and now finished
alpine style lodge we borrowed John Hargreaves tools (small…) and lights to investigate the issue. It was here that
the Cottons and Mr. Pickup showed their ability…I thought we were going home via the Bellachroy but eventually a
bush repair involving an angle grinder made the bespoke oil pump/alternator pulley arrangement stay on the crank
end without moving but for how long we couldn’t be sure. A fantastic effort and without doubt we would have had to
retire on the spot without Team Cotton. Simon also did his bit travelling back to Dervaig to get the lamp-pod and
getting me settled in the car again as he did all event…at my age it is really hard to get helmet, HANS and belts all
aligned!
The third leg was compromised slightly due to the Calgary/Loch Tuath long stage being yellow flagged as we
were mid stage due to an ongoing incident but the Gribun stage started to cause more worries as the fan belt started to screech wildly and any amount of revs/no revs plus lights on/off wouldn’t stop it … a quick look before the
commencement of SS17 Scridain indicated an ok belt but Ste couldn’t see anything else so we started the stage.
About two miles in the noise was very loud and huge amounts of smoke started to billow out of the grill so it was
clear the alternator was cooked with possibly the pulley arrangement having come loose again…having made the
decision to retire on the penultimate stage we looked around and in the moonlight we spotted a bench about 10
yards off the road overlooking the sea…..walking over to it the flowers left on the bench plus the inscription indicated that this was the memorial to Andy Mort who sadly passed away at this spot last year. A few minutes reflection
whilst sat on the bench followed for us both…we had been in the Bellachroy talking to Andy and indeed had borrowed a jack from him last year. Life is a funny old thing in some ways and I am certain Andy just wanted the craic…I did wonder if Hudson hadn’t returned his jack!! It was great to hear that John MacChrone had won from the
Duffys…incredible pace and commitment and a fitting epitaph to Andrew Mort. It was nice to see Andys partner
stood outside her house in Dervaig waving at all the crews…even those near the back of the field. The Woodcocks
had gone really well after a clutch issue on the first leg and finished 30th overall but it was a shame that Young
Dave Calvert with the slightly younger Matt Broadbent had slid off the road with the only damage being to the car…
hard luck on Daves 41st Mull but a great starting record that I would suspect cant be bettered on any UK rally? A
credit to Clitheroe and District Motor Club even though Matt doesn’t want see another mintball for a while yet!
The trip home started well with the early Fishnish/Lochaline ferry caught but then disaster struck as a caravan
and Simons Audi came into violent contact with each other on the A82 out of Glencoe…..wrecking both but thankfully with no lasting injuries to anyone. A very luck escape indeed and the reason why myself and Simon came to
be walking through central Glasgow late at night with a pillow under my arm on the way to catch a sleeper train
back to Preston….slightly scary characters on those streets late at night I can tell you! Hudson duly transported a
very subdued Team Cotton back to Scorton whilst I braved the tiny sleeper cabin with Simon…the noise that lad
creates is epic and I am not too bad….I have never pulled a trains ripcord before but i came close believe me!!!
The recovery team at Chisholm’s near Glencoe were superb in every respect and even the late owners daughter
got her dads old rallying photos and programmes out to show us…Gallagher, Heggie, Wood, Grierson etc. all top
names in the late seventies!
An anticlimax then and to get so close to finishing really hurt….but on reflection a great weekend overall with
superb company and I hope that when the Pug has a permanent pulley fix and Hudson’s leg is better the combination will do so much better…the car is a little belter and only needs some investment in wet weather tyres in my
view to make it something that can be competitive and different to the hordes of Escorts. I eventually got home only
to find I had damaged my cars sill on Hudson’s infamous front garden tree stump when I had parked it up a week
earlier…young Gussy Hudson no doubt chalking up another victim claimed! Still able to laugh though which is what
it is about…a bit like young Rob Cotton who when asked at the first mealtime what he wants to be after leaving
school replied “ I fancy being an engineer really….can anyone help me get this ketchup bottle top off…!?”. It was
indeed in the words of Mr. Cole…”epic”

Tony Vart
Mull Co-driver Car 145
Clitheroe&District Motor Club

BANNER BAGS
TRACKROD AS
PRITCHARD
TAKES TITLE
Steve Bannister and Callum Atkinson, put
in a scintillating performance to secure a
dominant Trackrod Historic Cup victory
whilst Jason Pritchard and Phil Clarke
claimed a second successive BHRC title
with a steady run to 5th.

The Malton based Trackrod Historic Cup would not only form
round 9 of the 2016 BHRC but also round 8 of the Northern
Historic Rally Championship; largely the reason why the likes
of Steve Bannister, in the infamous red striped, white MK2
Escort, would feature at the head of a 40 strong entry list.
With several of the BHRC class and category titles already
wrapped up many of the regulars had elected not to make the
trip; the respective category 1, 2 and 3 champions, Bob Gibbons, Simon Tysoe and Paul Barrett to name but a few. The
overall BHRC title was however still yet to be decided, with
Jason Pritchard and Phil Clarke, realistically just requiring a
finish to secure a second successive crown.
The 2016 rendition of the event would feature some 54 competitive stage miles including a Friday evening test in Dalby
and followed by 5 further stages on Saturday. And it was Steve Bannister and Callum Atkinson who would open up an impressive 20 second overnight lead; the legendary Ford Escort
star still proving difficult to beat in the forests he knows so
well.
Whilst, as expected, Pritchard and Clarke were taking extra
care on the super fast North Yorkshire forest tracks It would
be another Yorkshire-man in the form of Matthew Robinson
who would emerge as ‘Banner’s’ closest pursuer. In fact the
Fiat 131 pilot, with Sam Collis alongside, would hold a clear
second place throughout Saturday morning’s tests before a
propshaft failure would ultimately end their event prematurely.
With Robinson out, Bannister and Atkinson would find themselves with more than a 2 minute cushion over rest of the field
with just the Cropton and Gale Rigg stages remaining. With
this in mind you may have thought a casual drive to the finish
was in order? Not a chance; the Malton man going on to record a clean sweep of fastest stage times to claim overall
Trackrod Historic Cup glory by a mammoth 2 minutes and 13
seconds!
The podium positions would be completed by two more class
D5 specification MK2 Escorts in the hands of Steve Bennett
and Mark Bentley, both of whom had increased their pace
throughout the Saturday stages.
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Bennett, co-driven by Paul Spooner, was second quickest in
Dalby, Cropton and Gale Rigg to cement second position
overall whilst Mark and Ed Bentley would set 3rd fastest time
on each of the aforementioned tests to impressively climb
from 11th to third!Bentley would in fact just pip the very rapid
Adam Milner and Roy Jarvis to the final podium position by a
mere 0.3 seconds. Despite a couple of overshoots, Milner, in
a crossflow engined MK1 Mexico would lead category 2 overnight and was lying in the overall podium positions right up
until the final stage of the event.
After previous star performances had ended in the Welsh
scenery, Milner and Jarvis on this occasion approached the
final couple of stages with caution, ensuring they would end
the event in a phenomenal 4th position overall. With Bannister and Bentley not registered for points, there can’t have
been too many occasions where a 1600 category 2 car has
featured on the overall BHRC podium!
5th overall was exactly what Pritchard and Clarke would have
been hoping for and more than enough to maintain their overall BHRC title. Given the often rough nature of the Yorkshire
stages there are easier places to drive for a finish! Whilst
rarely troubling the top of the time sheets, the formidable duo
still ended the day as third BHRC registered crew home. A
perfectly judged drive by the now double champions.
Shawn Rayner and Declan Dear were able to take advantage
of the none appearance of Paul Barrett and Dai Roberts to
claim class D3 honours with a strong run to 6th overall. Ben
Friend and Cliffy Simmons had held the class lead overnight
but could not match the the pace of the Windsor man over
Saturday’s stages; Rayner and Deer in the end taking the
class win by 21 seconds.
Warren Philliskirk make it 3 Yorkshire men in the top 7 as he
and Nigel Hutchinson went on to claim class C5 victory and
second in category 2; ending the event 31 seconds in front of
the Datsun 240Z of Jeremy Easson and Mike Reynolds.
15th in the end turned out to be a slightly disappointing result
for Chris Skill and Tom Jordan. The class D2 winners had
been flying on the Yorkshire forest tracks and were lying in 6th
position overall with just 1 stage remaining. Final stage dramas (a Gale Rigg ditch) would however cost the East Midlands pairing over 2 minutes and 9 positions!
Yet another Yorkshire man in the form of Terry Cree would
claim class C3 top spot in his BMW 2002ti. Co-driven by
Richard Shores, the Thirsk pairing would get the better of Simon Pickering and Colin Jenkins on all but two of the stages
to take class victory by 26 seconds.
Further back, 25th historic car home was the category 1 winning MK1 Cortina of Bob Bean and Captain Thompson. Again mixing it with the category 2 and 3 machines, the
vastly experienced Cleckheaton man would go on to record
category victory by a mammoth 13 minutes over the class B2
winning Morris Mini Cooper of Phil Harris and Paul Kendrick.
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Elsewhere, Paul Street and Ian Jones fought off challenges
from Robin Shuttleworth and Barry Jordan to claim top spot
in the BTRDA Historic Cup on the Saturday only Trackrod
Forest stages event.

RESULTS
1.

Steve Bannister/Callum Atkinson | Ford Escort MK2 | 0:58:05.1

2.

Steve Bennett/Paul Spooner | Ford Escort MK2 | +02:13.3

3.

Mark Bentley/Ed Bentley | Ford Escort MK2 | +03:00.3

4.

Adam Milner/Roy Jarvis | Ford Escort Mexico | +03:00.6

5.

Jason Pritchard/Phil Clarke | Ford Escort MK2 | +03:03.5

6.

Shawn Reynar/Declan Dear | Ford Escort MK2 | +03:28.5

7.

Warren Philliskirk/Nigel Hutchinson | Ford Escort | +03:39.7

8.

Tom Hewick/Mick Johnson | Ford Escort MK2 | +03:40.5

9.

Barry Stevenson-Wheeler/John Pickavance | Escort | +03:42.8

10. Ben Friend/Cliffy Simmons| Ford Escort MK2 | +03:49.3

Whilst far from the thrilling end to the championship battle we
had at one stage hoped for, the journey through the Yorkshire forests for Pritchard and Clarke must have been more
than a little nail biting. The Welshman may have been driving
well within himself but the pace at the front was electric. Few
would have been able to compete with Banner in this sort of
form but as closest rivals through the early stages it is a real
shame that Robinson and Collis were not able to fulfil their
early promise and grab a first ever BHRC maximum score for
the glorious 131.
Despite Category 1 forest rallying almost being killed off completely by the ludicrous MSA running order rules we can still
look back on an excellent year of historic rallying.
On gravel there was little to choose between Elliott, Price,
Pritchard and Barrett but again Pritchard proved the man to
beat on tarmac; he and Clarke more than worthy championship winners having evenly split their 4 maximum scores
across both surfaces. And it is their ability to win just
about anywhere which will make them tough to beat again in
2017 …

Report & Images : Paul Common
http://paulcommonsmotorsport.com
Email : paul.commons@yahoo.co.uk

Paul Commons Motorsport Photography
Paul Commons is a credited motorsport photographer covered by public liability insurance to the value of £5m.
His weapon of choice is a Canon 5d MKiii, backed up by a Canon 7d, and combined
with a range of ‘L Series’ lenses.
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Wigan Motor Club

ADGESPEED Stages Rally
9th October
Three Sisters

The 2nd weekend of October saw me head of too 3 sisters race circuit for the Adgespeed stages alongside
Garry Watson in his newly built Talbot Sunbeam. Being
Garry’s first rally for 8 years and using a historic car
with a near standard Toyota 1600 twin cam engine the
only goal was simple go and have a good day. That we
certainly did!!!!!!!!
The first loop got off to a slow start with Gary struggling
to get used to the 4 speed gearbox and struggling to
find a comfortable rhythm in the car. This lead to a spin
on the first stage and a steady second but we got
through at a reasonable pace. Amazingly after the first
loop wed actually gone better our previously thought
ambitious seeding of 41st.
After swapping tyres for the second loop the next 4
went well with Gary gaining more and more confidence
in the car and slowly getting quicker and quicker. Even
managing to start overtaking cars we came across on
stage who were similarly seeded. This meant we headed into the lunch time switch around around the mid
30s overall.
The 4th and 1st of the afternoon went by with more of
the same with Gary getting quicker still and the only
small drama being by being a little over ambitious
knocking the merge defining tyres out the way. The
5th loop saw Gary really getting into it chasing down and
catching the Porsche 924 that reached the merge a few
car lengths on both stages within a few corners. However we lost 20 seconds with a spin 2 corners before
the stage end which dropped us back into the 30s.
Luckily the last loop had a lot less drama on stage that
in service as it almost looked to be over before we started it. Upon arriving at service after the penultimate loop
we spotted a decent sized pool of oil under the car but
luckily this was just down to the catch tank being full
and once drained cured the problem. On the actual
stages we decided to take it easy and cruise to the finish rather than do anything silly which we managed perfectly meaning we finished 31st overall with which we
were over the moon with.
Over all a great weekend from start to finish which presented plenty of possible potential for the future and
even the opportunity to head over seas to Ireland next
year. Now however its a small 3 week rest for myself
before a sequence of 4 events in 5 weeks to round off
the year as I head to the first 3 rounds of the MSN circuit championship and the Glynn memorial, the final
round of the ANWCC championship, in the hopes of
picking up some much needed points............

Jordan Joines : Wallesey MC

Wigan Motor Club

ADGESPEED Stages Rally

Photo Andrew Shepherd

(Bloody drivers & Red mist)

“Lets do Three Sisters Geoff said, it will be a laugh, we can
win this, and its only five minutes from my house?” “If we
must” I said.
I never thought I would say it, but as the rally got closer, I
was quite looking forward to it, yeah at 3 circles, a bit of banter on BRF, as Brandon had already put an entry in, phone
calls and TXTs between the three of us winding each other
up etc. And then the cat among, John Stone changed his entry from the 206 to the Millington Fiesta. Bugger!
For some reason, we had to scrutineer at 07.15, but the
first car wasn’t starting till 10.00. anyway, lovely morning,
time for a walk round and a chat, after a bacon butty.
Car1, and last few years winner Ian Rowlance in the 6R4,
was favorited again, but realistically the winner could come
from any of the top seven,
SS.1 we recorded a 2.13 I said to Geoff, good time that
mate, one second slower than car1 on the opening ( same )
stage last year, checking with the other crews, car1 had done
it 5 second quicker, but John was even faster on 2.06, were
lying forth, also behind Martyn Tinkler in the Lotus.
As the day goes on were setting top three times, but usually
5s or 6s behind the Metro, who was 3s or 4s behind John and
Alex Stone, so we are a comfortable third, as we go into the
tenth stage, run anti clockwise, we come round the top
banked section, and there’s a tyre on the racing line, we clip it
with the N/S front, big moment, I am thinking, this is going to
hurt, but fare do to Geoff holds it on opposite lock at about
90mph, down the back straight, and we have Brandon in our
sight. We are visibly catching him up, round Lunar, and I say
“ Don’t get sucked in, he’s splitting right” we are about 25M
behind the other Darrian, RED MIST sets in, I shout “ right,
and split tight HP left, repeat, right, and split tight HP left” yes
you guessed it, he followed the other Darrian in, with a big
smile on his face, “what the f*$%” I shout! Geoff realized what
he’s done, “Sorry Tel” stage Max.
Back in service, we decide to do the last two stages for
the craic, on the start line “ nothing to gain or lose, don’t do
anything daft, nice and tidy, look after the car ” I say, of
course he listens, third fastest, last stage second fastest, and
a good impersonation of Ken Brock, wild power slides everywhere :-))
Well, not the result we wanted, didn’t bother looking where
we finished, but well down, still, we had a right laugh as usual, and at least it wasn’t my fault. Well done to John and Alex
on the win, and thanks to W&DMC for putting on, one of the
most enjoyable Three Sisters events I’ve ever done.

Terry Martin : Clitheroe & DMC

Cheviot Stages Rally
Otterburn

Simple, buy a car, contact a co-driver, enter a rally
and finish. That's what I did buying a Peugeot 205
GTi.
Mark Broadbent in his usual spot. Enter the Ford
Parts Cheviot Stages Rally on Otterburn ranges and
drive flat out. I'd only done 2 miles to the MOT station beforehand and a quick check over the car before we lined up on the start line.
Conditions looked dry but making our way the start it
looked like rain was on the cards and with slicks on
the car it could be interesting. We had a steady
stage 1, longest of the day with rain falling as we set
off.
Stage 2 and a spin on a downhill 90 left backwards
off the road and stuck in a ditch. A push from Mark
and a marshal got us going after loosing 2 minutes
but glad to still be running.
Stage 3 and I was slow still thinking why we spun
off. A return to service and no damage. Add a little
fuel and are run of the 1st 3 stages but on drier
roads.
Stages 7 and 8 were fast and the best I had ever
done at any ranges. The rest of the day for us was
as planned from 9 to 12, just drive fast and learn
more about the car.
Just shows what a couple of grand on a stage prepared car can do.
Ok we finished 40th but had a good blast and really
enjoyed Otterburn, Will be looking for a return next
year

Terry Pressdee : Airedale & Pennine MCC

Whickham & District Motor Club
and Hadrian Motor Sports Club.

Ford Parts
Cheviot Stages Rally
9th October

TINN TAKES CONTROL!...

Damian Cole/Paul Morris (Ford Escort)
3rd O/A & Millington RWD Challenge Winners
Photo courtesy : 90Right.com

David Tinn/Giles Dykes, in their MEM Proton Satria, not
only conquered Otterburn with an outstanding win, but
also took their first MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
victory.
A warm welcome awaited contenders in the Championship on Otterburn for the Ford Parts Cheviot Stages Rally, organised by Whickham & District Motor Club and
Hadrian Motor Sports Club. Competitors were treated to
fast, flowing but tricky stages that were slightly damp
and slippy in the morning, following a cloud burst over
the ranges.
Right from the word ‘go’, David and Giles met the demands of the ranges with an outstanding
Phil Bruce’s Peugeot 206 - ‘Sold As Seen!’
performance resulting in taking the lead early on. As the
Photo courtesy : 90Right.com
cold started to set in on the final leg, the crew were welcomed back to the finish control to receive their winners’ medals and an array of people wanting to take photos.
David reported that “the car had been faultless all day, and he thanked the organisers for a good event and his service crew for keeping the car running all day”.
Challenges came from Richard Clews in the Subaru Impreza. Richard had been nursing an old reoccurring injury
during the day, but it didn’t impede too much on his performance. Overall Championship winners Damian Cole/Paul
Morris chose to take their MK2 Escort to the event, a lovely sound emanating from the distant hills. Damian remained in 5th position for most of the day, but was able to claw it back to 3rd overall - and maximum Millington Rear
-Wheel Drive Challenge points! Well worth the long trip.
Bristol driver Oliver Hopkins had a good competitive drive during the day taking him to a credible 5th O/A in the
championship and 2nd in the Class N4 Drivers award. Meanwhile Manxman Stu Bainborough battled through bales
and several fences to bring his Mitsubishi Evo 6 home with a huge smile from both driver and co-driver.
A good result came from William Hill in his Ford Fiesta, despite sliding off early on. He was quickly back on the
tracks and making up the time he had unfortunately lost. Mention must be given to Phil Bruce, who had sold his car
prior to the event and was delivering it to its new owners on the way home, so a steady run from Phil was what was
required. I’m sure I can speak on behalf of all his fellow competitors in wishing him all the best for his forthcoming
training.
A good battle on the day ensued with Richard Milbank in the Vauxhall Corsa and David Smalley in their Vauxhall
Corsa, the result could have gone either way, but Richard took the B9 award by 3 points. He commented going into
the final stage that “he was feeling more nervous now than he was on the start line in the morning”.
A disappointing non-start for Bob Fowden/Ashley Trimble who had gearbox problems prior to the start in the morning. Ashley was vying for 2nd in the codrivers’ championship.
Kevin Harbour proudly told me that he had competed on every event in the championship and the little Peugeot had
held up throughout them all. He did say that it was touch and go for this event as they were still working on the car
late in the week. Kevin left at 3am in the morning to get to the venue ready for the start, so if wanted during service
breaks could be found resting his eyelids!

Report - Jane Evans

MSA Rallycross

Croft

Supernational
Class
Champion
Tony Lynch
Wigan racer Tony Lynch secured arguably the biggest accolade of his
career to date after successful wrapping up the Supernational class title
during the final round of the MSA British Rallycross Championship in association with ODYSSEY Battery.
The Westhoughton-based driver headed across the Pennines to the Croft
circuit in North Yorkshire sitting pretty at the top of the championship
standings at the wheel of his Lucas Oil Team Geriatric-run Ford KA,
knowing that a top five finish would be enough to take the title.
Adopting a cautious approach through the three qualifying heats, Tony
lined up in third spot for his semi-final and secured what was ultimately a
comfortable victory after one of his main title rivals, Paige Bellerby, was
forced to retire.
Aware of the points situation, Tony stayed out of trouble at the start of the
all-important final; dropping back to fourth as his rivals diced for the lead.
As the six lap final wore on however, Tony made the most of the pace
within the KA to work his way through into the lead; beating main title rival
Guy Corner for victory to wrap up the title in style.
The Croft success, Tony’s third of the campaign, capped a stunning season for the newly-crowned champion, who ultimately ended the year 14
points clear of his nearest rival.
“The Supernational field has been strong this year, so to come away from
the season having lifted the title is absolutely fantastic,” he said. “Having
only taken the decision to run the KA quite late, we knew this year was
going to be a huge challenge and it’s gone better than I ever expected it
to.
“In the early stages of the season, it was all about picking up points while
we learned all about the car, and as we gained more experience, the performances improved.
“We put ourselves into a fantastic position going into the finale but having
been forced to retire in the previous round, I knew it was important not to
get too carried away. The plan had always been to pace myself and make
sure we got the points we needed, but when the chance was there to go
for the victory, I had to take it. To wrap the title up with a win makes it
even more special.
“Although it’s me who goes into the record books as the champion, this
year has been a massive team effort and I wouldn’t have been able to do
it without the team around me. To a man, they have been fantastic all
season and this championship is for them as much as it for me. I also
have to thank the amazing sponsors who have backed me this year as I
wouldn’t have been able to compete without their support.
“We’re now going to take some time to enjoy this success and then the
hard work starts preparing for next year and hopefully defending our title.”

The perfect picture for
Team Geriatric.
A family team that loves
its Rally Cross.
Thanks to everyone who supported us
this year. Sponsors, fans, family but
most of all my team. It was pretty emotional at weekend after the final, but
that just shows how committed my
team are. we are all mates and I just
one small part of the team who does
the easy bit the driving. All the hard
work is done in the garage each and
every week. Thanks lads. It's not Tony
Lynch who is champion BUT. Lucas
Oil Team Geriatric that are 2016 British
MSA Supernational Rally Cross Champions. And thats each and everyone of
you. Thanks to everybody involved.

Thank you. Regards. Lynchy

Fabulous Prescott

Autumn American Classic
1/2nd October

Every year my wife and I really look forward to the Bugatti
Owners Club Autumn Classic weekend at Prescott, it is
one of the highlights of our year.
This wonderful venue hosts several themed weekends,
French Vie en Bleu & Italian Rosso Red celebrates the
French and Italian influences in spring. October sees the
Autumn American Classic which is a mixture of everything
stars and stripes, hotrods, Cadillac’s, Pontiacs, Harley Davidson’s plus the Beach Boys if you can imagine the scene.
All this is happening not over the pond but deep in the
lovely Cotswolds.

Saturday for Carol and me is generally a lazy day watching
competitors strive to lower their times on the famous hill, or
browsing the wares on the trade stalls, looking at American
cars and the hot rod culture or chilling out generally.
Sunday I try to chill out as well, I love talking to other competitors and spectators but every now and again I get summoned to get in my car by the friendly but efficient marshals to go out and attack the hill. What a great way to
spend the day.
Over the years we have made many friends at this event;
it’s rather like a big family meeting up again. Simon Taylor
the BBC commentators and journalist popped in for a chat
as did Chris Drewitt another famous commentator. These
guys are right on top of their job finding out what’s going on
in the car world during practise. They get all the information
they can, which really pays off when they are filling in time
if an accident or break in the competition occurs. They can
chat away and keep people interested in what they are
saying which is a difficult job at times especially if a nasty
incident happens near them.
Saturday’s weather was ok until early afternoon but then
became horrendous. Torrential rain and thunderstorms
caused spins or other incidents on almost every corner of
the famous track at various times as drivers pushed harder
and harder to put up fast times in atrocious conditions.
There were one or two fairly big accidents but fortunately
no injuries except to wallets I’m glad to say.
At one time rivers of water were gushing down the track
and after a minor incident the clerk of the course who
checks out every incident by driving up the track stopped
and let a joint clerk of the course out of the course car during a massively heavy thunderstorm. This guy got a spade
off a marshal and he himself dug various channels to allow
the torrential rain to dissipate onto the grass. In doing this
he must have been soaked right through to his skin. Marshals helped of course but this guy did a fantastic job and
no further rivers gushed across the track for the remainder
of the day. Several more drivers and cars visited the Armco
and tyre walls and needed the attention from the ambulance staff and recovery teams but without any major problems. The incidents were due to driver error as opposed to
any problems with the track.
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Medical staff always checks drivers involved in an accident,
no chances are taken but when the red mist descends common sense can go out of the window.
Sunday was fantastic, it was as warm as midsummer the
warm sun shining in the apple orchards where the paddock
is situated. Tribute bands played, dancers with the longest
legs in the world danced (female I must add), the wall of
death riders hurtled around the vertical sided wooden bowl
and every now and again we got our chance to tackle the
hill in perfect conditions.
I presume heaven will be something like this!
Every make of car must surely have been represented on
Sunday, from an original 1959 Austin seven mini saloon
and a 1968 mini traveller without the wooden sides to Aston
Martins plus the original AC Cobra “Old Yella” formerly
owned by Carroll Shelby. Well over a dozen Austin Healey
3000s one of my very favourite cars, Roger Penske’s Chaparral, Buckler to Bugatti, Allard to TR, Morgans, Marcos,
MGs, Merlin, Scimitar, Studebaker. McLaren, Ford, Alexis,
Nike, Lotus, Elva, Mallock, Alfa, Ensign, Corvette, Mustang,
the list goes on and on.
Our sidevalve class or “flathead “ as the yanks call it had a
variety of cars including several Allard’s fitted with the immensely reliable side valve V8 engines as fitted to Ford Pilot car of the fifties plus countless world war two electricity
generators. Each car in this class is given a handicap time
which is its fastest ever time at Prescott. Whoever beats
their handicap by the biggest margin wins, this works really
well with everyone trying like hell especially this year as all
drivers were regulars at this event.
The class was won by the what must be the best prepared
Ford Pop in the country if not the world driven by current hill
record holder in the saloon car class Ian Moss who normally competes in a MK1 Escort or his Hillman Imp. Second
was a Ford Coupe imported from America with a” small
block”, 4200cc engine, nothing small about that in my book!
I gather its bigger brother is over 7 litres so size is everything as they say. This car looks like a gangster’s car from a
Bonnie and Clyde movie although this one was built in
1936.
I managed third in class, sixth tenths of a second slower
that the small block Ford Coupe, if I had pushed harder on
some corners could I could possibly have beaten him ?
This of course is where the red mist descends. Never mind
there is always next time.
There are classes for every type of car at this event it’s not
just a Revival event. There are also two lengths of track
available at Prescott, competing on this weekend means
you are using the long course which is really fantastic to
drive. VSCC events use the short course which omits some
of the most challenging corners but they have competed on
the original short course since the early 1930s so retain this
format to retain the history as well as continuity with class
and outright records still valid. Recently they have instigated a new event run on a Friday that uses the long course
because the long
Continued on Page 46
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Many Bugatti’s, ERAs and other cars are the very same
cars still competing today that set records in the 1930s.
Often the cars are still owned by the same families as in
those pioneer days when the members of the Bugatti
Owners Club put their hands in their pockets and bought
the venue with their own money. What a wonderful legacy
they have left for future generations.
Many of these
former members were fabulously rich of course, some of
their children and grandchildren are still part of the scene,
old school blazers and ties and cultured accents are still
present, still very active within the organisation of the Bugatti Owners Club.
Make no mistake about it this does not detract in any way
from the enjoyment of Prescott, it enhances it. This venue
is a must visit for anyone with the slightest interest in motorsport, it’s like Wembley is to football but much more
attractive.
A great place to spectate, really fabulous to race up if you
are a competitor and it’s even possible to drive up the historic venue on certain days in the year when the hill is
opened for charity days providing you are in a car that is
road taxed and insured. You don’t even need a helmet or
race overalls to partake.
Cheltenham’s Cleeve Vale Rotary Club have such an
event on Sunday 14th May 2017 where a mximum of 200
drivers pay £50 for two runs up the hill, £25 is for the venue running costs but £25 goes directly to charity so as well
as fulfilling an ambition you are helping others. Contact
organiser geoffkimber@btinternet.com directly to enter or
visit Prescott’s own website for details of everything else.
Entries for this event have just opened on 5th October so
you have time to enter if you get your cheque away shortly. I have just posted mine as it gives Carol a chance to
view the hill from a driver’s angle and she really enjoys
seeing the famous hill from a different perspective and it
shows her just how tricky it is to drive.
Can’t wait until next October’s Autumn Classic.

Keith Thomas

'La Gran Carrera a Sirmione'

Whilst on holiday at Lake Garda I stayed in Sirmione and was delighted to find that there was to be a classic car event on
the Wednesday and Thursday. The good news I was there on the
Wednesday and the bad news was that I was coming home on
the Wednesday! The event was the 'La Gran Carrera a Sirmione' and
was sort of related to an Argentinian event of a similar name; indeed
the publicity posters featured pictures of cars on the Argentine event.
Still the timings meant I would at least be there when the cars arrived in the morning. The event was to be held on the public car park
adjacent to the castles moat and entrance to the town in a fairly compact area. I was expecting a static show but how wrong I was.
During the early morning a simple oval course was lain out using
small marker cones with timing strips laid across the 'track at strategic
locations. So a sort of mini regularity trial had been set up with electronic timing. Around 10.00 the first cars arrived comprising mainly of
British Classics turned out to a very high standard. Several of the
crews were from South America who had hired cars and service crews
for the event. One crew from Patagonia had hired a very well turned
out Austin Healey 3000 to replace their own Healey (and Mini Cooper
and Alfa Romeo Montreal) left back in Patagonia.
The cars then proceeded to circulated the course collecting times
seemingly at random but thoroughly enjoying themselves in the process. All the cars were on display and the drivers and crews, despite
the obviouse language difficulties, more than happy to discuss their
mounts. Some had been to Sirmione earlier in the year competing on
the Mille Miglia so had great stories to tell.
Now this was an Italian event and they have a somewhat different
approach to event organisation than the MSA so they had one marshal, two timekeepers and two very nice young ladies serving coffee
and cakes. No spectator marshals at all and no crowd barriers seemingly 12" cones provide sufficient protection for this type of motorsport.
Now the entrance to the town is over the drawbridge and through the
town gates at one side of the test layout and the main coach drop off
point was on the other side so I leave it to your imagination what went
on suffice to say a group of 30 or so Japanese tourists led by a umbrella brandishing tour guide waked right through the middle of proceedings seemingly oblivious to what was going on around them.
There was a break for lunch then things restarted in the afternoon to
be repeated the following day. The Friday involved a visit to the Circuit
Nuvolari for some 'fast laps'.
In all quite an event and a fantastic display of mainly British classic
metal. By the way if any of you Spotlight readers do visit Lake Garda
may I suggest you visit L'Accanto pizzeria in Sirmione not only is the
food, and wine, but also to view the excellent photographs from the
Mille Miglia in the 1950's prominently displayed around the resturant.
Apparently the owners father was an official photographer on the
event.

Chris Lee : Lancashire AC

Getting in Touch with your Wild Side
The Highland 3 Day Classic Tour has been held virtually every year
for the last 20 years and I have to say that it strikes me, from all the
comments, cheers, laughter and ‘rib digging’ that has gone on over
the last few days, that 2016 has been the best one yet. There are
many people better qualified than me to confirm that, as we were
‘newbie’s’ completing this event for the first time. It has to be said that
the support and guidance we received from many of the ‘old hands’
present was fantastic. So, a great big thank you from us, to all of you
for making this Tour an amazing experience.
Clearly, this is one of those events where once you have done
it....you are hooked and want to come back for more! (We were registered for next year’s event before we had even finished this one)!
There were 18 cars registered for this tour, they included everything
from Alfa to Volvo including, BMW, Rolls Royce, Audi, Mercedes,
mini, Jaguar, on to Porsche, MGs and Healey, not to mention a daffodil and a luminous lime green Fiesta driven by Mike (the tour organiser) don’t ask!
Whilst I must confess the event does require a ‘modicum’ of stamina
due to early starts and challenging drives, it was overall a fantastic
tour to be part of with even a little bit of time to visit the Highland
Stone Pottery shop (thanks Kirsteen). Mike and the team’s organising
skills are second to none. Marvellous hotels, excellent food stops,
challenging road events and the all round good fun was wholly down
to the organisation and huge efforts made by the organisers. I know
we are not the only ones who want to say ‘Thank you’ to everyone of
them (Mike, Catherine, Owen, Tracy, John and David)
As I have already said, there was some serious driving to be had on
this Tour, with an excess of a 150 miles covered on each day.
The roads and views were amazing. Yes, we did stop to take photographs, how could we not, with views like this. We were not the only
ones to take photos, thanks to Owen for this brilliant shot taken on
Day 1. I must confess, that I was so busy concentrating on Tulips I
couldn’t always appreciate the views (mind you there were one or two
who travelled so fast they didn’t even see Scotland! Not that any
speed limits were broken, of course)
Stuart did all the driving in our 50 year old Daimler V8 and it is fair to
say he was more than pleased with her performance. He says, “The
old girl was well behaved and the car was even better” (Thanks for
that!). We did lose a wiper arm in high winds on Day 3 but that was
much preferred to Mike’s Healy which was taken home on a low loader after losing the clutch on the Hill Climb, hence the lime green Fiesta
for the rest of the tour!

Continued on Page 49

Highland Three Day Tour
Continued from Page 48

Day 2:

As you can see from the map, day 2 took us high up in to
the Scottish highlands where the population is about as sparse as
waitresses at the Jury hotel in Inverness. A short navigation event
preceded the longest journey of the event. The east to west crosscountry drive was mainly a single-track affair but the further west
we travelled, the better the scenery seemed to get. The approach
to Lochinver was absolutely stunning with mountain formations
looking more like Sugar Loaf in Brazil without blue sky of course.
The Inver Lodge Hotel is a true diamond in this part of the world
with a top draw lunch provided in very comfortable surroundings
overlooking the bay. After lunch we made our way down towards
Ullapool with scenery looking more and more like the set from a
Hobbit movie.
Now, some of the regulars to this event had baulked at the idea of
going to Scotland without visiting Applecross, so Mike dutifully added in an optional leg for Day 2. Not easy to judge how long this
would take but as some found out, it was a long haul and with most
of it covered in cloud. Some about turned and headed back without taking in a tea or coffee from the busiest pub in Applecross. For
those that made it, the rewards were indeed a nice cup of coffee
and the dubious prospect of having to re-traverse the cloud covered hairpins
of Applecross where lampless cyclist’s believe in their divine safety
along with a few day-trippers. The return back to the Jury Hotel in
Inverness was a little testing at times with Google suggesting an
8hour 40min drive without including the daily navigation event!

Day 3 followed the line of the Great Glenn. The weather remained kind to us and only short, hard bursts of rain occurred to
challenge the one wiper Daimler.

Now for some of the ‘fun events’. As already alluded
to, amongst all the fabulous driving was a daily Navigation task set
by John Hartley. I am not saying we had a lot to learn but...it can
be disconcerting to find you are the only vehicle travelling North on
a single track road amongst another 17 travelling South! Not to
mention finding out that what you thought was a perfect, first time
navigation test run, actually had 10 miles of road and track missed
out!
At this point, we really must thank Andrew Ogden for his patience
and knowledge, providing lessons to several new members on how
to map and then traverse the navigation routes. It also helped
greatly when we found out what Via and Boogie Boards are along
with ‘spot heights’! Thanks to you John and David, we definitely got
better as the days went on.

Day 0 (Thursday) included The Forrestburn Sprint and Hill Climb
Test curtesy of the MSCC (where Mike lost his clutch!) and Day 1
at the Grampian Transport Museum at Alford. We had never participated in one of these before and neither had Janet and Steve. This
event showed them in their true colours (competitive speed freaks).
Janet positively threw her car around the bends, screeched to a
halt on the stop lines and roared off to get the Trophy! (sadly, she
did not get a real trophy (there are no prizes for winning) so this
photo will more than make up for it! (one for the album Janet!)
If you are one of those who has never participated do put it on your
‘to do’ list, I promise....you will not regret it!

Lynda and Stuart (fondly known as George) Mason
Colin and Dawn Hare (Lancashire A.C.)

2300 MC

Andy Mort
Tour
22nd October

Many of the members of 2300 Club may be past their
‘collect bus pass’ age but there is life in the club yet and
they proved it by organising an excellent touring assembly
in honour of member Andy Mort.
Andy, as many readers will be aware, succumbed to injuries sustained in an accident on the Mull Rally last year
when co-driving for John Maccrone, who came back this
year to win the event and dedicate the emotional victory to
his friend.
I never met Andy but he was, by all accounts, a larger
than life character, and paying tribute to him, 2300 club
member Neil Molyneux told the post-touring assembly
gathering that Andy would have ‘found ways of enjoying
the touring assembly more than anybody else’.
The subsequent laughter told its own story about Andy –
he was someone who was an industrious member of the
2300 Club committee, someone who gave his heart and
soul to the sport he loved so much.
So, to the touring assembly. Simon Boardman had posted
a mention of it on my Facebook timeline on my return
from the Mull Rally. Would the long-suffering Mrs Barnes
feel generous enough to issue a pass out so that I could
go and play out? There was a chance to take part in the
event with Lancashire Automobile Club president and allround good guy John Hartley, in a beautiful red Porsche
964.
Apart from anything else I wanted to acknowledge what
the 2300 Club was doing for Andy Mort. I had been on
Mull in October 2015, competing on the same rally, like
many other Spotlight readers, when the tragedy involving
my fellow Lancastrian occurred. Here was an opportunity
to pay my respects.
I explained the situation to ‘her indoors’ in such terms and
the answer was in the affirmative. She’s a darling, what
would I do or be without her?
A quick phone call was made to John and the touring assembly was on. Saturday October 22 dawned cold and
misty and on arrival at Mytton Fold Golf Club there was
the old, familiar sight of orange direction arrows baring the
name 2300 Club.
A convivial breakfast of bacon barmcakes, coffee and tea,
gave many old friends a chance to say hello and catch up
and we signed on, collecting a stylish name plate for the
car, a roadbook, containing simple Tulip instructions to
take crews from the start to the lunch halt via a series of
check points where your time card was signed by marshalls
or where you had to write down a code from a codeboard.
Seeing so many old faces from when I started rallying in the early 1980s was a lovely experience. Charlie Woodward, Rod Brereton, Ian Grindrod, Trevor Roberts, Walter and Pat Bateson – Pat doesn’t appear to have changed
a bit, a great servant to motorsport but don’t mess with her! – and so many others including the hard-working Stuart
Pye who dealt with entries and helped make the event run so smoothly.Soon we were on our way and the route
took the cars down to the De Tabley bridge over the Ribble, via Dinckley. After heading up Gallows Lane and via
Hurst Green we found ourselves motoring past Stonyhurst College and up onto the
Continued on Page 51
back end of Longridge Fell where Trevor Roberts was manning a check point.

Andy Mort Tour
Continued from Page 50
I don’t know how old Trevor is now but I remember the way
he chaired Clitheroe Motor Club with such style and command when I was a beginner aged 18 or 19. A true motorsport legend, a top man and so nice to see him still involved
in helping the 2300 Club.
The route then took us via Bashall Eaves and Cow Ark up to
Slaidburn and up Lythe Fell, via the Four Ringstones loop
and on to Mewith Head and north to the A65 near Ingleton. A
bit of slottery around the Burton in Lonsdale, Wenningon and
Bentham area saw us head past Dan Willan’s coach firm up
the Roman road at Casterton and up to a checkpoint,
manned by Ian Grindrod and Clive Molyneux at the start of
Barbondale. What a road this is, with a series of crests and
yumps that we naturally did not take other than cautiously in
the Porsche.
From Barbondale we travelled via the cobblestoned village of
Dent and out via what the old timers call Dent Station White.
It is in fact a C-class road but is quite rough in places, though
nothing I have seen lately is as rough as the Hill Road on
Mull. Travelling over this road brought memories flooding
back of flying down this road in the mid-80s on the old Motoring News road rally rounds such as the Bolton Midnight and
the Devil’s Own. They were the days! Just further to the north
of Dent Station White were Mallerstang and Tan Hill, again
classic moorland road rally roads – but we instead headed
east towards Hawes for the lunch halt.
The second half saw us pootle over Fleet Moss and then up
to Arncliffe before heading down the yumpy, bumpy Pen-YGhent road to Stainforth – all classics.
We headed back to Mytton Fold Golf Course via Tosside,
Bolton-by-Bowland and Downham, travelling over the back
end of Pendle Hill via Barley and out towards Sabden Fold
and Whalley.
On arrival back at HQ Pat Bateson presented us with a souvenir key ring apiece, with the 2300 Club logo engraved on it.
A nice touch, thank you! And over the obligatory post-event
pint, John and I chatted amongst friends, having a laugh,
having fun. I had enjoyed a lovely day in the company of a
great enthusiast in John, who really is one of motorsport’s
great characters. His car is a joy to travel in, so nimble, so
direct, so much power on tap. I want one, but I will never be
able to afford one!
What else did I learn? Well, I know that these touring assemblies are a gentle but excellent way for newcomer navigators
to learn the art of map reading and using tulips, with an element of timekeeping also involved. I will be mentioning this
aspect when I next see members of Preston Motorsport
Club. A lot of our younger members are keen to dip a toe in
the waters of rally navigation and these events make great
sense for them to hone their skills.
I also learned that we take the countyryside around us for
granted far too much. The colours of autumn were evident all
around us and what a stunning backdrop those mountains
and fells made as we buzzed along in our cars.
This was the second event the 2300 Club has put on since running its last Tour of Mull in 2009. Hopefully there
will be more events to follow, not least a proper stage rally if the road closures act ever comes into being in England.
Those roads used on this route, devised by Walter Bateson, are all quality roads. What a sight, what an experience a proper rally in full-on stage cars would be for those lucky enough to participate. Here’s to hoping it happens one day!

Alan Barnes : Preston Motorsport Club

OCTOBER UP-DATE
Grass Roots
Motor Sport

Peter Lloyd Stages Rally
Tommi Meadows earned a fantastic result last weekend, with a
career-best performance seeing him take 2nd overall at Pembrey.
The 16-year-old MSA Academy AASE pupil was quick out of the
blocks, setting a 2nd fastest stage 1 time, slotting himself in just
behind Peugeot 107 driver Josh McErlean, The challenging nature of the event claimed some unfortunate crews; Zak Hughes
& Chris Evans rolled out of the event in stage 1, after being
named as favourites to take the win.
Consistency was the order of the day for Meadows and co-driver
Gareth Hooper, as they continued to snap at the heels of Josh
McErlean, before he suffered a puncture in stage 3, which promoted Meadows into the lead of the event, which boasted a
strong entry of 18 Junior 1000 Championship crews.
"It was a shame to see that Zak rolled out so early on, however
it's very pleasing to be pushing for a win and being able to put
some pressure on Josh (McErlean)", commented Tommi. "After
Josh was excluded at the previous round for having an illegal
ECU, we've been able to get a lot closer to his times. I think that
speaks for itself".
The pressure was on for the Clitheroe teenager, as going into
the final 8 mile stage, he and co-driver Hooper held a slender 2
second lead. Despite a big effort to maintain the lead, the Micra
crew were forced to settle for 2nd overall, although they became
the inaugural winners of the LewisReporting Pre '03 Trophy.
"We gave it our all in the final stage, but sadly it wasn't enough. Unofficial timing showed that Josh had already taken
3 seconds out of us purely on the long straight to the first major corner, so it was always going to be difficult," commented Meadows. "Nevertheless, we are really pleased with this result and it stands us in good stead to mount an
attack for a podium result in this year's championship".
With two rallies to go, Peter Bennett looks well set for a championship win in his Skoda Citigo, however things can
still change at the top. Next up is the NHMC Stages at Cadwell Park, at the end of November.

Special thanks to:
Proflex Shock Absorbers
A-Frame Engineering
TAROX Brakes
Rallytech
DMACK
Grafx
Gareth Hooper Motorsport Services
Pacenote.com

Tommi Meadows : Clitheroe & DMC

R.I.P

K 933 CAJ : F1000 : WRC

AKA1993‘Mavis’
- 2016

A life of Pain, but . . . . Pure Enjoyment
Born in Sunderland and First Registered on 24 March 1993 this
Nissan Micra LX had a normal life with 5 owners until 21 July
2003 when the car was purchased by Jamie Edwards –
Jemsport Wrexham. Very quickly, the car was professional
transformed into one of the best examples of a F1000 rally car of
the new championship in Northwest motorsport for 1000cc rally
cars. Regularly up to twenty 1000 cc rally cars met at North West
rallies and competed these little cars gave massive fun and a
great boost to the sport.
In 2004 the F1000 was a tarmac championship only but quickly
thoughts were for a Forrest championship, so in 2005 the F1000
rally club ran the first Forest championship. K933CAJ
F1000WRC had a great year and by the end of the season
‘Mavis’ had won the first ever F1000 Forest championship. Jamie had lots of involvement in the sport and demands on his
time so the car was put up for sale in late 2005.
It was Christmas Eve in 2005 when K933CAJ F1000WRC was
bought by F1000 driver Steve Johnson. The car quickly was out
on ANWCC and F1000 rounds with its Sunderland brothers and
sisters on events across the country.
Mavis was also introduced to the sport of autotesting and stared
in several the promotional films to promote grass root motorsport.

Watch; http://www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk/Video/
autotesting.wmv
http://www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk/Video/Key%
20role%20of%20motorsport%20short%202-45.wmv
K933CAJ F1000WRC – AKA ‘Mavis’ did some 50 rallies and other events with Steve Johnson with a 100% finishing record on
Stage rallies for 4 years. During the whole time of ownership by
Steve Johnson, the car has a 96%+ finishing record.
After a major rebuild to save Mavis from the breakers yard in
2012, Mavis did the North West Stages on what was the coldest
event with Ice on both Fleetwood and Blackpool Promenades!
Steve Johnson and Butler finished a fine 30th overall and 1st in
class. The Following year Hazel Johnson and Steve Butler did
the event in Mavis. On Friday night Mavis was shortened by 4
inches, the service team in 25 minutes, with the help of a transit
van, chain and 56lb knocking stick made Mavis safe to finish the
20 Saturday Stages and 2nd in class. In the 2013 Mavis was repaired very quickly and back out on another 10 events! To finish
5th overall in the ANWCC championship and won the SD34
MSG championship.
Now joined by Barney (the Purple Dinosaur) and Rupert the red
rally car, Mavis has been driven on AutoSOLOs Autotest and
Stage rallies by countless numbers of drivers all having great
fun.

Continued on Page 54
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RIP ‘Mavis’
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Patriot Stages Rally
COLE & MORRIS DANCE TO VICTORY!...
In February 2016 at the Under 17 Motor Club NW,
M65 Blackburn Services Event. Jess McClure of
Storage Hunters fame drove his first RHD car.
Mavis once again stepped up to the mark and
performed faultless as usual.

Watch; https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mFIkKdmJZws
On September 26th 2016 Mavis did her last event
at the Bolton AutoSolo, all three of Steve’s rally
cars (Mavis, Barney and Rupert) did the AutoSOLO. On the 2nd October 2016 Mavis became a
donor car, her body is a tad tired and will not pass
and MOT next year. Still all the parts will allow
cheap entry to our great sport.
12 years of great motorsport services and a 96%+
finishing record. - RIP Mavis.

2005 to 2016
Was ‘Mavis’ the most successful
completion car of this time?

Damian Cole/Paul Morris (Fiesta WRC)
2016 MSA Asphalt Rally Champion
Damian Cole & Paul Morris are the 2016 MSA Asphalt Rally
Champions! Aboard their customary Ford Fiesta WRC, the pair
won the penultimate round of the series, the Raintite/Curzon
Wealth Management Patriot Stages, to take their fourth maximum of the season and clinch what is Cole’s sixth and Morris’
first title. Even with the Cheviot Keith Knox Stages still to run,
this particular victory puts the Championship out of reach of their
main rivals, Steve Simpson/Patrick Walsh, who were unfortunately absent from the Caerwent Training Area after their Impreza WRC developed an engine fault in the days leading up to the
event. Even so, runners-up spot in the Championship is still very
much a possibility - dependent, obviously, on a good run on the
Cheviot!....
John Stone had another successful run-out in his Fiesta
S2500 to take 2nd overall at Caerwent, while David Tinn (Proton
Satria Neo) - currently 2nd overall in the Championship - and
Giles Dykes were 3rd. Following on from their podium finish on
the Mewla Rally, Bob Fowden/Paul Wakely brought their Impreza WRC back home in 4th place - the veteran driver is sitting
just outside the Top Ten and one can only imagine where he
would be, but for the gearbox woes that beset the car earlier in
the year!

Steve Johnson I 07718051882
Under 17 Motor Club I
Accrington Motor Sport Club I CSMA NW

Go Motorsport NW Regional Development Officer

The Group N category has been quite a contest this year but
that, too, was put to bed at Caerwent. Wynne Watkins (Impreza)
began the day just one point ahead of Oliver Hopkins
(Mitsubishi Lancer EVO9) but, with Ashley Trimble reading the
notes, Watkins cruised home in 6th place to take maximum N4
points and put the matter beyond doubt - just! Hopkins was only
a couple of places adrift and, as both drivers approach the end
of their first full season of Asphalt Championship events, k! can
be well pleased with their efforts!

Continued on Page 55

Patriot Stages
Continued from page 54
William Hill/Richard Crozier’s season just goes from
strength to strength - their Fiesta R200 finished just outside the Top Ten at Caerwent to clinch the AB Motorsport
Front-Wheel Drive Challenge and Class B10 for the season.
Unfortunately, other category and class entrants had
their hopes dashed - Tim Seipel/Val Thompson’s MG ZR
suffered a front drive flange failure very early on and, with
no spare available, they were heading back to the Midlands shortly afterwards. Indeed, Tim was home soon
enough to have the car fixed and ready for the Cheviot before nightfall - onwards and upwards!
It’s a long story, but Kev Harbour was hoping that a
demon tweak to one of his Peugeot 205’s engine mountings would cure an electrical problem that had blighted the
last couple of events. It seemed to be going so well - but
he, too, was they destined to finish the event on the back
of a recovery truck
Also registering a DNF last time out, courtesy of a broken
driveshaft, Richard & Pat Egger returned in their ‘trusty’
Nova to take maximum points in Class B11. They move
ahead of their rivals, but preparations for a trip to the Tour
of Mull preclude an entry on the final round of the Championship, leaving the way open for yet another change in the
pecking order!
Richard Milbank/Lee Bezuidenhout were the leading
Championship 1400 crew right up to the final stage when
their Corsa suffered a front puncture. The debacle cost
them five minutes and allowed David & Mathew Smalley to
nip in front of them to claim maximum points. Going into
the final encounter, Milbank/Bezuidenhout lead the class
but need a result on Otterburn to ensure it stays that way.

Wynne Watkins/Ashley Trimble
2016 MSA Asphalt Group N Champions

William Hill/Richard Crozier - 2016 AB
Motorsport FWD Challenge Champion

Outgoing MSA Asphalt Rally Champion Simon Mauger
was at Caerwent in a Mitsubishi Mirage R5. Reunited with
Brian Cammack, who won his particular category in 2013,
the pair were destined for ‘one of those days’. Transmission problems on the second stage eliminated them from
the final results but, such is the nature of the venue that
they were able to carry on for practice once repairs had
been effected.

Awards Presentation & Dinner Dance
(Saturday 12th November)
The MSA Asphalt Rally Championship Awards Presentation is a splendid way of rounding off the season - just ask
anyone who’s been before (if they can remember!). Moor
Hall Hotel, Sutton Coldfield, look after us very well and the
relevant booking forms (tickets & accommodation) are
available at

https://asphaltrallying.
files.wordpress.com/2016/10/2016
-awards-tickets.pdf
We look forward to seeing you there.

Andrew Haill

Richard Milbank’s Corsa looking
somewhat worse for wear

Photos courtesy : ‘ralliphotoswales’

NORTH WEST RACERS
With Dave Williams, Phil Rainford and Neil Lambert

ROSE RISES TO THE
SPORTS/SALOON CHALLENGE

The 2016 CNC Heads Sports/Saloon Championship concluded with 4 rounds staged at Double Header Meetings on
the Coastal and International Circuits at Anglesey and Oulton Park respectively. The title battle was so close that it
wasn’t resolved until a few hours after the final race of the season!
It appeared as though the rain gods were very keen to see who came out on top with both meetings being affected
by wet weather.

Anglesey
3rd/4th September
Indeed, it was wet on the first Saturday of September
at Anglesey when qualifying for round 9 took place.
Joe Spencer revelled in the tricky conditions, the Stuart Taylor Locosaki driver found plenty of grip and
took pole with a fastest lap that was almost 7 tenths
quicker than the best that Wesfield driver Garry Watson could manage. Watson reportedly went off the
track 3 times as he struggled to find traction.

When the red lights went out, Spencer was able to
convert pole position into the lead despite a considerable amount of wheelspin due to the continued
rain. As was expected, Watson was right on his tail as
the two ultra-light cars got the jump on the rest of the
field. But before he had returned to the start/finish line
Spencer was all on his own as, at the final corner,
Watson hit a patch of oil dropped by one of the other
cars at the end of the green flag lap. He just about
managed to avoid hitting the pit-wall as 3 cars sped
by before he brought his car under control.
Paul Rose’s Saker had taken a while to get into its
stride but once it did, the sleek red sportscar was the
fastest vehicle on the track and 9 minutes into the 20
minute + 1 lap encounter he blasted past Spencer on
the pits straight before pulling away to win by 7 seconds. Watson recovered from his early scare to take
the final place on the podium.

Paul won Race 1 at Anglesey

Joe Spencer was on fire in Wales
Anglesey Photos Courtesy of Neil Lambert
www.lambosport.co.uk

The track was dry for Sunday morning’s qualifying
session which enabled Rose to put the power down and claim pole despite a problem with his water sensor repeatedly causing his ECU to shutdown. Spencer would start from the outside of the front row having put a wheel on the
grass at The Corkscrew on his best lap while third fastest was an understeer troubled Watson.
This was as good as things got for Rose because when he tried to leave the grid at the start of the race, his
driveshaft broke and 2 cars from further down the order ploughed into the back of him. The carnage required the
race to be halted. Spencer was adjudged to have departed too soon at the restart but the resulting penalty didn’t
prevent him from taking a dominant victory after Watson’s rear axle began making strange noises forcing him to retire to the paddock rather than risk sustaining expensive damage to his vehicle.

Continued on Page 57
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The run down to Cascades

With Dave Williams
Continued from Page 56

Oulton Park
1st October

Watson’s rear axle was still giving trouble a month later
in the damp qualifying session at Oulton Park but he
was desperate to take part in the final meeting of the
Three abreast into Hislops
season. These woes did not prevent him from taking
pole 8 tenths ahead of Spencer who was unable to find
a clear lap. Rose would start from fourth position on the
grid. He struggled to find grip and was out-qualified by
his Saker team mate, Steve Harris.
There had been further rain prior to the start of the
opening race of the day so when the red lights went out,
the field disappeared down to Old Hall in a ball of spray.
Harris was missing from the pack having dived into the
pits at the end of the green flag lap to have tape fitted to
his radiators because his water temperature had
The field heads into Cascades in a ball of spray
dropped dangerously low.
Spencer was the first to reach Cascades with an advantage of several lengths ahead of Watson and Rose.
Before the opening lap had been completed Rose was
in the lead while the second time the field tackled Cascades, Watson spun. He then had another gyration a
few laps later.
In fact, many drivers were finding the conditions difficult
and when Mike Hurst had a big off at Water Tower in
his Seat Leon Cupra, the red flags came out.
As Rose was leading when proceedings were halted,
this gave him pole for the restart. He was expecting to
Isla Cox leads Luke Armstrong
be beaten away from the line by the lightweight Locosaki of Spencer but on this occasion, it was the Saker
which found the most grip enabling it to be the first to
reach Old Hall.
Rose’s dominance in Class A this season had put him
in contention for the overall title and winning this race 5
seconds ahead of reigning champion Spencer was just
what he needed. However, his main rival – Paul Dobson
in a Mazda RX7 – won Class D and finished third overall and, with Class C man Spencer still in the hunt, this
set up a winner-takes-all encounter in the final race of
the season later in the day.
Oulton Park Photos Courtesy of Phil Rainford
The rain had yet to abate as the field lined up for the
season-ending encounter in accordance to the second fastest laps in qualifying with the first 4 cars in the same order
as the last time they came under starter’s orders.
Watson made the best getaway but he had to relinquish the lead before completing a lap as his rear axle problems
returned and forced him to retire in the pits. Rose was now in the lead from Spencer but the track conditions remained treacherous and the Safety Car was soon scrambled after a car went off on the Lakeside Straight.
When racing resumed, Spencer’s hopes of retaining his title evaporated when he lost control and went off at Cascades. This promoted the Vauxhall Tigra of Luke Arminger up to second while Harris completed the podium.
Dobson drove a steady race to win Class D in fourth overall. Initially, he was declared champion – for the fifth time –
but when the organisers re-checked the points that evening they realised Rose had taken the title by a single point
over Dobson with Spencer third a further 3 points behind. You can’t get much closer than that!

Report by Dave Williams, Photographs courtesy of Phil Rainford

& Neil Lambert
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Would you like to get involved either as a Radio Marshal
or just to come along and see what Radio Crews do?
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Sat 5th November

Neil Howard
Memorial Stages
Oulton Park
Bolton-le-Moors CC
Sun. 20th November

Cadwell Stages
Rally
Cadwell Park
North Humberside MC

26th/27th November

Glyn Memorial
Stages Rally
Ty Groes, Anglesey
C&AMC
Sat 26th November

Hall Trophy Stages
Blyton
Clitheroe & DMC

Golden
Microphone
Championship
Past Championship

Winners

2016

this could be you !!
2015 - Ian Davies
2014 - Peter Langtree
2013 - Tony Jones
& Peter Langtree
2012 - Tony Jones
2011 - Stuart Dickinson
2010 - Eve Fisher
and Graham Bray
2009 - Paul Henry
2008 - Chris Jarvis
& Lee Skilling
2007 - Tony & Dan Turner
2006 - Tony & Dan Turner
2005 - Chris Jarvis
& Stuart Dickenson
2004 - Dave Crosby
2003 - Stuart Dickenson
2002 - Keith Lamb
& Adrian Lloyd
2001 - Tony & Avril Lee
2000 - Ian Davies
1999 - Keith Lamb
1998 - Dave Crosby

2016

Golden Microphone Trophy

Latest Results
After Round 18
Heroes Stages Rally
G 23 Ian Davies

105

points

G 48 Peter Langtree

75

points

G 57 James Atkinson

70

points

G 56 Tony Jones

70

points

G 11 Mark Wilkinson

70

points

G 21 Derek Bedson

65

points

G 31 Duncan Stock

65

points

G 03 Les Fragle

60

points

G 33 John Ellis

60

points

G 01 Bill Wilmer

60

points

G 09 Keith Lamb

55

points

G 13 Stuart Dickenson

50

points

G 25 Chris Woodcock

45

points

G 37 Lee Skilling

45

points

G 04 Ian Winterburn

45

points

G 12 Chris Jarvis

45

points

G 55 Steve & Matt Broadbent

40

points

G 41 Jerry Lucas

40

points

G 07 Tony & Avril Lee

35

points

G 65 Brian Eaton

30

points

G 24 Paul Henry

30

points

G 14 Adrian Lloyd

30

points

G 69 Maurice Ellison

30

points

G 17 Robin Mortiboys

25

points

G 02 Graham Cookson

20

points

G 41 Jerry Lucas

20

points

G 39 Alan Shaw

20

points

G 28 Andrew Taylor

15

points

G 06 Dave Crosby

15

points

G 32 Bryan Flint

15

points

G 18 Eve & Graham Fisher

15

points

G 05 Steve Coombes

10

points

G 58 Geoff Ingram

10

points

G 51 Gerry Morris

10

points

G 62 Colin Evans

10

points

G 45 Ray Kavangh

10

points

G 54 Pete Shuttleworth

10

points

G 26 Mark Dickenson

10

points

Grumpy
Old Git
Still Wittering On & On

On Saturday the 8th of October I went Marshalling on the Devils Own. The Devils used to
be a Motoring News round. The names of those
that won it back then reads like a Whos Who of
rallying. Sadly my name is not up there. I only did
the Road Rally version of it twice. Once was the
year that Prince Michael of Kent did it. I cant even
remember which year that was. The other time I
think it started at Peter Kirks garage and there
were three things I remember about that. One,
some very slotty stuff right at the start on whites
just over Devils Bridge that no longer exist (been
turned into a car park). Two, the mini I was in setting on fire coming down Sand Beds white and
lastly meeting a Milk Tanker which was coming out
of a farm somewhere up around Killington (very
nearly one flat mini). Both these events were in the
early 70’s.
I have competed on two of the more recent
‘Classic’ Devils. The first one was my introduction
to Classic Rallying sat alongside Paul Brereton in
his RS2000. The car ran like a pig all day but we
somehow finished. The following year it was to be
my 2nd outing with Ayrton in the little red Micra in
the TARGA Class. Went like a bat out of hell and
got 7th O/A.
Very Good to see Pete Tyson and Neil Harrison
out on this years Devils. Its just over a year ago
that this pair totalled their mini on the Clitheronian.
They have been beavering away re-building the
car and this was their first outing since then. Spoke
to Neil at the evening Halt (before the night sections) at Lakekand Motor Museum and Neil was
not a happy chappy. They were then lying 24tho/a.
’Rusty’ was Neil comment. They eventually finished 15th O/A . Neil had a major problem on the
night sections when his potti kept going out
A welcome addition to the HRCR Classic Rally calendar. I think everyone enjoyed the different format
Very well done Martyn, Dan, Kevin, Miles and the
rest of the team

ADGESPEED Stages Rally
Sunday the 9th of October I was supposed to be Marshalling on the Adgespeed Stages down at three Sisters, however, I managed to sleep through my Alarm Clock and eventually woke up at 9:30. Signing on for Marshals was 8:00 so I finished up with a procession of my children and grandchildren all
dropping round to wish me happy birthday, opening birthday
cards and presents and fielding various phone calls from well
wishers. One out of many reasons for going to marshal on this
event was to avoid being reminded of my 70th. I know they all
mean well but I dont enjoy being old & decrepit. I want to be 18
and do it all over again (including all the stupid mistakes - they
were some of the best bits. And I made lots of mistakes, some
a lot more stupid than others).
Thursday the 13th of October and I am
all packed and set off for Mull with Tony
Harrison. We are travelling in style in Tony’s Nissan GTR Black Edition with
600+bhp. Tony wanted to get away sharpish so its early to bed Wednesday night for
a 5am start from Bentham. The acceleration on this beast is something else but the most impressive
thing to me was its stopping power. If I had not been strapped
in I would have been flat up against the windscreen at the merest touch of the brakes and no sliding about, as well as being
pressed back into my seat whenever Tony touched the loud
pedal. Spent all our time on Mull marshalling (we never saw a
Rally Car driven in anger all the time we were there but I did
manage to place a Clitheroe & DMC sticker on the car of Alan
Barnes car at Garmoney. We manned two Passage Checks
with Time Card Collection points, and a Re-Group. We did get
to talk to lots of crews : cant have everything) before heading
back early Sunday morning. We were at Fishnish for 7am but
the queue went on forever and despite having 2 ferries running
it was just after 10 before we left the Island. The GTR is very,
very quick, sticks to the road like glue and has brakes to die for
but its not the right animal for the roads of Mull.
Since writing the above I received Alan Barnes article about his
run on Mull. On the last page (pg 28) Alan poses the question
about a ‘Road Rally Class’ for Mull. All sounds very simple and
whilst I agree that its not a level playing field but anyone who
has organised any event knows how much time and effort goes
into putting an event together. Would it be adding another
straw to the Camels back ? The organisation looked stretched
If you want an extra 10bhp at minimal cost (like Alan Barnes on
Mull : see report on page 23) CDMC Stickers are free to CDMC
members but I do charge if you want it fitting!

The Stocktonian Targa Rally

Part of the NESCRO Series which I am doing with Steve Price.
So far we have not covered ourselves with glory. See what
Catterick Camp held in store for us. Report page 72

Wales Rally GB
Only Marshalled on the Saturday and the
Sunday.. Gartheiniog run twice on the Saturday and then Alwen on the Sunday. Stayed overnight at
Swallow Falls (something about the name rings a bell about a
kids TV program in my youth . . . A very long time ago)

Not much left to the end of a very busy 2016 for me but I still
have WRCBWalesGB (weekend just gone), then the Caledonian 200 to do with Steve Price as well as going over to marshal
on the Isle of Man for the Poker Stars, plus the MEM Forest
Stages Rally and the Hall Trophy at Blyton. Despite being old
and knackered this retirement lark has the odd benefit

Hero Challenge
(Throckmorton Challenge)

Saturday 24th September, another rally new to me, based near
Evesham in Worcestershire, this rally, previously Throckmorton
Challenge, has been taken over by HERO (Historic Endurance
Rally Organisation – think LEJoG, Rally of the Tests, 1000 Mile
Trial amongst many other classic car events and tours - http://
www.heroevents.eu), the slightly larger entry fee perhaps justified in the organisation and peripheral attention to detail in the
running of the event. Car park laid out in numbered order, easily identifiable organisers, clear documentation and fast result
service, plus other benefits. The event is run in two groups, a
Nat B and Clubman event, run alongside each other.
The Clubman (no licence required) event was for crews who
were new to regularity rallying, or had some experience, crews
who are wishing to shakedown their cars, or those looking for a
fun social event etc. Vehicles entered were categorised according to age and engine size. Navigation was by tulip road book,
no plotting was required, but a trip meter however was required.
Seems like a good idea to encourage newcomers to the sport
without the glare of competition at the sharp end, but they were
all competitive in their own right as it turned out. An amazing
performance from young Matthew Vincent was slightly curtailed
by him failing to enter a self-start time on a regularity section.
Matthew, at just 14 years old was competing with relative John
Vincent in his first ever event - if they hadn't missed the start
time they would have been lying sixth overall. Shows that there
are events out there for those wanting to ‘give it a go’, but might
be unsure, go on, give it a shot.
Another rally without Niall, he was to be doing the Three Peaks
Cyclocross race, having organised Les McGuffog to sit in, he
then decided he wasn’t up to speed with his usual fitness, so
entered the Clitheronian Rally in his 106, this time having a
break from navigation, driving his little beat box instead, I’m sure a report will appear in Spotlight. Les usually navigates for Darryl Staniforth in his immaculate Cooper S, this time Darryl had Nicky, his daughter, in the navigators’
seat. Les had an immediate agoraphobia attack on getting into the Volvo, being so used to the confines of the Mini,
couple of beers (familiar theme?) the night before calmed his nerves, then he realised he was in the R hand
seat……more nerves, more beer!
Cracking morning for the rally, the pre plot the night before was for regularity 4, what a monster, a real mixture of
clues in the instruction, spot heights, herringbone, map features and guesswork ;-), with what looked to be over an
hour of regularity and some 26 speed changes, it was going to be the ‘dropper’ – well it proved to be in our case!
Three tests started the day on Throckmorton Airfield, longer than many on the Championship, flowing with fast bits
(I saw 4th gear momentarily), and the usual suspects of 180’s and 360’s round cones. Surface was mainly abrasive
runway with broken top, some gravelly bits off at the side. The old Volvo did well, with much tyre squealing, but not
particularly fast, especially on the first test where we set off down the runway past a cone, doh; it was 180 round
cone to the finish, wondered why we were going off in the other direction! Still, we weren’t the slowest. Better on the
next two, I think we posted times around the top 15 most of the day, about where I feel the Volvo fits in with younger, more nimble machinery round about.
On to three regularities, jogularity for the first one, we dropped 3 seconds, the eventual winners 1, hey boys, we’re
in with a shout! That’s kind of the story for the day though, we started well, but gradually we seemed to warm down,
whilst others warmed up? Three more tests before lunch, really variations on the tests we had at the beginning, my
only significant memory was of coming out of a ‘sideshoot round cone’ onto the runway and round to a ‘stop in the
box’……….well, if I say tank slapper under power, do you get my ‘drift’? We were, under power, at odds most of the
time with the intended direction of travel, how we got into the box with any degree of accuracy was a miracle, no
less, and the look on the marshals face kind of confirmed our impression of wayward control, we did make it in and
out without penalty, what more do you want?

Continued on Page 61

Hero Challenge
Continued from Page 60

Lunch next, at the Vale Golf Club, the epicentre of this rally for the day, general mutterings of content and discontent, depended on who you listened to. We were in 10th place, probably where we expected to be given the quality
competition and our ‘newness’ as a team.
Regularity 4, did I mention it before? We were going great until, until, until……..we missed a lay by on the left being
so busy looking for the next junction right, and concentrating on the clock, I guess we were caught clockwatching,
we whizzed round (as much as one can do in a PV544), and pulled into the control a minute down, immediately behind the car that had started the regularity a minute behind us. Now, in this game a minute isn’t just a minute, it’s
much longer than that, and in the results would have been the difference in, oooh, ten places? Perhaps distracted by
this, just through a ford, out into parkland, came a call for the next road right, but we were past it, and took a while to
recognize that. More whizzing round, when we got there, the road we had missed was almost non-existent, it was
overgrown, single track, and led into a wood, becoming a forested track, I swear Gandalph made an appearance
somewhere along the way. It had obviously seen other vehicles that day, we flew, sometimes literally, to the control
at the end, I think the average speed specified was 18mph,
we were well up on that to try to claw back the ‘whizzing
round’ time, and still dropped 45 seconds. Hey ho, it was
now looking to be a long afternoon, and the ‘dropper’ was
living up to its name. In all, 9 out of the 39 Nat B cars had
big scores on this particular section, we were not alone, but
to a competitive being, that is cold comfort. Frustratingly, our
other ITC times were competitive. At prize giving, someone
commented that the bit of woodland we had used (our 45
second dropper) had been a “blackspot for 20+ years, good
to see it back in use”, hope our slightly forceful use of the
road didn’t upset anyone.
Don’t let anyone tell you that historic rallying is just a case of
th
slowly pottering around the countryside in a bunch of old
cars, yes the Volvo is 55 years old, yes, many a modern unFor a change we will be having a Navigational scatter
tuned car can give it a run for its money, but it is so enjoyarally in December.
ble, intense concentration, accuracy and true interdependStart and Finish: Dr Syntax
ence between driver and navigator, all on the public road at
When: Start 20:00 Finish at the pub 22:00
speeds that draws people out of their houses to spectate at
If anyone hasn't done one of these before they are
the roadside, and wave encouragement, rather than oppose great fun and very simple.
and prevent similar events, a rare occasion it seems in the
You will be given approximately 12 points on a map.
PR sensitive world in which we live.
All worth between 1 and 5 points.
th
th
You will be able to visit a maximum of 75% of these,
17 place at the finish, and 6 in the Masters class, Les being a master, we enjoyed ourselves, it was a relaxed atmos- and have to return to the pub for 22:00. The team
with the most points wins.
phere in the car, it’s important to remember that we are doThis is a great event for beginners and experts a like.
ing this for fun, another rally completed in the car, new terriThere is no set route, that's up to you.
tory explored. I’ll be back, unfinished business with this one! The idea is that the points furthest away are worth
more, so do you go for a nearer point and take 2
What was it that Kipling says in ‘If’………..”If you can meet
points, or do you go for one further away for 5 ?
with Triumph and Disaster, and treat those two impostors
We would expect you to cover approximately 50
just the same?”
miles for the event.
Good day for marshals, dry, warm, and gratitude from all the We don't need any marshals, and we will be limiting
competitors, another superb win for Messrs Warren and Pul- the entry to a maximum of 20 cars.
lan, brilliant crew. Someone has posted ‘Same old, same
At the end of the event we will have the traditional
old….boring’ on the BRF webpage, I can’t disagree more,
Syntax buffet!
All the points are on MAP 87
something to aspire to, maybe not in a Volvo PV, but if they
The
clues
will
not be visible from the car, so a torch
can do it, so can others, nothing boring to their success at
and
good
shoes
would be advisable. They will be on
all, stimulating instead, fuels the fire within.
the back of public footpath signs.
This weekend we met relative disaster, we’ve had our share Other equipment you will need are a pen and pencil,
of triumph also, two weeks’ time we look forward to The
a map 87 and maybe a bit of card to rest your map
Devils Own on what has become home territory, here’s hop- on.
ing for something better, a new format to the usual events
The event is open to members of Hexham Motor
we’ve done in the past, must go and fit my spotlights! Then
Club, Whickham Motor Club, Hadrian Motor Club,
Tynemouth Motor Club and Spadeadam Motor Club
there is the small matter of LEJoG.
Entry is only £15 a car

HEXHAM MOTOR CLUB

CHRISTMAS
SCATTER RALLY
AND END OF YEAR
GET TOGETHER!
Wednesday
14 of December

Simon Frost

Clitheroe & DMC + Kirkby Lonsdale MC

Jonathon Webb : 07929 229 413
jonathontwebb@icloud.com

Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club

Devils Own Rally
sponsored by

www.motorsportmugs.co.uk
Nervous expectation for this rally, a different format being
tried by the team of Martyn Taylor, Dan Willan and Kevin Savage
from KLMC, with scrutineering and some pre-plot on the Saturday morning, tests and conventional regularities after the lunch
time start, leading to a tea time break at the Lakeland Motor Museum, then on into the night with 4 final regularities on 96 and 97
over the hallowed rallying grounds of the south lakes, a challenging format that was anticipated with awe and concern by both
competitor and organiser, I suspect. Would it work, how would it
compare, will we manage the night stuff OK? All unspoken concerns on the faces as we faced the challenge. One thing was certain, there is a mischievous streak in the character of these 3 organisers, and we were in for fun and something completely different to the norm, I didn’t speak to any competitor who wasn’t relishing it.

Friday afternoon, set up the trip down the lanes at the back
of Milnthorpe, strong smell of petrol, oops, a leak in the petrol
tank necessitated a quick advice call to the local rallying guru
(thanks Kevin Savage) who calmly told me how to fix it
(remember, I’m used to single seaters, not rally cars really), trip
to Halfords, tank out, soap, and thanks to Plastic Padding ‘Leak
Seal’ hey presto, dry tank again, panic over.
Niall, my son, was once more back in the navigators seat,
having missed the last 2 events, he professed to be rusty as to
the ‘routines’ employed in the car during regularities, a must for a successful event. Mind you, on the evidence of his performance, I aspire to
his level of rustiness!

We set off with five tests to start off with, the first at the Auction Mart
at Junction 36 in the glare of a considerable audience, the lock on the Volvo is so poor I had to reverse at one point, but at least we went the right
way, and the time wasn't disastrous, though I’m sure onlookers probably
thought otherwise. Next test at Elm Tree Farm, in between farm buildings,
through a cattle shed, a scuttle round the yard and done, tight, survived.
Off down to the quarry at Clawthorpe, and the obligatory brain fade approaching ‘right of F and 180, RIGHT of F, RIGHT RIGHT RIGHT of the
cone’ sorry Niall! We got round properly, but it was close and ugly. Off
down to the Hoggarths yard for a tight test under the gaze of Jonathan
and his dad, Bryan. Since I navigate for Jonathan on road rallies I’m expecting a fair bit of criticism for my performance, slow and wide at the
180’s, there is no other way to get the Volvo round, think about turning a
mega tanker, we’re much the same. Dan’s yard next, this test under the
gaze of Tony Harrison (my 12 car driver), I don’t expect criticism this time,
I’m in for abuse for sure, oh dear.

Continued on Page 63

Photos Courtesy of Jez Turner

Devils Own Rally
Continued from Page 62
Regularity 1, up to Barbon, Barbondale via a PC manned by my
boss, Gawthorp, turn L and down the valley, all good, some got caught out
by a cheeky PC after the end of the regularity, much scuttling about to get
the code. We were well awake by now though. Onto regularity 2, tulips and
distances, not plotable, trust in the Brantz and keep your wits about you.
“At 2.83 slot L”, “you sure, it’s a house?” “Go, go,” and there was the control round the back of Mal Capsticks yard, “well done lads, lots have missed
it”. Sharp eyes and trust in the Brantz, Niall was right! Out and off up the
road to Old Park Forest, via a cheeky LWR triangle that clearly had no marshal or board, but if you chose to miss it and carried straight on the trip
would be out. Into the forest, and someone has been putting new roads in,
all junctions as tulips and you had to be sharp, there were cars everywhere,
all taking different junctions, then it dawned, we’re going round
again……..and again. Epic fun. We got all the slots. In the middle I asked
for a time / speed check. “Just go faster, faster” he says, “are we down”?
“No, but it’s just such fun”! We were third best on that regularity, simply
chuffed to bits.
Transport to a test at Gilthwaiterigg Farm outside Kendal, tight and
shorter distances than the diagram, caught us out as we tried to miss out
cone A, we had a cheeky little reverse to go the right way, but again, important to do so as the penalties are severe for going the wrong way. Petrol
and off to the Heaves for some tea, biscuits and more plotting, not too
much time to draw breath.
Two tests in a Christmas tree plantation near Lindale, fantastic fun,
new to the scene, they were very ‘forest like’ and proved a real challenge to
us both. Lots of spectators……more abuse coming I suspect?

Into a regularity round Field Broughton, it was called ‘Broughton
Maze’ I think, and it was, tricky little slots that demanded plotting accuracy
and good eyes on the map, the Poti light was out for this, in daylight, so
tight were some of the junctions to spot on the map, clean run, nothing
missed, going well, but how well? Soup and sandwiches at the museum,
we were lying 5th overall and all to play for, We plotted the remaining 4 regularities for the evening, run in the dark and all at reasonably high averages, tension mounting. Kevin had issued the challenge at the drivers briefing
that the beer was on him for any crew cleaning these, brave man! He was
pale in the face on Monday when he confessed that he never thought anyone would get as close as they did, 31 seconds, aye, yer wallet was safe
Mr Savage, just.
Best sum up these regularities, brilliant, fantastic, and any other superlative you can conjure up. On the first we stuttered, other pump, fine,
stuttered, and then coasted to a halt, just out of the way, out of fuel? No,
fuses OK, wiggling the power lead to the pumps brought them back and off
we go, now flat out to limit our losses………stutter, fuel pump, fine, stutter,
conk out, more wiggling, bingo, down to the finish via a sudden over crest
junction L, got it. What was going on? On the road section, all fine, stopped
before the next regularity start and found a pump power lead that seemed
to be shorting out, sorted, let’s go, tension and concentration interrupted.
Into the next regularity, yup, you guessed the next bit, hesitate, stutter, pop,
bang, and coasted to a halt having used all the fuel in the lines, more running around the boot, then I wiggled the earth lead from the body to the anti
-vibration plate on which the pumps sit, instant pumps! Tightened up, off
we went, but always in your mind you are waiting for the next cough splutter and coast. None of that, but our concentration was poor, so the attention to detail in terms of speed and time were perhaps not as they should
have been.

Continued on Page 64

Devils Own Rally
Continued from Page 63
Niall was brilliant in this situation, he just got on with
calling the incredibly tight route, and we got to the finish of
the last reg. with no further drama, phew. Right at the end
we descended Tow Tops off Newton Fell, I remember
spectating a Motoring News event in the 70’s at the junction at the top, and cycling up the climb this summer, rubbish surface!
We made it to Jct. 36 Mart for the finish, a bit low in
spirits after the problems of the first two regularities in the
dark, but, that’s rallying. Results went up and we were delighted to find that the flat out damage limitation exercise
we had employed meant that we still had a good result, 8th
o/a from a start of 14/60, and 1st in class. Beer was in order. This one was down to Niall (as ever), 8th o/a on regularities, and we were 11th o/a on all tests, testament to his
ability to shout loudly when I insisted on going the wrong
way!
The real stars of the night were all the club members
and others who came out and marshalled, every control
manned, great spirit everywhere, and there was a lot be
done, there were loads of marshals needed. Thank you
one and all, fantastic support for the club, the individuals
organising the event, and for us the competitors, it was a
great night.
Congratulations to Andy Pullan and Guy Woodcock
for the win, seeing as how Guy only got the drive at 20:30
the previous night, when he was apparently into his 6th pint!
Must try that preparation myself.
Martyn, Dan, Kevin, what can I say, I’m out of superlatives, brilliant format, thank you, the bar has been considerably raised for the future, my bestest rally of the year,
simply that.

Simon Frost
Clitheroe & DMC & Kirkby Lonsdale MC

O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

No
1
10
5
2
6
13
24
14

Crew
Guy Woodcock/Andy Pullan
Roger Powley/Matthew Vokes
Geoff Hall/Paul Bosdet
Howard Warren/Iain Tullie
Dave Leadbetter/Cath Woodman
Keith Davis/Bob Hargreaves
Paul Bloxidge/Ian Canavan
Simon Frost/Niall Frost

Car
Class
Ford Escort
C1
Porsche 911
C1
Mini Cooper S
B1
Porsche 911 Coupe
B1
BMW 2002
C1
MG B GT
C1
Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 C1
Volvo PV544
B2

Pen
9:35
12:25
12:39
13:20
18:05
19:07
19:15
21:37

Photos Courtesy
of Tony North

THE SOLWAY
CLASSIC RALLY
“SIMMONDS SCINTILLATES ON SOLWAY”
There was a terrific three way battle for top honours on Wigton & District Motor Club’s Solway Classic Rally featuring Archie & Richard

Simmonds ( MG Midget ),and David Short/ Roy Heath (Ford Escort ) but at the end of the day it was the “Ageless Archie” who
took the top honours while a remarkable second half surge saw
the Vauxhall Magnum of David Ruddock/ Paula Brown leap up
from 9th place to take the runners up spot.

Archie & Richard Simmonds

The Solway Classic attracted an excellent 50 plus entry and
there was quite a line up outside the White Heather Inn on Kirkbride Airfield , the venue for no fewer than 8 of the event’s 14
tests. The opener provided a good wake up call for drivers as
the surface of the former WW2 runway was covered with a liberal amount of grass and moss which proved particularly slippy,
both Hardy / Sunter ( Escort ) and Fenwick/ Carmichael ( VW
Golf ) spinning merrily. The following three tests were all located
round the airfield perimeter track with John & Marion Sloan ( MG
Midget ), Andy Beaumont/ Sam Wainwright ( Sunbeam Rapier )
and David Short / Roy Heath (Ford Escort) taking turns to be
quickest.
A run into the centre of Wigton took crews to a test in the car
park of the ( Now derelict ) Stocksman pub, the club’s former
headquarters, Short/ Heath were marginally fastest while a number of crews collected maximums for taking the wrong route. An
extremely long , 20 mile, road run then took crews to the Rowrah
Kart Track where a test round the car park saw Simmonds and
Beaumont equal quickest before a lap of the kart track where the
cars arrival also coincided with the onset of a monsoon force
rain shower which made proceedings extremely tricky for the
drivers but, equally, more than interesting for the spectators as
they were entertained by numerous cars gyrating wildly as they
tip toed their way round the greasy surface.

Ruddock/ Brown

Many were the spins and near misses on this test with Graves/
Palmer ( TR4 )and the Millers ( Escort MK1 ) probably the most
entertaining while Fenwick/ Carmichael probably got the award
for “Furthest Off”. Fastest lap here saw Beaumont/ Wainwright
head for the lunch halt with a narrow 4 second lead over the
Simmonds with Short/ Heath just a further second in arrears.
The afternoon recommenced with a test round the car park of
Workington’s Energus Campus where Simmonds shuffled round
the cones quickest to haul back level with Beaumont. Back at
Rowrah for a double lapper, this time fortunately in the dry, the
two leading protagonists posted identical times while the Iveson/
Raine Mini 1275GT saw a good result disappear with a test maximum. The dusty Armstrong Quarry test saw Beaumont pull out
a 2 second lead over Simmonds who was also bested on this
one by the Sloans however, Archie roared back on the following
test round Maryport Factory, with Short / Heath the best of the
rest.

Continued on Page 66
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Another long road section brought the crews back to Kirkbride for
the final three tests although the first of these saw no fewer than
16 crews beat the bogey time saw it had little effect on the results
except for JoeHardy/ Doreen Sunter (Escort MK1 ) who picked
up a maximum. The penultimate test saw Beaumont/ Wainwright
quickest, that left them a mere second in front but disaster struck
on the final test, a navigational error costing them maximum
penalties and any hope of taking the win. The Ruddock/ Brown
Magnum was fastest on this final, longish test but the Simmonds
were just a second in arrears and sealed yet another victory for
the Duns crew, one more in a long list of successes. Ruddock’s
climb through the field had been unobtrusive but was a great result while Short had been on the pace all day and third place was
just reward for a consistent drive. The whole event ran faultlessly
with the Wigton club’s usual efficiency and attention to detail and
was an excellent final flourish to their club championship.

RESULTS :1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8
9
10

Archie & Richard Simmonds
David Ruddock / Paula Brown
David Short / Roy Heath
John & Marion Sloan
Peter Metcalfe / Guy Wickham
David Agnew / Rose Shaw
Dave Marsden / Mike Garstang
Ben Blanchard / Bob Hargreaves
Richard Goodacre / Peter Birtles
Stephen & Callum Douglas

Classes :F1.
F2.
H1.
H2.
P1.
P2.
C1.
C2.

Dave & Pauline Nicholson
Jim Hendry/ Graeme Couser
Metcalfe/ Wickham
Agnew/ Shaw
Sloan / Sloan
Blanchard/ Hargreaves
Bradley/ Marsland
Short / Heath

MG Midget
Vauxhall Magnum
Ford Escort MK2
MG Midget
Austin Mini 1275
Porsche 911
Ford Escort MK1
Hillman Avenger
Volvo Amazon
MGB GT

908
956
962
971
981
986
987
994
1006
1028

(Austin 7 Special)
(Triumph TR3)
(Mini)
(Porsche)
(MG Midget)
(Avenger)
(Rover Mini)
(Escort)

Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC+ NESCRO
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THE SOLWAY
CLASSIC RALLY
A Tale of Three Midgets
We were looking forward to the last event of the year
and one of our own Wigton Motor Club rallies-the Solway. Our last result out in the Doonhamer Classic was
great, finishing 6th of the classic entries, our highest
position in the fourteen events that we have completed
since starting this game three years ago. As the Doonhamer had been the first time out in the 'go faster' rally
Photo Courtesy of Tony North
spec green Midget we hoped for even better on the Solway. I even had plans to choke down the Weber to give
a bit more bottom end so took the car out of storage on the Friday with a head full of jet sizes and lock tab wiring
diagrams for securing the choke bolts. On the way home a brand new noise had developed in the transmission tunnel which also had a vibrational element but was not present when the engine was under load. Removal of the back
wheel on the drive (no garage) showed a dodgy universal----the wise ones amongst the readers already knew that!
My navigator/wife (Marian) had been busy covering the car from end to end with pink Breast Cancer Care charity
stickers and was not best pleased when I broke the news that we may not be able to compete in the car. Hmmmm...
Luckily I had bought a second hand prop shaft for just such an occasion so arranged the loan of a friends lift and
recruited the wife as assistant to swop the props on the Saturday afternoon, the day before the rally---what could
possibly go wrong? Well the old propshaft came out no problem but my 'clever' second hand purchase was too
rusty and would not fit into the gearbox. We put it all back together and wondered whether to give it a go anyway,
hoping the universal would hold but there again 14 quick starts would give it a fair bit of punishment. The only alternative was to retrieve our old road-going blue Midget from storage and give it a go. The decision was made easier
when the 'go faster' green one would not start when trying to get it off the lift. By now it was late Saturdayafternoon
but just enough time remained to retrieve the blue Midget, kick the tyres, fire the tool bag in the boot and fill the
tank....ready-ish for the Sunday.
Sunday dawned quite bright as we headed north in convoy with Marian following in the Land Rover (with tow rope,
just in case).We arrived at the White Heather and passed the noise test followed by scrutineering. After signing on
the good lady wife set to marking up the 14 test diagrams with copious notes to give her something to shout at me
as we go along. Luckily some of the tests were at the Rowrah kart track which is quite twisty on its own account so
needed few cones and few instructions whilst other required reams of notes. Also there would be code boards to
spot along the route.
The majority of the competitors and some cars were wearing pink in support of the Breast Cancer Care charity. We
were running at No11 just behind a near identical teal blue Midget driven by ace/favourite to win, Archie Simmonds
with his son Richard as navigator.
The first test was on the loose and we got around managing to stop on the stop astride line rather than flattening a
cone like we did last time on this surface. Second test was around a haulage yard on mixed surfaces which was
enjoyable and we got some time back on Archie---mainly as he had to back up a little in mid test. The next two tests
were on runway tarmac and we pottered around losing more time to Archie but no dreaded 'wrong tests'. The fifth
test was on the loose around the auction mart car park at Wigton which included three 360s and repeated cries in
the cockpit of ''which b way, from the right or left?''. After a longish run south, noting code boards as we went, we
arrived at the Rowrah kart track for two tests. The first was a tight series of 90 degree turns on tarmac/gravel which
we managed OK and only a second slower than 'Archie Time'. The next test was a lap of the kart track with a few
left, right, lefts around cones designed to keep the average speed down and the navigator alert. Very simple really.......in the dry.....but it was no longer dry as the heavens had opened leaving a very wet smooth surface and some
bedraggled brave marshals. The startline marshals said the track was ''Varra slape'' which is Cumbrian dialect for
the frictional equivalent of wet oil on a gloss painted garage floor. I may be exaggerating a little but anyone who arrived at the first chicane in complete control was simply not trying hard enough. I bet Andy ''Sideways'' Beaumont in
his Sunbeam rapier had a ball, along with the fastest time. How does he manage to go so quickly when the car is
usually 20 degrees askew? So we had reached the end of the mornings seven tests without major mishap and
headed off for soup and a roll.
Is it better to look at the halfway results or just to blat on regardless? As the navigator had taken the trouble to add
up all of the mornings times I took a look at the half way results sheet and was pleasantly surprised to find us in 6th
or 7th place in the 28 classics---bugger, wished I hadn't looked now!
Continued on Page 68
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The sun had come out and the next test was a complex multiconed
affair on a dryish, grippy car park. We sat in line and watched
Archie execute almost perfect turns at a rate of knots knowing we
had to follow with our slower and looser technique. Another six
seconds lost---luckily we had given up hope of getting anywhere
near to 'Archie Time' at this point and just went as fast as possible
without doing a wrong test. Back to the Rowrah kart track for a
double lap, this time on a drying (but not dry) track---much more
grip inspiring confidence if not absolute speed. It must have rained
at some point as the classic times were generally a bit quicker than
the following Targa cars. Back to Workington for a test at a new
venue on top of the old British Steel slag heap with a grand view
over the Solway to Scotland. The view disappeared half way
around the test as we drove through our own dust cloud---and I
had the window open-doh! Archie kindly allowed us to go first here
as he was suffering from a bit of back pain which must have
slowed him somewhat as we went on to beat 'Archie Time' by 1
second. Up the coast road to Maryport for a long complex test
much of which was into the sun. We had a quick time here but still
a second slower than Archie. Only three tests to go, two repeats of
ones done earlier in the day and the final one a very long, fast
looking test between many pairs of cones. Managed the repeats
OK, one of which most folks beat the bogey so we all ended up
with the same time. Only one test to go and no wrong tests so far,
concentration and speed required. As we approached the start line
the car gave a slight hiccup and the heart sank.....blip the throttle,
drop the clutch, check the dials anything to keep the bugger going.
Car picks up again and off we go at a fair rate until half way
through the test it gives more of a cough than a hiccup and then
picks up again, please hold together to the end.....it does but cuts
out on the stop line. Get it going and back to the trailer park, hurrah
we've finished with no wrong tests. Andy Beaumont had a dreaded
wrong test on the very last run which penalised him by around
200secs relegating him from first/second place to 16th. Personally I
feel that a wrong test should be punished by having the fastest
time plus say 30 secs which gives some hope of recovery if it happens early on in an event but perhaps this is not allowed in the
rules and there again perhaps we should rethink the rules.
After a great meal and a bit of banter the results were posted........Archie won (and beat all of the modern Targa cars), we
ended up 37 seconds worse than Archie Time over the 14 tests
which netted us 4th place from the 28 classic entrants. A great result for us relative newcomers and still not quite sure how we managed it but if the green Midget is a wee bit quicker....
The event was well run with a good mix of both tight and fast tests
with a mix of loose and concrete/tarmac surfaces, plus of course
the laps of the Rowrah kart circuit which everyone enjoys. This really is a great form of motorsport, there were nine different models
of classic car in the top ten and you can be competitive with a fairly
standard car. If you do not want to abuse a classic then there is
always the Targa class where modern day cars compete, MX5s
being the weapon of choice if you favour tail happy tyre shredding
action.
Postscript; I carefully drove the car home after the rally with my
wife following in the Landie. The next morning it would not start at
all as the coil had expired so we were really very lucky to complete
the event. In future I must remember to always carry a spare coil,
plugs, petrol pump, distributor cap, propshaft, gearbox, back axel,
engine.......and another spare Midget.

John & Marian Sloan : Wigton MC

RALLYFUTURE FORUM
NORTH WEST
30th November
The Motor Sports Association
(MSA)
in conjunction with the

Association of North Western Car
Clubs (ANWCC)
Supported by the

Association of Northern Car
Clubs
(ANCC)

Invites
Rally Competitors, Volunteers,
Club Members, & Organisers
in the Region to a

RALLYFUTURE FORUM
At

The Holiday Inn,
Haydock
7pm for 7:30 start
To Discuss
Stage Rally Safety

& the Future of the Sport
Guests Include : Andrew
Kellitt, Nicky Moffitt,
Sue Sanders

ALL ARE WELCOME
Please EMAIL
pdschris@aol.com
To register your interest
in attending

THE SOLWAY
CLASSIC RALLY
An impressive entry of fifty two Historic and Targa
cars lined up outside the White Heather at Kirkbride
for Wigton Motor Club's Solway Historic and Targa
rallies. This was the final round in the WMC/Gates
Challenge 2016 and contenders were well represented with much still to be decided in the overall and
class standings.
Dave Marsden/Mike Garstang
The first two tests were relatively short and on loose
surfaces but nobody was taking it easy. Archie/
Richard Simmonds, Midget, was quickest off the
mark on T1 with a blistering 29s, with David Short/
Roy Heath, Escort Mk2, and Andy Beaumont/Sam
Wainwright, Sunbeam Rapier HF, both on 30s. In the
Targa class, Jon Hill/Mick Pears,Corsa, set the
standard with 30s followed by three crews on 31s Chris Hunter/Fiona Tyson, MX5, Joe Mallinson,Ka,
and Chris Haw/Russell Smith, MX5.
On T2 it was Andy Beaumont's turn - he whizzed
through the test in 40s followed by Rob Iveson/
Jacqui Raine, Mini 1275, 42s and John/Marion
Sloan, Midget, and Peter Metcalfe/Guy Wickham,
Mini 1275, both on 43s. In the Targa class, Jon Hill/
Rob Iveson/Jacqui Raine
Mick Pears continued to set the pace with 39s, Drew/
Karina McLean, MX5, had 41s, Daniel Place/Sam
Iveson, Peugeot 309, and Chris Haw/Russell Smith
were both on 42s.
Tests 3 & 4 were on the airfield's tarmac runways.
These were long looping tests requiring tight lines
and a sensitive use of the handbrake. On T3 Beaumont struck again with 69s and Simmonds/
Simmonds, Short/Heath and Marsden/Garstang all
shared 70s. On T4 Simmonds struck back with 37s,
Short/Heath and Iveson/Raine had 38s and
Marsden/Garstang were on 39s. Times also continued to be close among the Targa crews with Chris
Haw/Russell Smith taking T3 on 70s while Hill/Pears,
Hunter/Tyson and Mallinson all shared 71s. On T4
Andy Beaumont/ Sam Wainwright
Graeme Mactavish/Jim O'Neill, MX5, put in a great
test with 38s, Hunter/Tyson and Hill/Pears shared 39s. After four tests it was clear that the Solway was going to be
a very competitive event with a variety of crews setting fastest test times.
A short drive to Wigton, collecting one code board on the way, brought crews to the Auction Mart for a big test on
gravel(T5).This test certainly kept the crews focussed with no less than 3 x 360 spins and it was the turn of Dave
Short/Roy Heath, Escort Mk2, to set the pace with 54s followed by Simmonds/Simmonds and Ian Dixon/Richard
Welsh, MGBGT, on 56s and Beaumont on 58s - the rest of us began to loose time and, after a good start, Iveson/
Raine spoiled their morning with a WT. Among the Targa crews Hill/Pears were again setting the pace with 53s,
Mallinson had 58s and Quentin James/Tom Howe, Citroen C2GT, and Stephen Short/John Turnbull, Proton
Coupe, shared 59s.
The car park test at Rowrah (T6) was tight but everybody was pressing hard - Simmonds and Beaumont shared
42s and John/Marion Sloan had 43s. Hill/Pears lead home the Targa class on 42s with Hunter/Tyson and Geoff/
Maggy Bateman, Peugeot 205, sharing 43s.
The first test on the Rowrah circuit (T7) was a single lap blast and the tarmac surface was wet and slippery.
Most agile was Beaumont on 79s, Team Simmonds had 81s, Short/Heath 83s and David Agnew/Rose Shaw, Porsche 911, had 84s. We were going sideways from the first slight right after the start and saw most of the circuit
through the side windows (felt like being back in the Cortina) but with 95s the time we time lost here would count
heavily against us at the finish.

Continued on Page 70

Solway Classic Rally :
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Lunch was held in the excellent dining facility at Energus and midway results showed Beaumont leading the
Historics on 359s, Simmonds on 363s and Short on 364.
Simmonds, Beaumont and Short were to be embroiled in a
tight tussle all day but there were plenty of crews who
stayed in contact with them. In the Targa class, Hill/Pears
were leading on 352s with Place/Iveson and Mactavish/
O'Neill on 387 and Hunter/Tyson on 393s - Hill/Pears had
set up a well deserved lead and the scrap for the other podium places would be fierce all afternoon.
T8 was on the smooth car park outside Energus. This was
a classic autotest and once again it was very competitive
from the off: Simmonds darted round in a superb 64s (no
nonsense, just accurate, tidy and quick!) David Ruddock/
Paula Brown on 65s, Short and Beaumont on 68s. Hill/
Pears kept their nose ahead in the Targa class with 62s
but there were four crews on 63s - Place/Iveson, Jennings/
White, Peugeot 106, David/Sally Winter, Fiesta, and Alan/
Lynn Hawdon, Peugeot 205, showing that there was plenty
of crews capable of a good finish.
Back to Rowrah circuit for a double lap test (T9). This
time is was dry and quickest Historics were Simmonds and
Beaumont sharing 139s, Ruddock/Brown, Magnum, 144s,
Ben Blanchard/Bob Hargreaves 145s and Short/Heath
146s. James/Howe showed their potential in the Targa
class with 158s, Hill/Pears and Hunter/Tyson were both on
160s.

Across to the coast for the next two tests which couldn't
have been more different. T10 was set on the smooth
gravel base of an old quarry with lots of hefty rubble to add
to the excitement whilst T11 was on the familiar all concrete site at Maryport (one of the longer and more complex
tests of the day). Quickest crews through T10 were Beaumont on 64s in the Historics and Place/Iveson in the Targas on 66s. On T11 it was Team Sloan with an excellent
57s and Paul/Esther Bowness in the Targa class with 60s.
A pleasant drive across NW Cumbria took us to KirkPhotos Courtesy of Tony North
bride for another run through T(4)/12 & (3)/13 followed by
T14 which was the final and longest test of the day. By now the pressure was beginning to tell and mistakes were
made on the final tests which would have a big impact on the final results. Many cars beat the bogey on T12 so its
impact on the results was nullified. On T13 Dave Short would have a "moment" to be followed by an even bigger
"MOMENT" on T14 which together cost him valuable seconds and probably dropped him from 2nd to 3rd O/A. T13
went to Beaumont with 67s and to Hunter/Tyson in the Targas with 67s.
T14 provided a grand finale but not for Andy Beaumont whose superb day long effort in the big Sunbeam and an
almost certain overall victory ended here with a WT. David Ruddock took Test 14 with 104s with Simmonds and
Metcalfe sharing 105s, Goodacre/Birtles had a great run in the big Volvo with 109s and Marsden was pushing hard
with 110s. Mallinson's Ka took the Test in the Targa class on 102s with Place/Iveson on 103s, Drew/Karina McLean
106s and Hill/Pears coasting home in 107s.
As the adrenalin ebbed away, there was a mixture of smiles and frustration among the crews but whatever the
feelings this had been an enjoyable late season event and a fitting climax to another WMC/Gates Rally Challenge.
Simmonds/Simmonds won the Solway outright on 902s, with Ruddock/Brown 2nd Historic on 956s, Short/Heath 3rd
on 962s and Team Sloan 4th on 971s. Hill/Pears took a comfortable win in the Targa class with 927s, Place/Iveson
had 962s, Hunter/Tyson and Mactavish/O'Neill shared 996s for =4th.

A good roast dinner and a welcome pint were consumed and results were quickly announced allowing crews to
head home in the daylight. A big thanks to the organisers, marshals and landowners for arranging and supporting
the event and I hope we can return in 2017 for another challenging Solway.

Mike Garstang.

NESCRO CLASSIC CHALLENGE
Pos

Driver

Total

Pos

Navigator

Total

1

John Bertram

527.3

1

Andrew Fish

527.3

2

David Marsden

460.9

2

Mike Garstang

461.9

3

Archie Simmons

278.4

3

Roy Heath

349.9

4

David Short

269.9

4

Bob Hargreaves

326.6

5

John Sloan

264.2

5

Marian Sloan

264.2

6

David Agnew

252.7

6

Ben Jude

223.9

7

Ben Blanchard

226.6

7

Peter Birtles

174.8

8

Ian Dixon

226.4

8

Michael Marsland

174.6

9

Ray Jude

223.9

9

Alan Jackson

167.7

10

Jim Hendry

223.6

10

Paul Garstang

163.3

11

David Alexander

182.5

11

Michael Fox

158.8

12

Richard Goodacre

174.8

12

Dave Lauder

155.1

13

Brian Bradley

174.6

13

David Byrne

147.5

14

John Fenwick

170.3

14

Graham Crosier

146.9

15

David Garstang

163.3

15

Ron Palmer

145.0

16

Paul Slingsby

158.8

16

Mark Humphries

135.0

17

Gavin Thompson

155.1

17

Richard Welsh

133.1

18

Stephen Byrne

147.5

18

Callum Douglas

123.8

19

Charles Graves

145.0

19

Tom Leeming

120.0

20

Andy Beaumont

131.7

20

Ali Procter

106.7

Driver

Total

Pos

Navigator

North of England &
Scottish Classic Rally
Organisers

2016 Events
Calendar

19th & 20th Nov
C (Targa & Classic), E & N

The Caledonian 200

NESCRO TARGA CHALLENGE
Pos

NESCRO

Total

1

Quentin James

482.5

1

Tom Howe

482.5

2

Chris Hunter

408.0

2

Fionna Tyson

408.0

3

Joe Harwood

357.4

3

Karina McClean

354.6

4

Drew McClean

354.6

4

George Edminson

309.3

5

Andrew Graham

309.0

5

Margaret Bateman

296.5

6

Simon Jennings

298.6

6

Sam Iveson

280.5

7

Geoffrey Bateman

296.5

7

Niall Thomson

223.8

8

Daniel Place

280.5

8

Michael Pears

223.0

9

Grainger Robertson

254.2

9

Clive White

212.9

10

Ryan Hay

223.8

10

Jai Wall

211.5

11

Stephen Palmer

203.0

11

Jack Palmer

203.0

12

Jon Hill

201.2

12

Clifford Auld

189.7

13

Craig Wallace

189.7

13

William Jarman

188.7

14

Angela Jones

188.7

14

Andy Beaumont

168.2

15

Chris Marsh

168.2

15

David Robertson

164.2

16

Graham McTavish

167.7

16

Jim O’Niel

151.8

17

Joe Mallinson

147.9

17

David Lumsden

145.9

18

Chris Dodds

145.0

18

Josh Davidson

145.0

19

Liam Charlton

130.4

19

John Turnbull

121.6

20

Stephen Short

121.6

20

Zoe Wright

121.1

(Classic & Targa Road Rally)

CCHMSC

Caledonian Classic & Historic Motorsport Club

20th November

THE NORTHERN
DALES
CLASSIC TROPHY
HEXHAM & DMC
NB : Not a round of the
NESCRO Challenge

For a Full List of Standings,
Events & News
Vist :

www.nescro.co.uk

Results Updated following the Stocktonian Classic & Targa Rally

NB : Only the first 20 places in the Classic Challenge & in the Targa Challenge are shown above

Stocktonian
Targa Rally

Back in the day the Stocktonian was a round of the Motoring News Championship but like so many rallies of that era
disappeared with the Road Rally rule changes. Stcckton
MC these days are better known for running the Tour of
Hamsterly Forest Stages Rally and this Targa event was a
whole new venture for them.
Steve Waggett (Clerk of Course) promised us “a compact
event with numerous driving tests all with no reversing
unless of course you get it wrong! We want you to have
fun so there is no tricky navigation or complicated road
book using the excellent range roads of the MOD at Catterick along with the facilities at Wathgill Camp.” And he
delivered in big style. Slick organisation. Brilliant Tests.
Very little road mileage. Great facilities and quick results..
The only problem was a lack of Marshals which resulted in
tests Test 6 & 14 not running. What more could you want.
A very, very enjoyable event that will fill up within hours
next year when the word gets around from this years competitors of how good this event was.
Once again Steve Price was my chauffeur in the green
Micra. How did we do? So-So. We were consistently
some 30s + off the pace of the winners and sometime a lot
more than that.. On Test 3 we drowned out in a puddle
(almost of lake proportion). On test 4 I got a little confused
at one point and called the way round a cone the wrong
side but the tracks of previous competitors made it obvious
which was the right call. Whilst my head was stuck in the
diagram trying not to make another wrong call (we might
not get away with it twice) we hit a pot hole and my breakfast wanted to escape. Managed to make it to the end of
the test and out of the car before leaving my sausage
sandwich on the grass verge. Felt off colour for the remaining tests before the halfway halt. On Test 6 Steve
missed seeing the cone at Junction 5 and went straight on
rather than taking the 900 left and we went half a mile before turning around and getting back on route.

After the mid way break it was back to do them all again .
Thankfully my stomach had returned to normal and we had
a clean run in the second half.
I was going to offer my commiserations to Kevin & Phillip
Savage who managed to put their Volvo PV544 off the
road on two of the tests until I realised that despite gaining
maximums still managed to beat us and they came home
27th O/A Big congratulations to Fellow Clitheroe & DMC
member Matt Flynn doing his first ever Targa event and
finishing 2nd in Class & 9th O/A
We finished 34th O/A out of 43 and 4th in class
Once again I have to say what a brilliant event this was.
I could run out of superlatives.
Thanks to Steve Waggett and Stockton MC and all the
Marshalls.
Really, Really Fantastic Event

Maurice Ellison : Clitheroe & DMC

Inside the Industry

with Paul Gilligan

Manufacturers Look To Life Without Dealers?
No apologies for returning to this subject which I covered only last month. News has been released since then
which underlines what I believe will be a transformation in the way customers buy new cars. Nothing this major will
happen overnight, but I foresee a gradual but inexorable process that for new car dealers will be death by a thousand cuts.
Four bits of hard news have arrived in the past couple of weeks:
First SEAT announced they have started selling new cars via Amazon. Initially only in France, initially covering only
one special edition model, but surely the thin end of a long wedge? The customer orders their new car on the Amazon website paying a 500 Euro deposit. They are then contacted by a SEAT advisor (not SEAT dealer) who agrees
a payment plan and the car is delivered within 72 hours “supervised” by the SEAT dealer nearest to the customer.
Next Citroen announced they were rolling out online car sales in various markets with UK introduction scheduled for
next year. The only involvement for Citroen dealers seems to be the provision of a test drive from what I’ve seen so
far. Prices will be transparent and fixed at “the best price the customer could obtain from a dealer”.
Then Chinese manufacturer Geely Auto Group (who own Volvo) launch not a new car but a new car company
called Lynk. Not to be confused with Lynx who make those gorgeous Jaguar C and D Type replicas. The first model
code named 01 will be launched in China next year with sales in the US and Europe to follow later. Other models
02, 03, and 04 are to follow later. The car sits on a Volvo platform, much of the engineering and styling work has
bee done by Volvo, and to me it looks great.
Lynk products will be distributed without using any independent dealers. Customers will buy over the internet or
from a small number of owned stores in strategic locations, so exactly what Tesla do. Lynk’s statement bluntly says
“While the industry traditionally relies heavily on the dealership model, Lynk will interact directly with its customers.”

Then when announcing their new electric range (see below) Mercedes marketing chief predicted that not just the
cars would be different, but also the way they were distributed. “We will not exclude our dealers” he said “but there
will be a proportion of online sales”.
Why you may ask these dramatic changes. Two reasons I think. Firstly customers want to deal this way. Many
strongly dislike the dealership experience, and are used now to buying all sorts of things online. Secondly the manufacturers who constantly seek to cut costs have longed looked enviously at the margin they give to their dealers,
15-20% of retail price on average. Of course the dealers in most cases gives the customer most of that in discount
of some sort. And if selling direct online the manufacturer has control of the way the cars are marketed, and car
manufacturers love control!
The times they are a changing, no doubt about that.

Electric Cars Gather Pace
The recent Paris Motor Show saw two of Europe’s biggest manufacturers launched not one but a whole range of
electric cars. Not available now, but over the next few years. Mercedes boss Dieter Zetsche put it simply. “We’re
flipping the switch” he said announcing a whole stable of cars to rival Tesla. VW, desperate for news of clean cars
to help repair the damage caused by the diesel emissions scandal showed a concept of a Golf sized electric car to
be launched by 2020. Range of over 300 miles and priced close to an existing Golf makes it a very attractive proposition if they can translate all that into reality.
These very rapid advances in technology unfortunately make what was until recently thought cutting edge obsolete
almost overnight. In this case hybrids. Trade bible Glass’s Guide recently predicted that with the introduction of new
all electric cars coming “Within a few years hybrids could be seen as little more than a curiosity”. Hybrids are generally expensive and Glass’s sees their values “plummeting”.

Mixed News for VW
Which means it’s not all bad news, an improvement perhaps. Starting with the bad the Department for Transport
has summoned VW bosses to answer questions about its “unacceptable” treatment of UK customers over the emissions scandal. The DfT believes UK owners of affected cars need to be compensated and has promised “legal consequences”

Continued on Page 74

Inside the Industry
Continued from Page 73
Better news for VW came from China. In September VW sales there were20% up on last September, resulting in
Worldwide sales 7% up on last year. And generally Audi, Porsche, SEAT, and Skoda are doing well helping to reduce the damage.

Driverless Cars Continue To Progress
Then European sales figures to the end of September were released showing VW sales and market share continuing
to fall. Most damaging to VW’s pride there is a danger that the Golf will soon not be Europe’s top selling car having
held that position for many years. Ford’s Fiesta is now very close behind and catching.
Google recently announced that it has now completed two million miles of road testing of its driverless cars. Tesla
have actually put driverless cars into mass production, now fitting all the cars it makes with the necessary cameras
and sensors. Drivers won’t be able to use the technology just yet, Tesla need to refine the software and there is the
minor point of driverless being made legal for public road use.

No More Motorway Hard Shoulders?
Britain’s traffic levels are rising at a record pace soaring over 60 per cent over the last 20 years. And motorways were
busy enough 20 years ago! To cope with this increasingly hard shoulders on the busiest sections are being turned
into a 4th or 5th lane. It’s estimated that this will apply to over 20% of motorway miles in a few years. Whilst a controversial decision it seems there is no alternative with traffic growth forecast to continue.

Renault/Nissan completes Mitsubishi Takeover
This week this deal announced some time ago was completed. In April Mitsubishi announced that they had been
“manipulating” fuel economy figures for hundreds of thousands, maybe millions of cars for 25 years. The share price
collapsed, and Renault/Nissan boss Carlos Ghosn saw his chance and pounced.
The new company will manufacture about 10 million vehicles a year putting it on a level with Toyota and VW and ensuring a close fight for the title of World’s biggest manufacturer.

We Still Don’t Trust Used Car Dealers
A recent survey showed that only 7% of consumers have faith in used car dealers. Which means that 93% haven’t.
Which puts dealers below bankers, estate agents, and insurance salesmen. Only 22% of dealer websites were
thought trustworthy, the lowest score of 13 industries surveyed.
However it does seem that the results reflected long held opinions and are far removed from the current truths. Of
those who had bought a used car in the last 6 months 65% trusted dealers. I have no doubt that the industry has
cleaned up its act dramatically. Manufacturers’ approved used car schemes make the purchase virtually as safe as
buying a new car. OK you’ll pay a bit more, but what price peace of mind? And independent dealers are having to
compete.

Paul Gilligan

07785 2932 222 : pg@gilliganvc.co.uk

AUTOTEST CHAMPIONSHIP
SD34MSG Clubs take top 8 places
O/A

Competitor

Club

Car

Points

Caterham

207

Haynes

194

Micra/Ibeza

191

Clio

184

1

Alec Tunbridge

Bolton-le-Moors CC

2

Phil Clegg

Accrington MSC

3

Andy Williams

U17MC (NW)

4

Stephen Mather

Bolton-le-Moors CC

5

David Dunlop

Liverpool MC

Fiesta/MX5

140

6

Scott MacMahon

U17MC (NW)

Micra

135

7

David Graves

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Ford KA

134

8

Chris MacMahon U17MC (NW)

Micra

133

Champion

1st Class B

ANWCC
AWARDS
NIGHT
4th February
More details
To Follow

Liverpool MC

Greenpower Races
21st September 2016
Aintree Circuit

The Greenpower Electric Car Races arrived at Aintree
on 21st September for their exciting North West heats,
hosted by Liverpool Motor Club.
During the year, students have to design, build and then
race simple electrically powered cars. Or the school can
buy a kit-car to develop themselves. Greenpower specify certain design parameters, mostly safety related, supply a standard 24v electric motor and batteries, and then
the teams get on and build a car. Several of the cars
contain amazing leading edge technology, and some
past pupils have gone on to careers in F1 motorsport. The project is part of the National Curriculum and
is now attracting teams from Europe & the USA.
Once again this year, after a single combined practice
session for all competitors the event was divided into
three races. Starting off with Race 1 of the Formula 24,
next was the one hour race for Formula 24+ (for drivers
aged 16 to 24) and finally Race 2 of the Formula 24. As
always enthusiasm was intense and, with a broad spectrum of types, the race cars were even more interesting
than in recent years.
In practice it was difficult to pick out potential winners
with the cars all on track at the same time. But as soon
as the cars lined up for the 90 minute Race 1 of the Formula 24 cars there looked likely to be a duel between
the two entries from Sandbach School for Girls. The two
cars, Dylan and Dougal, sped off the front row and were
never headed. Dougal which is the older of the two cars
was manned by the crew that would normally be in Dylan – a ploy to get both cars seeded for the final at Rockingham in October. Dougal took the victory by nearly a
lap whilst Dylan, which suffered a rear suspension failure on the last lap, was still over 2 laps clear of the third
placed FR-6M from Foremarke Hall School whose second car, FR-7K came home fifth, as SJF Racer 2 from
St John Fisher College finished fourth.
The one hour Formula 24+ race was initially a battle between Jet II from Cullimore Racing and Reprobation from
Renishaw PLC. However, Jet II slowly pulled away and then maintained a one lap lead until the chequered flag. The
Silesian University of Technology’s two cars, SG Bullet II and SG Bullet 240W were a lap further down in third and
fourth respectively with Probation IV from Renishaw PLC came in fifth just ahead of Stealth Racing’s Stealth II. Jet II
was most impressive with a race average speed of 36.9 mph.
With Dylan sidelined from the second Formula 24 race it would all be down to Dougal to represent Sandbach. However, the girls were late getting the car to the line and had to start from the back row. When the Union Flag fell, FR6M from Foremarke Hall took the lead and would never be caught. It took Dougal just over a lap to work through the
pack into second and started to close the gap on the leader but a poor pit stop half way through dropped them a lap
down which is where they finished, in second place. Wennington School’s Sonic which finished a lowly 22nd in the
first race was third in race 2, four laps further back, whilst SJF Racer 2 again finished fourth a lap ahead of Wolstanton High School’s Wolverine in fifth.
The enthusiasm of the kids has to be seen to be believed and I can heartily recommend helping out at next year’s
event on 20th September which will certainly be going into my diary!

www.greenpower.co.uk

www.facebook.com/Sprinty
Report & photos by Steve Wilkinson
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THE

NEWSLETTER FOR BRITISH MOTOR SPORT

Forest rallying in Wales

ENTRIES OPEN FOR RENAULT
JOURNALIST &
PHOTOGRAPHER AWARDS
The 2016 Renault MSA Young Journalist and Photographer of the Year awards are open to entries from promising young motorsport writers and snappers aged 30 and
under.
An expert panel will consider the applications, and each
winner will receive a trophy and a cheque for £1,000 at
the MSA’s Night of Champions ceremony at the Royal
Automobile Club in January. T

OUTLINE AGREEMENT
REACHED FOR FUTURE OF
FOREST RALLYING IN WALES
Following extensive high level discussions between all parties in recent weeks, a totally new
outline concept has been agreed for a deal to
allow international and national level rallying
to continue in Wales on the Natural Resources
Wales operated forestry estate.
Rally4Wales will manage a ‘self-repair’ team attending
to the forest roads after each rallying activity, resulting
in organising clubs working directly with Rally4Wales
to enable repairs to be made. It is anticipated that
costs will be in line with the pre-2016 forestry charges
for at least the next three years.
“We are very pleased with the progress made,” said
Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive. “There are details
and formalities to be agreed but the MSA is certainly
optimistic.”
Jamie Edwards, founder of Rally4Wales, echoed
Jones’s sentiments. “This is an exciting, innovative
new concept to sustainably underpin forestry stage
rallying in Wales,” he said.
Tim Jones, Executive Director Operations, North and
Mid Wales for NRW, added: “There are still a few details to deal with, but we are optimistic that this innovative new approach will enable NRW to continue to host
Rallies into the future.”
All three organisations will provide further details in
due course.

he winning photographer’s images will also be displayed
at the Royal Automobile Club and hung at Motor Sports
House, and he or she will earn a commission from Renault UK.
Additionally the two winners will receive a year’s provisional membership of the Guild of Motoring Writers, the
world’s largest organisation of automotive editorial professionals.
Jeremy Townsend, Renault UK Communications Director, said: “Renault UK is proud to have sponsored the
MSA Young Journalist and Photographer of the Year
awards for 14 years unearthing new talent, rewarding
established names and providing a real career boost for
the sport’s top young media prospects.”

Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive, added: “Motorsport is
a highly competitive industry but we have seen time and
again how this initiative can help young journalists and
photographers to climb the ladder. Renault UK’s
longstanding support has been key to the success of
these awards – we look forward to reviewing this year’s
applications together and deciding which names will be
next to grace the trophies.”
Candidates must have been aged 30 or under on 1 January 2016 and be able to demonstrate published work
involving domestic UK motor sport.

HOW TO ENTER
Application forms are available by email from
media@msauk.org and entries must be sent to
the MSA by 21 November 2016.

SHOW DISCOUNT FOR
MSA MEMBERS
Once again the MSA has teamed up with
Haymarket Exhibitions to offer competitors and volunteers a £5 discount on tickets to Autosport International. This exclusive offer will only be available for the
show’s trade days.
If booking online:
Visit the new megasite at

www.autosportinternational.com
Click on the link to ‘Visiting trade’ to visit
the registration page
Select the MSA Registration option
Complete the registration form inserting
your MSA licence/registration number
when prompted.
Please note that only one ticket per MSA
licence holder is available. If purchasing
multiple tickets, all licence numbers need
to be inserted for the discount to apply.
MSA members will need to show their
competition/official’s licence or marshal’s
registration card when entering the show
to take advantage of the discount if purchasing the tickets onsite.

TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR
AUTOSPORT INTERNATIONAL 2017

Tickets are now on sale for Autosport International 2017, the
biggest pre-season motorsport show in Europe,
at Birmingham’s NEC on 12-15 January.
Visitors will be able to enjoy a host of different exhibits from over 600
exhibitors across the high-performance and motorsport sectors. Enthusiasts will also have the chance to see the biggest stars of the motorsport
world and enjoy live interviews and signing sessions, plus driving displays in the Live Action Arena.
New for 2017 is the EXPERIENCE Zone, offering fans the latest in simulators, gaming and more. This all-new area lets you get involved and do
some of your own virtual racing while visiting the show.
The Performance Car Show in association with PistonHeads.com and
Autocar will be back to give visitors the chance to get up close and personal to the world’s finest and most desirable hot hatches and hypercars.
Follow @autosport.international.show on Facebook or
@Autosport_Show on Twitter. Tickets for Europe’s premier motorsport
show are now available on: www.autosportinternational.com

AUTOSPORT INTERNATIONAL IN TECH SHOWCASE
Autosport International and Autosport Engineering in partnership with
Racecar Engineering will showcase some of the world’s leading suppliers and buyers of cutting edge motorsport technology at Birmingham’s
NEC.
AP Racing, Hewland Engineering, McLaren Applied Technologies, Eibach and Young Calibration will be at the two dedicated trade days (1213 January).
As part of the extended range of networking events and businessfocussed activities, the organisers have created a new space within
Autosport Engineering for buyers and suppliers of motorsport technology to meet and discuss new opportunities. This new business hub complements the Motorsport Industry Association (MIA) International Business Lounge and numerous workshops running throughout the four days.
Autosport Engineering visitors can also access to the Trade & Technical area supported by Race Tech Magazine.
The Trade & Technical area runs over all four days between 12-15 January with the likes of Nicky Grist Motorsports/
Stilo SRL, Ohlins Racing and Schroth Racing all confirmed for next year’s show.

For further information visit www.autosportinternational.com

Training

2017 MSA LICENCED
OFFICIALS SEMINARS

The MSA Officials Seminars will be open to
MSA Licensed Officials
(Clerks and Stewards, including
Probationary Clerks and Trainee Stewards).

INGRAM ERC CHAMP
Team UK’s Chris Ingram made rally history (8-9
October) by becoming the first Brit to win a European Rally Championship category in almost 50
years.
Twenty-one-year-old Ingram was confirmed as the
2016 FIA 2-Wheel-Drive European Rally Champion
(ERC3). The young Brit scored five consecutive
podiums in the UK, Azores, Belgium, Estonia and
Barum on the way to securing the ERC3 overall title
and ERC Junior Vice-championship. “It has been
by far the best season of my career,” said Ingram.
“I started the season knowing what a huge opportunity it was for a 21 year old British guy to drive for
such a professional team. I worked hard, learnt,
and improved rally by rally to push the amazing Adam R2 to its limits. I’m very proud of the achievements and it’s thanks to the Opel Motorsport team,
my co-driver Elliott, my supporters and partners.
“To become the European two-wheel drive champion is a fantastic feeling and I’m hungry for more
success in 2017.”

2016 ACADEMY
CO-DRIVERS
ANNOUNCED

Seven promising young rally navigators have been named for the 2016
Academy co-driver development programme.
Led by MSA Academy Coaches Nicky Grist and
Paul Spooner, the programme aims to support the
next generation of UK co-drivers and help ensure
that they continue to be the best in the world. The
young competitors selected for the programme are:








Max Freeman (23)
Aaron Johnston (21)
Siobhan Pugh (23)
Charley Sayer-Payne (24)
Caron Tomlinson (23)
Keaton Williams (21)
Tom Woodburn (22)

2015 members Phill Hall (26) and Ross Whittock
(23) will continue on the program with access

Full day seminars will assemble at 9.30am for a 10am start
and finish before 5pm. Seminars on Jersey and Guernsey will
be half-day evening sessions, starting at 7pm. Once again
each delegate will receive a £7.50 lunch allowance, which
can be claimed after the training event.
Mileage allowance will be payable at the volunteer rate of 38p
per mile. This allowance will only be payable for attendance
at the delegate’s most local – or next local, if necessary –
venue. Lift sharing is encouraged and the extra mileage incurred in collecting any fellow officials will also be refundable.
Mileage claim forms will be available on the day for submission to the MSA after the training.

Dates and Venues
Saturday

4 February South West
(Exeter area)

Saturday 11 February Central & Southern
England
(Basingstoke area)

Sunday

12 February South East England
(Maidstone area)

Monday 13 February Guernsey
Tuesday 14 February Jersey
Saturday 26 February Northern Ireland
(Armagh area)

Saturday
Sunday

4 March
5 March

North (York area)
East
(Peterborough area)

Saturday 11 March
Sunday 12 March

Isle of Man (Douglas)

Saturday 18 March

South Wales
(Cardiff area)

Sunday 19 March
Saturday 25 March
Saturday 1 April

Midlands (Telford area)

North West
(Haydock area)

Scotland (area TBD)
Carlisle area

Invitation letters will soon be sent to all licensed Clerks and
Stewards (including Probationary Clerks and Trainee Stewards) requesting their attendance. It is important that attendees do not arrive on the day without prior notification.
Additional copies of the invitation letter can be requested
by contacting the MSA Training Department on

training@msauk.org or 01753 765000.

Technical
Updates, clarification & advice

ROPS MOUNTING

WHEEL EMBELLISHERS

Competitors are reminded of regulation J5.8.3 that requires that all hub nave plates and wheel embellishers
are removed. The wheel aero discs pictured at a recent
race meeting would not be permitted.
Among the reasons for this regulation is the issue of
incorrectly fitted embellishers becoming detached from
the wheels, but of equal importance is the fact that they
prevent the basic visual check that the wheel nuts are
correctly secured, or even present.

Competitors are reminded of regulation K1.3.2, the requirements for the mounting of ROPS to a bodyshell.
The requirement within this regulation, if the ROPS is
bolted in, is for the mounting feet to be attached with at
least 3 bolts. The alternative is for the feet to be welded
directly to the reinforcement plate.
The image from a recent event shows only two bolts present despite there being provision for the correct three
bolts, with this foot not being welded to the plate. This
arrangement does not meet the minimum requirements
of the regulation.

LOOSE FHR POSTS

Competitors are asked to be aware of a potential FHR
problem highlighted following an incident at a recent
event. During post incident inspection it was noted that
one of the FHR posts was missing and showed no sign
of being forced out, however there was evidence of the
lower plate being loose and scuffing the outer shell and
the remaining post was loose. Having enquired with the
pre event scrutineer, it appeared that the post had
worked loose during the event.

HARNESS LAP STRAP
AERODYNAMIC DEVICES

The regulations covering Aerodynamic devices as detailed in J5.2.7 state that such devices must not extend
beyond the maximum width of the vehicle.
This regulation applies to both front and rear aerodynamic devices, so the example shown in the photo
does not comply with J5.2.7 as the lower section of the
front splitter clearly extends beyond the widest part of
the vehicle.

Competitors are advised to look very closely at the lap
straps of seat belts, where they pass through or close to
the sides of seats. A belt was found recently which had
a wear cut 2 cm long, where it passed through a side
orifice of an unpadded composite seat, the sharp edge
of the composite shell having worn though the belt webbing.
Most composite seats will have a plastic or rubber
grommet around the hole for the lap strap, but if this
protection is missing damage can quickly occur. If wear
is occurring, competitors are advised to ensure suitable
protection is fitted to avoid damage to the harness.

DECISIONS FROM MOTOR SPORTS COUNCIL
The latest regulation changes approved by Motor Sports Council include a wide-ranging revision of Section M, Autotests, designed to make the structure of the discipline easier to understand.
Other changes include the introduction of the Code 60 flag in circuit racing, as an alternative to the safety car. This
flag has been used successfully in other countries and the new wording has been derived from Dutch regulations.
Also confirmed the in the new regulations is the first MSA drones policy, which comes into effect from 1 January
2017 and will be made available in the Resource Centre on the MSA website. See Pages 80 to 87

RULE CHANGES

Decisions taken at the Motor Sports Council
meeting of 6 September 2016 that affect
regulations in the MSA Yearbook
Consultation and ratification

(H) Competitors: Licences
Date of implementation: immediate

Medical declaration – Disabled Driver
12.1.8. For Races and Stage Rallies J5.19.2 applies.

The Motor Sports Council must consider all new regulations proposed by the Specialist Committees. The regulations are first published on the MSA website so that
comments may be received before they are presented to
the Motor Sports Council for approval, incorporating any
modifications that result from the consultation process
(which may have included review by another Specialist
Committee or Advisory Panel). Approved rule changes
will be published here and will be incorporated into the
next edition of the relevant MSA Yearbook(s).

Competitors for all other disciplines must be able to evacuate the cockpit in a maximum of 10 seconds whilst complying with the condition as prescribed.
8.2.1.1. The MSA may request that drivers wishing to
take part in racing but who have no previous competition experience participate in a minimum of four “speed”
events i.e. sprint and hill climbs before applying for an
upgrade to a race licence from a National B Non-Race.
Satisfactory Clerk of Course signatures must be obtained.

Explanation of format

General
10.2.

Regulation changes are shown as red additions or struck
through deletions. A dotted line (...) indicates that the
regulation contains further wording that is unchanged
and has been omitted here for space reasons. The dates
of implementation are stated immediately above the Regulations, while reasons for the changes are given below.

(A) National Sporting Code
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
Drones Policy
12. The MSA’s Drones Policy, applicable to all events,
is published on the MSA’s website.

(B) Nomenclature and Definitions
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
Autotest. A competition for Cars in which marking

during the event is based solely on a competitor’s performance in manoeuvring tests, and defined as:(a) Autotest. These tests may include spin or handbrake
turns, stop astride lines, and some reversing, and may
be at one or more sites. A passenger is not allowed. (see
Section M);
(b) Production Car Autotest. A competition for Production Cars capable of being taxed and MOT’d. These tests
may include a
limited number of spin or handbrake
turns, stop astride lines, or reversing, and may be at one
or more sites. A passenger must be carried in the front
seat. (see Section M);
(c) AutoSOLO. For Road Going Cars, with tests held
on a sealed surface. These tests shall be all forward and
non-stop, withoutrequiring any spin or handbrake turns,
and may be at one or more sites. A passenger may be
carried in the front seat. (see Section M).

Date of implementation: 1 January 2018
Kart Class. A recognised division within a Kart Cate-

gory within which Kart racing takes place defined by the
engine or some other means.
Kart Category. A category defining the age, and in
some cases weight, criteria within which Kart Classes
are recognised.
Reason: Updated definitions to enable clearer explanation of Categories and Classes within the karting structure.

(f) The MSA reference, as the minimum benchmark for

licence requirements, is the regulations laid down by the
DVLA in relation to Group 2 Driving Licences.
Reason: To formalise existing “guideline procedure” by
their inclusion in regulations.
Noting that BMSAD published guidelines reflect the MSA
position.

(J) Competitors: Vehicles
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
5.6.2. Carbon Non-ferrous disc brakes are prohibited

unless a Standard Part for that vehicle, or specifically authorised by the MSA for a class or category of car.
Reason: To expand this regulation to cover composite
brake disc materials other than carbon
5.14.8. Any vehicle incorporating an electrical system,
with the exception of ignition systems, which may run
at a voltage exceeding 560V must display the sign detailed in Drawing 5.14 next to all competition numbers.
Reason: Clarification; most vehicles use and ignition
system that exceeds 50v, this clarifies that such vehicles
do not need to display the electrical warning sign, intended for vehicles with electric/hybrid drivetrains.
The proposal also changes 50v to 60v in line with EC requirements for electrical warnings.

5.20.11. Under no circumstance can any No part of the

bodywork, or of the suspended part of the car, can be
below a horizontal plane passing 4cm above the ground
(Unless stated otherwise in SRs), and no part of the vehicle must touch the ground when all the tyres on one side
are deflated, the car being in normal racing trim with the
driver occupants aboard. A gauge of 4cm may be used
by Scrutineers before or after races or practice to check
the ground clearance.
Reason: The original regulation was contradicted by
Q19.1.2 which allowed a lower ride height is specified in
SRs, this amendment removes this contradiction. It also
adds the FIA requirement regarding the vehicle not
touching the ground when tyres are deflated to prevent
“sledging” of the vehicle in the event of tyre deflation.

Continued on page 81 and on and on and on !!!!

5.14.1. Have any wet batteries in driver/passenger
compartment enclosed in a securely located leak-proof
container.
If located in the Driver/Passenger compartment, where a
Passenger/Co-Driver is present the battery must be situated behind the base of the Driver’s or Passenger/CoDriver’s seat.
Reason: This proposal replicates a regulation in FIA
Appendix J which requires batteries in the cockpit to be
mounted behind the seats. This will prevent batteries
being mounted in proximity to the Passenger/CoDriver’s feet and legs.

(K) Competitors: Safety
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
1.3.3. Backstays. These are compulsory and must be
attached near the roofline and near the top outer bends
of the main rollbar on both sides of the car. They must
make an angle of at least 30° with the vertical, must run
rearwards and be straight and as close as possible to
the interior side panels of the bodyshell. Their materials specification, diameter and thickness must be as defined in 1.4.1. Forward facing stays are permitted if an
angle of 30° cannot be achieved with Backstays, providing they do not unduly impede Driver and Co-Driver access to the vehicle.
Their mountings must be reinforced by plates. Each
backstay should be secured by bolts having a cumulative section area at least two thirds of that recommended for each rollbar leg mounting in 1.3.2 above, and with
identical reinforcement plates of a least 60cm2 area
(see drawing K19).
A single bolt in double shear is permitted, providing it is
of adequate section and strength (see drawing K20)
and provided that a bush is welded into the backstay.
The mounting feet may alternatively be welded direct to
the reinforcement plate.
Reason: To allow Sports Cars with short rear overhangs to use forward facing stays in place of backstays
where there is no suitable structure rearward of the Main
Roll Bar on which to mount a back stay at the required
30° angle.

1.2.2. The ROPS must not unduly impede Driver and
Co-Driver access to the vehicle. Members may intrude
into the interior space by passing through the dashboard, front side trim, rear side trim, and rear seats
which may be folded down. ROPS must not extend beyond the front upper or rear suspension mounting points
of the vehicle, with the exception of backstays which
may extend beyond the rear suspension mounting
points if necessary to achieve the required 30° angle.
Any modification to a homologated ROPS (other than
fitment of door bars and harness bars) is prohibited.
Tubes must not carry any fluids.

Reason: To provide for vehicles where the Main Roll

(M) Autotest
For clarity these regulations use the new 2017 text

Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
Clerk of the Course Duties
2. The duties and responsibilities of the Clerk of
the Course at Autotest, Production Car Autotest,
and AutoSOLO events include ensuring the following:

a) The maximum size for any timed test site is 200m by
200m. The 200m applies to the overall length and width of
the area on which the test is conducted and not the actual
distance covered by a car performing the test;
b) At all timed tests, all spectators and non-essential Marshals not protected by a solid barrier capable of stopping a
car must be separated by rope or fencing at least 10m
from the edge of the course, and at least 20m from the Finish Line. Any space at the edge of the course allowed for
braking and changes of direction must not impinge on the
above distances.

2.1.Every test must have at least one person responsible for:-

a) The general running of the test;
b) Observing and recording penalties;
c) Recording the times taken;
d) Completing the score card with the addition of penalties.
e) Returning displaced markers to their original position.

Supplementary Regulations
3. The Supplementary Regulations must specify:a) Details of the tests or when these details will be notified
to Competitors;
b) The number of runs per Driver and how these count
towards the results;
c) The method of identifying cars;
d) The method of timing and whether or not the timing apparatus is started by the car or by the starting signal;
e) The starting signal;
f) Whether carrying a passenger will be allowed or not, or
will be compulsory.

Technical Regulations applying to all
events
4.7. Tyres from Lists 1b or 1c are not permitted.
Miscellaneous
5. Classes are free, but the class structure must be stated
in the Supplementary Regulations (SRs)
5.1. Any entered vehicle must be a Car for vehicle tax
purposes, and currently registered and taxed, unless otherwise specified in the SRs.

Bar is very close to the rear axle line, due to the seating Test Procedures
position being close the axle line (e.g. Caterham, West7.1. Drivers then failing to proceed may forfeit their run or
field etc.) to extend the Backstays beyond the rear suspension mounts in order to achieve the required angle of may be penalised in accordance with Table M.7.
30°.

7.8. A maximum penalty (see Table M.7) shall be ap-

plied if a competitor fails to follow the prescribed test
route by passing the wrong side of one or more markers,
crosses with both leading wheels a marked test line in
the wrong direction, out of the prescribed sequence, or
too many/few times, without correcting the mistakes by
returning to the point where they deviated from the test
diagram, before crossing the test finish line, unless otherwise specified in the SRs.
7.12. Each test layout must be attempted at least
twice, or more if specified in the SRs.

Marking
8. Judges must be appointed to each test to adjudicate
On:-

16.1. A passenger must be carried in all Times Tests.
16.2. The Passenger must occupy the seat alongside

the Driver and, except where competing in a Period Defined Vehicle (Non-Rally) Categories A-F, wear a properly fastened and approved seat belt at all times during the
test.

16.3. No other Passenger is allowed.
16.4. The passenger in a Touring Car, or a cabriolet/

Sports Car with the hood erected or a hardtop fitted,
must be aged 12 years or over and be at least 135cm in
height.

16.5. The passenger in a cabriolet/Sports Car without

the hood erected or hardtop fitted must be aged 16 years

c) Touching markers and not following the correct route. or over and be at least 135cm in height.
8.3. Each competitor’s worst score on any test layout
Minimum Ages and Unlicensed Drivers
may be discarded in arriving at the total penalties for the
17. Entries may be accepted from Drivers who are aged
event, if specified in the SRs.
14 years and over who do not have a valid, full RTA LiResults
cence, subject to:
9.4. Performance will be assessed as in Appendix 1
a) The vehicle must by definition be a ‘’Touring Car’’.
Table M.7, unless otherwise specified in the SRs.
b) The vehicle engine capacity must not exceed 2000cc
Licences
11.2. Except where competing in Period Defined Vehi- forced induction.
cles (Non-Rally) Categories A-F, it is recommended that c) A passenger must be carried who holds a valid, full
drivers wear, as a minimum, a lap belt on any timed test.
11.3. A car may not be entered to compete for the
same award more than twice, unless otherwise specified
in the SRs, and in all circumstances it must be driven by
different Drivers.
12. Passengers are not allowed on Autotests on any
Timed Tests.

Minimum Ages and Unlicensed Drivers
13. Entries may be accepted from Drivers who are
aged 16 years and over who do not have a valid, full
RTA Licence, subject to the following:a) The vehicle must by definition be a ‘Touring Car’;
b) Engine capacity must not exceed 1400cc;
c) Forced induction is not permitted.

Test Layouts
14.2. Any ‘garage’ used in an Autotest must have a

minimum length of 6m and a minimum width of 3.5m.
14.3. When Competitors are required to perform a 180°
turn in a box, the size of the box should be sufficient to
contain a circle of 16m diameter. 14.4. All lines, or pairs
of adjacent markers, forming part of any test must be a
minimum of 3.5m long or apart.

Additionally, where the tests are ‘’all forwards’’
15.2. All lines, or pairs of adjacent markers, forming
part of any all-forward test must be a minimum of 3.5m
and a maximum of 5m long or apart.

15.3. See Appendix 1, Drawing number 15. Example of
a test showing all of 15., 15.1., and 15.2. elements in
use.

16. The SRs for an event will state whether cabriolet/
Sports Cars will compete with the hood erected or a
hardtop fitted, or not.

RTA licence and be experienced in Autotests or AutoSOLOs.

Additionally, where the tests are ‘all forwards’
20.3. See Appendix 1, Drawing number 15. Example of
a test showing all of 20., 20.1., and 20.2. elements in
use.

Minimum Ages and Unlicensed drivers
21. The Supplementary Regulations for an event will

state whether cabriolet/Sports Cars will compete with the
hood erected or hardtop fitted, or not.

21.1. A passenger MAY be carried on any Time Tests.
21.2. The Supplementary Regulations for an event will

specify whether the driver can elect to carry a passenger
or not.

21.3. One Passenger may be carried in each compet-

ing car to assist in giving directions to the Driver. Once
the event has started, the number of occupants of the car
must not be varied.

21.4. If carried, the Passenger must occupy the seat

alongside the Driver and, except where competing in a
Period Defined Vehicle (Non-Rally) Categories A-F, wear
a properly fastened and approved seat belt at all times
during the test.

21.5. No other passenger is allowed.
21.6. The passenger in a Touring Car, or a cabriolet/

Sports Car with the hood erected or a hardtop fitted,
must be aged 12 years or over and be at least 135cm in
height.

21.7. The passenger in a cabriolet/Sports Car without

the hood erected or hardtop fitted must be aged 16 years
or over and be at least 135cm in height.

22. Entries may be accepted from Drivers who are

Date of implementation: 1 January 2017

aged 14 years and over who do not have a valid, full
RTA Licence, subject to;a) The vehicle must by definition be a ‘Touring Car’,
b) The vehicle engine capacity must not exceed 2000cc
forced induction,
c) A passenger must be carried who holds a valid, full
RTA licence, and be experienced in AutoSOLOs.

4.21.6. Wheels are free must be standard production

Test Layouts
23. Only sealed surfaces can be used for AutoSOLO

tests which must be run in an all-forwards direction.
23.1. The course must consist of a series of gates, slaloms, and turns of at least 90° every 60m.
23.4. All lines, or pairs of adjacent markers, forming
part of any test must be a minimum of 3.5m and a maximum of 5m long or apart.
23.5. A typical test is illustrated in Appendix 1, Drawing
number 23.

(N) Autocross and Rallycross
Date of implementation: immediate
6.12.1.

K.1.6.1, K Appendix 2, drawings number 5,6
or 8, with the longitudinal strut(s) as shown in drawing 9)
mandatory. With the exception of Lotus Elise/Exige derivatives and Vauxhall VX220 vehicles, Double longitudinal door bars must be fitted to the drivers side of the
roll cage in accordance with Section K Appendix 2 Drawing number 12(g), 12(h) or 12(j)
Reason: Clarification that for all vehicles a single longitudinal strut is required both sides of the vehicle. Easement of the requirement for double door bars to be fitted
to Lotus Elise/Exeige derivatives and Vauxhall VX220 in
recognition of the limited height door aperture and taking
into account the robust structure of the chassis sill of
these vehicles.

items applicable to the vehicle.
4.9.3. Class A cars must comply with the following requirements: ……..
(e) Wheel sizes are free must be as manufacturer’s
specification.
Reason: Relaxation. Due to availability of the tyres.

(P) Cross Country Events
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
58.4.1. All vehicles must be fitted with a circuit breaker(s) which isolates the battery from all electrical circuits,
which simultaneously stops the engine and which is operable by the driver whilst correctly seated. K.8 recommended. Vehicles fitted with electric winches may use a
second isolator, operated by the primary circuit breaker
either by means of a mechanical linkage or via a control
circuit, to ensure that all winches and their control solenoids are isolated on operation of the primary circuit
breaker.

Reason: This regulation update aims to bring the regulation into line with the solutions that are currently in use.
Allowing the use of a master solenoid for each winch at
the battery or an additional mechanical switch connected
to the standard switch by means of a bowden cable or
other mechanical link. In the original wording it is also not
possible to comply with K.8.

58.5.2.

Two shackles, stamped with a minimum WLL
of 3.25 tonnes and be CE marked.

58.5.3.

Two tree protecting strops, labelled with a
minimum WLL of 2 tonnes and be CE marked.

Reason: SWL is outdated and has been replaced by
WLL.

Appendix 1: Drawing and Table

Table : M7

Marks Lost
(Autotests, PCAs & AutoSOLOs)

AutoSOLO

Auto Test

PCA

5

5*

5*

(b) Not attempting or being ready to attempt a test when instructed to
do so

20*

20*

20*

(c) Not performing a test correctly, other than in (d) or (e) or not completing the test or making a false start

20*

20*

20*

(d) Striking any barrier, wall or marker or crossing the boundary of a
test (per mistake)

5

5

5

(e) Failing to cross or stop at any line or specified position as required in a test (per mistake)

5

5

5

1 and
fraction

1 and
fraction

1 and
fraction

(a) Each minute late in reporting at the start or a restart

(f) Every second (and fraction) taken to complete test

* Plus the lowest by any competitor in the class making an attempt correctly on that run.
The maximum penalty (including time) for any test cannot exceed penalty (b) or (c) above.
All unless otherwise specified in the SRs

(Q) Circuit Racing
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
12.14.2. A grid may be formed in two parts allowing

the first part of the grid to be started in advance of the
second. The signal lights, or starting flag, will be used to
start the first part and the second part started by use of
a starting flag alone. A time delay of no less than 5 10
seconds For any circuit up to and including 2 miles in
length a time delay of 10 seconds is mandatory to separate the grid. and For any circuit over 2 miles in length
the time delay, between the two grids, will be no less
than 10 seconds and no more than 10 20 seconds. may
be used to separate the two parts of the grid. All competitors must be made aware of this start procedure
through Supplementary Regulations (where possible) or
Final Instructions, whenever this method of starting is
used.

(Q)12.14.2.1. Following release of the first part of
the grid, should an obstruction for the second race start
appear, the race must immediately be red flagged.

Reason: Safety. The 5 second split is not considered
adequate and therefore the above proposal increases
the delay. In addition the proposal requires the race to
be red flagged in the event of a car stalling on the first
grid for example.

When the Code 60 flag is withdrawn it will be replaced
with a waved green flag for one lap. The waved green
flag will be shown simultaneously at all posts
Each lap covered while the Code 60 flag is in operation
will be counted as a race lap unless specified to the contrary in Championship regulations.

Reason: The Code 60 flag is used successfully in other
countries and can be an alternate option available in
place of a Safety Car. The wording has been drafted
from the Dutch regulations with small changes for UK.

17.3. With the exception of 6.2.6., unless the SRs or

the Championship Regulations state otherwise, to be
classified as a finisher in a race, only cars which have
covered at least 80% of the distance covered by the
class winner and which cross the fFinishing lLine under
their own power within four minutes after that of the
overall winner will be classified. Should this percentage
not result in a full number of laps, the decimals will be
disregarded.

Reason: Clarification.
0
(R)
Rallying

Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
49.11.4. Any underbody protection must be of period

specification. Additionally a fibreglass guard, not being
made of Kevlar, carbon fibre or similar materials, and
moulded closely to the vehicle floor pan, fixed by bolting
and/or adhesive may be fitted. It must not extend beyond
the front and rear axle centre lines and the outer 100mm
on each side must not cover the vertical section of the
outer sills.

Reason: To remove the restriction on materials used
for underbody protection to allow Historic Stage Rally
vehicles to use protection that will be effective.

49.1.4. Historic Category 4a Rally Cars:

15.1.1.(e) The Code 60 flag
15.1.1.(e) The Code 60 flag will be brought into oper-

ation to neutralise a race at the sole decision of the
Clerk of the Course provided that all flag points are in
communication with race control..
When the order is given to deploy the Code 60 flag it will
be displayed at the start/finish line and simultaneously at
all other posts.
All competing cars, when notified of the Code 60 intervention (by the flag signal, or by any other means) will
release the throttle, reduce their speed to 60kmh and
should remain behind the car in front.
Overtaking is strictly forbidden until the green flag is displayed. Any infringements may be penalised by a time
penalty of 1 minute, or more.
While the Code 60 is in operation, competing cars may
enter the pit lane, but may only rejoin the track when
signalled to do so.

Includes cars registered and homologated in Groups A,
N and B between 1 January 1982 and 31 December
1985 excluding any cars that were regulated out by the
FIA in period from rallies for safety reasons. Cars in Category 4 must comply with their Homologation forms and
Appendix J of the 1985 FIA Yellow Book.
Cars homologated in Group B with an effective engine
capacity exceeding 1600cc must have been issued with
a valid FIA Historic Technical Passport (HTP), be in
compliance with this document and the current FIA Appendix K at all times.

49.1.5. Historic Category 4b Rally Cars:
Includes cars registered and homologated in Groups A,
N and B between 1 January 1986 and 31 December
1990 excluding any cars that were regulated out by the
FIA in period from rallies for safety reasons. Cars in Category 4b must comply with their Homologation forms
and Appendix J of the 1990 FIA Yellow Book and must
have been issued with a valid FIA Historic Technical
Passport (HTP), be in compliance with this document
and the current FIA Appendix K at all times.

49.6.2. Modifications are only allowed if they were
available before:
1 January 1968 for Historic Category 1 Rally Cars.
1 January 1975 for Historic Category 2 Rally Cars.
1 January 1982 for Historic Category 3 Rally Cars.
1 January 1986 for Historic Category 4a Rally Cars.
1 January 1991 for Historic Category 4b Rally Cars.

49.7.5. Historic Category 4a Rally Cars. 1.1.82 –

11.9, or the specific Class regulations for Drag Races.
Overalls homologated to either FIA 8856- 2000 or FIA
1986 standard are mandatory. Competitors are required
to wear flame-resistant gloves (K.14.3(e)). An FIA approved FHR device, fitted in accordance with FIA regulations is mandatory for all drivers with the exception of Period Defined Vehicles, Road-going Series Production
Cars and Road-going Specialist Production Cars. All
these items must be produced for inspection and approval at scrutineering.

31.12.85.
Class E1 Up to 1300cc
Class E2 1301cc to 1600cc
Class E3 1601cc to 2000cc
Class E4 Over 2001cc

10.1.3. Road-Going Specialist Production, Modified

49.7.6. Historic Category 4b Rally Cars. 1.1.86 –

equivalence 1.4.

31.12.90.
Class F1 Up to 1300cc
Class F2 1301cc to 1600cc
Class F3 1601cc to 2000cc
Class F4 Over 2001cc

49.8.3. Forced induction is only permitted if by means
of a mechanically driven super-charger, or by an exhaust driven turbocharger if fitted as original equipment
by the vehicle manufacturer (48.2.1(a)). Such cars in
Category 1, 2 and 3 will be classified as having an engine capacity increase of one third. Cars in Category 4a
will be classified as having an engine capacity increase
of 70% and must be fitted with a 34mm restrictor at a
maximum of 50mm from the extremes of the compressor blades.

Reason: To introduce an Historic Stage Rally period
covering vehicles from 1986 to 1990. This follows the
FIA Historic Period J2. Vehicles in this period are required to be homologated and hold an FIA Historic
Technical Passport.
0(S)

Sprints, Hill Climbs and Drag Racing

Date of implementation: 1 January 2017

10. All Sprint & Hill Climb vehicles must comply with
the following, as a minimum: Safety
……..

10.1.6. Open and closed wheel Racing Cars and
Sports Libre Racing cars complying with 14.1da must
comply with K.1.6.3.

Reason: Safety.

Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
9.2.1. Throughout practice and Competition, upon exiting from and until returning to the Paddock, when the
driver is seated in the vehicle he must wear clothing,
helmet and goggles complying with K.9 to 11 or, where
appropriate, the specific requirements of Standard Cars

Series Production Cars and Modified Specialist Production Cars must comply with K.1.6.1 or K.1.6.2., with the
exception of Standard Cars as defined in 11.9. where
K1.6.1. or K.1.6.2. is recommended

10.3.1. Except as per 11.9.1.4. fForced induction

10.5.3. All vehicles must be equipped with an effective
method of stopping the fuel supply, operable by the Driver when normally seated and with seat belt secured. This
is to be combined with or located adjacent to the internal
ignition cut-off switch., with the exception of Standard
Cars as defined in 11.9. where it is recommended.

10.6.1. All vehicles must be equipped with an ignition
cut-off switch having positive ‘ON/OFF’ positions clearly
marked. The ignition cut-off and fuel pumps isolation system(s) must be operable by the Driver when normally
seated with seat belts secured, with the exception of
Standard Cars as defined in 11.9 where it is recommended.

11.9. Regulations for Standard Cars
11.9.1. Description
11.9.1.1. Road-Going Series Production Cars
– Saloons and Sports Cars produced in quantities of not
less than 5000 per annum of unitary ferrous construction,
two wheel drive and up to 2litre engine capacity. The
cars must be manufactured after 1st January 2000 and
be type approved. Any replacement components fitted
must be a Standard Part/Standard Pattern Part.

11.9.1.2. Cars must compete in an event in a road legal condition. Fleet insurance policies and/or trade plates
are not permitted.

11.9.1.3. Permitted Modifications
Other than as detailed, no other modifications are permitted:
(i) Any FIA/MSA approved/homologated safety equipment may be installed.
(ii) Brake friction material may be uprated.

Engine
11.9.1.4. Forced induction equivalence 1.7.
Wheels and tyres
11.9.1.5. Standard wheels and tyres from List 1A only
may be used.

Reason: To provide a basic starter category with restricted capacities.

Description

14.1. Vehicles that comply with any of the following

0(U)

Karting

Groups:
(a) Any closed wheel vehicle that does not comply with
any other category, as defined in 10.10.1 to 10.10.5 or
10.10.7. or 14.1(b) , or (c), (d) or 14.1.2.
(b) Hill Climb Supersports Chassis
Cars. Must comply with 13.2 or 13.3. and with:

Date of implementation: 1 January 2017

Maximum height 90cm from the ground Maximum rear
overhang 150cm behind rear wheel axis

1.2.1. New Junior or Senior non-gearbox Kart Classes

(c) Sports Racing Cars
(d) Single seat closed wheel Racing Car the rear wheels
enclosed by continuous bodywork.

New Kart Classes
1.2. The acceptance by the MSA of any new Junior or
Senior non-gearbox Kart Class is subject to the proposed
Class being currently certified under the MSA Kart Class
Homologation Regulations, which are available from the
Technical Department of the MSA.
will only be homologated at three yearly intervals, the
next period commencing 01.01.2017 2020. Applications
for new Junior or Senior non-gearbox Kart Class homologations must be made in writing to the MSA by no later
than 31st March of the year preceding the next period.

14.1.1. Vehicles eligible for Sports Libre in accordance 1.2.3. From 01.01.2020 only one Junior and one Senior
with 14.1.(a) or (c) or (d) must also comply with the following:

14.1.2. Two Seater Sports Racing Cars complying

with 14.1.1. with a cockpit width of 810mm with the drivers seat crossed by the longitudinal centre line of the car
and both seats by the same transversal plane.

15. Regulations for Open Wheel Single Seat

Racing Cars
Reason: Defining the Sports Racing Car, the definition
for which has been drawn from what was J5.2.5. of the
2011 MSA General Regulations, deleted from the 2012
Yearbook
0

(T) Trials
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
2.2. Organisers should must:
2.2.6. Notify the Parish Council. Deleted.
2.2.14. Organisers should notify the appropriate Parish Council.

non-gearbox Kart Class per Kart Category will be permitted from any single manufacturer.
Reason: Clarification and additional restriction on number of classes to be homologated from 2020.

Date of implementation: 1 January 2018
Class Category Restrictions 15. The Class
Category age and weight breaks are given below. Regulations within the Kart Race Yearbook may apply further
limitations.

Cadet Class Category
15.1. Class Category for 8-13 12 year-olds.
15.1.1. A Competitor may continue in the Class

Category until 31st December in the year of their 13 12th
birthday, but may not move up before their 11th birthday.

15.1.2. A Cadet who is no longer a Novice (14.1.2)
may move to the Super Cadet Intermediate Class Category on or after their 10th birthday.

15.1.3. Having moved into a the Junior class Category,
they a Competitor may not revert to Cadet.

10.2. All vehicles must comply with Construction and

Super Cadet Intermediate Category
15.2. Category for 10-14 year-olds.
15.1.4 2.1. A Novice (14.1.2.) Competitor may enter

Use Regulations and be fitted with safety belts if appropriate. Where fitted, seat safety belts must be worn on
the public highway. Fire extinguishers to a level of safety
specified in K.3.1.1 are mandatory and which are accessible to the crew.

the Super Cadet Intermediate Class Category in the year
of their 11th birthday and continue in the Class Category
until 31st December in the year of their 14th birthday, but
may not move to a the Junior Class Category before their
11th 12th birthday.

11.7.2. The wearing of seat belts is optional when fit-

15.2.2. Having moved into the Junior Category, a Com-

ted to the vehicle.

petitor may not revert to Intermediate.

12.2. Safety Criteria K.8 is mandatory. The switch

Junior Classes Category
15.3. Category for 12-17 year-olds.
15.2 3.1. A Novice (14.1.2) Competitor may enter the

Reason: To update and provide clarity for the use of

Junior Class Category from their 11th 12th birthday and
continue until 31st December in the year of their 17th
birthday.

Reason: To ensure that all necessary notifications are
made by Event Organisers.

must be located on the off side rear of the car and be
rearward facing. See drawing 12.2. K1.6.4(b) and K2.1.1
three point are is recommended.
safety belts in Trials events and to ensure that competitors are notified about which sections of the event are
held on the public highway.

15.2.1 3.2. A Junior who is no longer a Novice
(14.1.2) may transfer to any the Senior Class Category
(subject to the SRs of that Class so Permitting) at any
time during the year of their 16th birthday. Exceptionally,
a holder of a Kart National A licence may transfer to a
Senior non-gearbox cClass from their 15th birthday,
subject to meeting the required minimum driver weight if
under 16 (15.34.2). Additionally, a holder of an International A or B kart licence may transfer to a Senior nongearbox cClass at any time.

15.2.2 3.3. They may not however compete in Gearbox Karts until their 13th birthday (subject to individual
Class regulations).

15.2.3 3.4. Once a Junior transfers to an the MSA
Senior Class Category, they may not revert to Juniors.

15.2.4 3.5. A minimum driver weight is required in all
the Junior class Category. This weight will be defined in
Class Regulations by applying a kart-to-driver weight
ratio as follows:

4TH RALLYLEGEND DECLARED
‘ENDED’ FOR AN ACCIDENT

Republic of San Marino. A race accident occurred on
Sunday, October 9th, at 11.56, on the special stage "San
Marino 1". It involved car no. 44 Bonaso Enrico - Palazzi
Alice (Renault Clio Maxi), which went off the road and hit
some straw bales protecting a run-off path. Some spectators standing right behind the bales remained involved.
Race Control decided to immediately stop the Special
Stage and requested all emergency vehicles serving the
stage, to reach the crash site.
One of the involved spectators, whose identity is not
known, yet, lost his life instantly.
Other injured spectators, were immediately reached by
the ambulances and medical personnel on duty and
transferred to the hospital.
By decision of the Organisers and Race Control, the 14th
Rallylegend was declared ended after Special Stage "San
Marino 1", with the arrival of all cars to Regrouping.
The Prize-giving Ceremony was also cancelled.

15.2.4 3.5.1. For cClasses with an entry age below
the year of the 13th birthday, the ratio will be no greater
than 2.5:1.

15.2.4 3.5.2. For cClasses with an entry age of the
year of the 13th birthday or above, the ratio will be no
greater than 2.6:1.

Senior Classes Category
15.3 4. A Novice (14.1.2) Competitor may transfer to a
the Senior Class Category from their 16th birthday.

15.3 4.1. Once a Junior transfers to an the MSA Senior Class Category, they may not revert to Junior.

15.3 4.2. A minimum driver weight is required for any
driver below the age of 16 competing in a Senior cClass,
with the exception of International A or B licence holders
(15.23.1). This weight is defined in individual Class Regulations.

Reason: to bring greater clarity to the Category age
breaks which is in line with technical changes also being
made. This also addresses an identified safety concern
of young drivers currently running in full size adult
chassis’.
The MSA is intending to tender for an Intermediate Engine using homologated Intermediate chassis’, of
950mm wheelbase.
0

(W) Championships
Date of implementation: 1 January 2017
1.5.6. To qualify as a British or National Kart Championship the Championship Class must be run in a minimum of three different Regions. Only the designated
Core classes, as defined in the MSA Kart Race Yearbook (Appendix 6), will be permitted to be included in a
National Championship.

Reason: Clarification.

Following extensive high level discussions between all
parties in recent weeks, a totally new outline concept has
been agreed for a deal to allow international and national
level rallying to continue in Wales on the Natural Resources Wales (NRW) operated forestry estate.
Rally4Wales will manage a ‘self-repair’ team attending to
the forest roads after each rallying activity, resulting in
organising clubs working directly with Rally4Wales to enable repairs to be made. It is anticipated that costs will be
in line with the pre-2016 forestry charges for at least the
next three years.
Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive, said: “We are very
pleased with the progress made. There are details and
formalities to be agreed but the MSA is certainly optimistic.”
Jamie Edwards, founder of Rally4Wales, said: “This is an
exciting, innovative new concept to sustainably underpin
forestry stage rallying in Wales.”
Tim Jones, Executive Director Operations, North and Mid
Wales for NRW, said: “There are still a few details to deal
with, but we are optimistic that this innovative new approach will enable NRW to continue to host Rallies into
the future.”
All three organisations will provide further details in due
course.

Regulations for
consultation
To have your say on the latest proposed rule

changes affecting UK motor sports,

visit

www.msauk.org/
regulations

West Cumbria Car
Enthusiasts Group

It would be a good idea to discuss having a Christmas type
meal. Last year we had a meal at the golf club on 2nd
Wednesday in December, they did really good food at
amazingly cheap prices but Sandra would like notification in
advance in case they get other party bookings.
Many of the group have had a busy few weeks lately including Dick Smith who was going abroad for a couple of
events, Spa in Belgium then on to Italy to a hill climb I gather.
I rather jumped the gun with the last e mail saying Charles
Graves had done the Rally of the Tests a few weeks ago.
Those people who had entered will be very relived to know
they haven’t missed it and lost a load of money as it hasn’t
yet taken place ! This happens in beginning of November
Charles tells me.
Robert Gate hosted a gathering of the Bentley Drivers Club
at his fantastic home on Saturday where about two dozen
Bentleys dating from the 1920s or so right up to modern
ones arrived for morning coffee, tea and refreshments.
Whilst partaking of refreshments the members were able to
look at Roberts collection of Bentleys which to be honest is
even more stunning than most of the visiting ones plus his
fantastic collection of Jaguars as well as his other cars including his Porsche 911 which he still has having bought it
new in late 1977 or so I seem to remember.
The Bentley Club who had stayed overnight at Lodore Falls
Hotel, Borrowdale one of Charles Graves’s hotels had come
over Honister pass then went on to Whitehaven to park on
the Sugar Tongue quay where the bollards that normally
block access Robert had arranged to be removed to allow
them all to park together where they were due to have fish
and chips before retuning to Lodore. The weather was absolutely perfect, a really warm sunny day so this would give
the visitors a great impression of the lake district and the
Solway coast at their very best. It would also give visitors to
the harbour side a real chance to see some wonderful cars
and give good publicity to Whitehaven.
Speaking of perfect weather I recently competed at Prescott
Hill climb and it was fabulous in every way, weather warm
and sunny, venue at its very best, top class entries, it could
not have been better. The day before however it was totally
different because for two hours or so it was horrendous, fortunately I was spectating but even this was very nail biting
as cars were going off left right and centre, some sustained
a fair bit of damage but fortunately no one was hurt. Some
drivers seemed to totally ignore the conditions and lack of
grip at times when the rain was at its heaviest, there was
nothing the organisers could have done or foreseen how
much rain was going to fall in such a short space of time.
Looking forward to Wednesday where I hope to catch up
with you and see what you have all been up to, Kirk
Ryland's says he has several cars in pieces but still hopes
to make it.
You may remember my last e mail I said Terry Richardson
had put an additional dynamo and a disc brake on his Cardin shaft or prop shaft, well I only got 50% of that correct !
Ian Smith tells me Alvis have a disc brake on the Cardin
shaft as standard, you press the clutch pedal half way down
I think to release the clutch but pressing the pedal right
down applies pressure to the disc to stop the Cardin shaft
rotating. I need to check this on Wednesday as many of you
are very familiar with these systems but you will gather I am
not.

Keith Thomas.

OGIER TAKES FOURTH
RALLY GB VICTORY
SS1 & SS2 : Sebastien Ogier powered his Volkswagen Polo R
through Myherin 7.6sec quicker than Ott Tänak’s Ford Fiesta RS,
before stopping the clocks fastest in the short Sweet Lamb stage.
It gave him a 12.1sec lead over Tänak but it was a far from easy
start for Ogier.It was a damp and dank morning in the mid-Wales
forests. Fine drizzle made the gravel roads muddier than expected and, combined with the fog, Myherin was a rude wake-up
call for drivers after the near three-hour drive south from the Deeside service park.Hayden Paddon was third in Myherin and sixth
in Sweet Lamb in his Hyundai i20 to hold third overall. He was
2.0sec behind Tänak and 0.3sec in front of Craig Breen’s Citroën
DS 3. Mikkelsen and Kris Meeke were fifth and sixth overall, the
Briton deflated after a ‘hellishly slippery’ Myherin. Thierry Neuville believed his i20 was too hard for the slippery Myherin but
third fastest in Sweet Lamb left the Belgian eighth, just behind the
Polo R of Jari-Matti Latvala.
SS3 & SS4 : Ott Tanak driving a Ford Fiesta RS, eked 2.2sec
from the Ogier in the long Hafren test before gaining a similar
margin in Dyfnant. He headed towards the respite of a tyre
change with the gap between them down to 7.7sec. Although the
early morning fog had gone, the gravel tracks were no less muddy and Tänak made a small mistake at a Hafren junction. A setup tweak ahead of Dyfnant increased his confidence and put the
pressure onto a worried Ogier. His concerns were heightened by
a transmission problem that delivered a blow to team-mate Andreas Mikkelsen’s hopes of finishing runner-up in the championship. A broken front right driveshaft in Dyfnant cost 90sec and
with no mid-leg service, it was an issue he had to live with. Teammate Jari-Matti Latvala fared better, despite a spin in Hafren. After a cautious start the Finn was third in both tests to climb to third
overall, 32.3sec off the duelling duo ahead. Less than half a second covered Latvala, Kris Meeke and Hayden Paddon, with Paddon firmly focused on the long game. Craig Breen completed the
top six ahead of Thierry Neuville, who could benefit most in the
runner-up battle from Mikkelsen’s problems. The Belgian survived
a spin and stall in Hafren. Dani Sordo and Mads Østberg headed
Mikkelsen, Østberg escaping after sliding his Fiesta RS into some
Dyfnant bushes. Team-mate Eric Camilli dropped 1min 40sec after driving with a soft rear left tyre, the legacy of carrying only one
spare and suffering two punctures.
SS5 & SS6 : Low cloud and light rain made conditions just as
difficult as they were in the morning as drivers returned for a second attack through the Myherin and Sweet Lamb speed tests.
The result was also the same as Ogier topped the timesheets in
both stages. The Frenchman was quickest in his Volkswagen Polo R through Myherin by 4.8sec from team-mate Jari-Matti Latvala. He then won Sweet Lamb by 1.2sec from Thierry Neuville to
more than double his 7.7sec lead over Tänak to 17.4sec.The Estonian was third in both tests but was a frustrated man. Worse
befell Craig Breen, who rolled his Citroën DS 3 2.1km after the
start of Myherin. Neither he nor co-driver Scott Martin were injured but it was an early end to the Irish driver’s day. Andreas
Mikkelsen continued to struggle with only rear-wheel drive in his
Polo R following a driveshaft breakage. The Norwegian dropped
more than 2min 30sec and fell away from the top 10 leaderboard.
Quentin Gilbert, driving a World Rally Car in the WRC for the first
time, complained of a strong smell of fuel in the cockpit of his DS
3. Team-mate Stéphane Lefebvre, returning to action after a huge
crash in Germany in August, lost concentration after seeing
Breen’s wreckage and steered a steady but safe line to the finish.
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SS7 & SS8 : Low cloud and light rain made conditions just as
difficult as they were this morning as drivers returned for a second attack through the Myherin and Sweet Lamb speed tests.
The result was also the same as Ogier topped the timesheets in
both stages. The Frenchman was quickest in his Volkswagen
Polo R through Myherin by 4.8sec from team-mate Jari-Matti
Latvala. He then won Sweet Lamb by 1.2sec from Thierry Neuville to more than double his 7.7sec lead over Tänak to 17.4sec.
The Estonian was third in both tests but was a frustrated
man. Worse befell Craig Breen, who rolled his Citroën DS 3
2.1km after the start of Myherin. Neither he nor co-driver Scott
Martin were injured but it was an early end to the Irish driver’s
day. Andreas Mikkelsen continued to struggle with only rearwheel drive in his Polo R following a driveshaft breakage this
morning. The Norwegian dropped more than 2min 30sec and fell
away from the top 10 leaderboard. Quentin Gilbert, driving a
World Rally Car in the WRC for the first time, complained of a
strong smell of fuel in the cockpit of his DS 3. Team-mate Stéphane Lefebvre, returning to action after a huge crash in Germany in August, lost concentration after seeing Breen’s wreckage
and steered a steady but safe line to the finish.

SS9 & SS10 : Three quickfire speed tests were on the menu
and leader Sébastien Ogier eased through them with no problems in his Volkswagen Polo R. He won the middle stage in Dyfi
to all but maintain his overnight advantage at 36.3sec over Ott
Tänak. Tänak won the opener in Pantperthog and the Estonian
Thierry Neuville retained third in his Hyundai i20, extending his
advantage over team-mate Hayden Paddon to 7.3sec. The Belgian had a scare when he hit a Dyfi bank but recovered to win
Gartheiniog. Paddon eased clear of Kris Meeke’s Citroën DS 3
in fifth but the Kiwi was frustrated with his driving. Meeke had
two slow punctures and has used all six of his soft compound
Michelin tyres. He has five more stages to complete before the
end of the day with no opportunity to take onboard additional
rubber. Sixth-placed Dani Sordo was unhappy with his i20’s handling while Mads Østberg, 37.5sec behind, lost time with a stall
in Pantperthog. The Norwegian incurred a 10sec penalty after
leaving the Deeside service late this morning when mechanics
had to make an unplanned suspension change.
SS11, SS12 & SS13 : Ott Tanak reeled off three consecutive
special stage wins to eat into Ogiers Lead. The Estonian dominated the second pass through Pantperthog, Dyfi and
Gartheiniog in his Ford Fiesta RS to reclaim 11.5sec from the
Frenchman. He reduced the gap between the pair to 24.8sec
with two speed tests remaining in the penultimate leg. Although
the fog had subsided, the gravel forest tracks remained greasy
but Tänak was enjoying them. Ogier insisted there was no easing off in his Volkswagen Polo R. Thierry Neuville claimed top
three times in all three tests to retain third in his Hyundai i20,
14.4sec ahead of team-mate Hayden Paddon. The New Zealander made changes to his i20’s set-up and while he felt more
comfortable, they made no improvement to the traction. With no
more spare tyres available, Kris Meeke steered a cautious path
through the stages in his Citroën DS 3. The Ulsterman was more
than a minute ahead of Dani Sordo, with Mads Østberg continuing to fend off Jari-Matti Latvala in seventh. Østberg’s co-driver,
Ola Fløene, was nursing a bizarre injury. The Norwegian was
sporting a bite mark on his hand and believes he may have been
the victim of a snake! Stéphane Lefebvre and Eric Camilli completed the leaderboard.
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SS 14 to SS19 : Ott Tänak, driving a Ford Fiesta RS, beat his French rival by 0.6sec in the Clocaenog opener. He
regained a further 3.5sec at Brenig before completing the loop with fastest in Alwen to claw back another 3.8sc from
the Volkswagen Polo R pilot. The gap between the duo was 25.9sec with just three stages remaining in this penultimate round of the FIA World Rally Championship but Tänak was not risking all on the slippery gravel forest tracks.
Ogier continued to push hard, acknowledging that Tänak’s tyres gave him an edge on the greasy roads. Thierry
Neuville remained third in his Hyundai i20, despite a small mistake in Clocaenog when he slid wide in a hairpin. His
advantage over team-mate Hayden Paddon remained pretty much unchanged at 12.3sec, the Kiwi happier with his
car’s balance after making set-up changes overnight. Kris Meeke stayed fifth in a Citroën DS 3, likening the slippery
conditions to ice in places, with Dani Sordo sixth in another i20. Jari-Matti Latvala moved his Polo R into seventh
ahead of Mads Østberg’s Ford Fiesta RS. Yazeed Al Rajhi had major gearbox concerns in his Fiesta RS, while Valeriy Gorban went off the road twice in Clocaenog and also punctured in his Mini John Cooper.
SS19 to SS22 : Sebastien Ogier, who clinched his fourth world title in Spain earlier this month, mastered fog and
mud to win this penultimate round of the FIA World Rally Championship by 10.2sec in a Volkswagen Polo R. Victory
confirmed the manufacturers’ world title for the German squad. Ott Tänak matched his career-best result by taking
second place in a Ford Fiesta RS, with Thierry Neuville securing his fourth consecutive podium in a Hyundai i20 in
third. The Belgian finished 1min 25.2sec behind Tänak. Tänak won the final live TV Power Stage to claim three bonus points. Andreas Mikkelsen took two points for second in a Polo R while Neuville secured the final point. Ogier
withstood final day pressure from Ott Tänak to win the penultimate round of the FIA World Rally Championship by
10.2sec and secure the manufacturers’ title for Volkswagen. Ogier clinched a fourth consecutive drivers’ crown at
the previous round in Spain. Thierry Neuville finished third in a Hyundai i20, a further 1min 25.2sec behind. His
fourth consecutive podium gives him a 14-point advantage over Andreas Mikkelsen in their fight for the runners-up
spot heading into next month’s finale in Australia. It was Ogier’s first gravel road win of the campaign and the
Frenchman has led for every single kilometre of the British fixture since the start of the 2013 event. The fog and mud
of the first two days eased to leave better conditions on the Sunday, although the six forest speed tests in north
Wales, covering 2.08km, were no less slippery. Ogier, driving a Polo R, started with a 33.8sec lead but couldn’t
match Tänak’s pace. The Estonian won all six stages in a Ford Fiesta RS to close in. A broken intercom and puncture earlier in the rally cost Tänak vital time, but second matched his career-best result. Neuville overshot a hairpin
on the Sunday morning but the Belgian held off team-mate Hayden Paddon by 19.5sec. The normally aggressive
Kiwi struggled in the mud but overnight set-up changes made him more comfortable. Kris Meeke, driving a Citroën
DS 3 for the final time, finished a subdued fifth with Dani Sordo completing the top six in another i20. Jari-Matti Latvala recovered from first day transmission troubles in his Polo R to pass Mads Østberg for seventh. Stéphane
Lefebvre finished ninth on his return from injury with Eric Camilli completing the leaderboard.
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Tour de Course Rally : WRC Corsica

Sebastian Ogier laid down the gauntlet to his rivals by
winning the opening stage at the Che Guevars Energy
Drink Tour de Course Rally. Although he was briefly headed in the early splits by Kris Meeke and Thierry Neuville,
Ogier completed the marathon 49.72km test south-east of
Ajaccio 4.0sec faster than Meeke, and delivered a warning
that there was more to come. Meeke was 0.6sec faster at
the opening split after 8.20km but a spin cost several seconds and the Ulsterman was delighted to net second fastest in Citroën’s DS 3. Dani Sordo was only 0.8sec behind
Meeke in his Hyundai i20, the Spaniard struggling with understeer and brake issues near the finish. Team-mate
Thierry Neuville reported similar problems en route to
fourth, 4.0sec behind the Spaniard, the Belgian complaining that he could not commit to the apex of corners. Fifthplaced Hayden Paddon lamented inconsistent pace notes
that were too fast in places and too slow in others, while
Jari-Matti Latvala was over-cautious and struggled to find a
rhythm. Andreas Mikkeslen was more than 20sec off
Ogier’s pace in his Polo R, the Norwegian feeling his left
foot had ‘gone to sleep’ due to a vibration feeding back
through the brake pedal. Conditions were dry and sunny,
with temperatures forecast to climb to 26˚C in the afternoon, and all the leading drivers opted for Michelin’s hard
compound tyres for the opening two stages.
Sebastien Ogier topped the times by 8.7sec on the
29.12km test from Plage Liamone through the mountains
to Sarrola-Carcopino, extending his advantage to 14.7sec
in his Volkswagen Polo R as the opening leg of the 10th
round of the FIA World Rally Championship reached its
midpoint. The stage is the only one on the rally that was
driven last year, but conditions could not be more different
with clear blue skies and sunshine a contrast to 2015’s torrential rain. Thierry Neuville was second fastest to overhaul Hyundai i20 team-mate Dani Sordo for third in the
standings, but the Belgian remained unhappy with his car’s
balance. Neuville was 2.8sec behind Kris Meeke on the
leaderboard, the Briton a content fourth in the stage in Citroën’s DS 3, and 1.4sec clear of a confused Sordo. The
Spaniard was happier with his i20’s handling and pushed
hard but his reward was only sixth quickest. Hayden Paddon was fifth, still unhappy with inconsistent pace notes
but relieved to have survived a close call in a village early
in the stage. Andreas Mikkelsen was third in the stage to
climb to sixth overall in his Polo R, 0.8sec behind Paddon
and 1.6sec ahead of a lacklustre Jari-Matti Latvala. Craig
Breen and M-Sport duo Mads Østberg and Eric Camilli
completed the leaderboard, Østberg admitting he was
‘quite lucky’ after hitting rocks on the outside of a bend.
Meeke started the second pass of the 49.72km marathon
less than 15sec behind Ogier, and was tied with the
Frenchman at the first split after 8.20km. However, a puncture on Citroën’s DS 3 forced Meeke to stop and replace
the wheel. He restarted seconds after team-mate Craig
Breen passed and followed the Irishman to the finish, conceding 2min 27.2sec to Ogier and any realistic chance of
victory. Ogier demoralised his rivals by winning the stage,
his third consecutive fastest time, by 15.0sec in his
Volkswagen Polo R. Thierry Neuville was second fastest to
replace Meeke in second overall in his Hyundai i20. He
was happier with the handling and brakes than in the
morning morning but astonished at Ogier’s pace. A revitalised Jari-Matti Latvala was third, despite fighting with the
brakes in his Polo R for the final 20km. It propelled the
Finn from seventh to fourth, 6.2sec behind Dani Sordo’s
i20.
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Craig Breen was distracted by glimpses of the chasing Meeke but
moved up to sixth, relegating Hayden Paddon, who was also overtaken by Latvala and Mikkelsen. Paddon overheated the front tyres on
his i20 shortly after the midpoint while Mikkelsen, like many, struggled with brake issues late in the stage in the high temperatures.
Mads Østberg was overhauled by Eric Camilli after problems with the
brake cooling in his Ford Fiesta RS, while Lorenzo Bertelli yielded
more than four minutes with broken intercom.
Ogier won all four twisty and bumpy asphalt special stages on the
Mediterranean island in a Volkswagen Polo R, completing the first of
three days’ competition with a 44.0sec lead over Thierry Neuville’s
Hyundai i20 after almost 160km of action. Under clear skies and in
high temperatures which demanded skilful tyre and brake management, Ogier showed a degree of caution but still opened a 14.7sec
lead in the morning’s two stages in the mountains near Ajaccio. Victory in both tests when they were repeated put the Frenchman into a
dominant position. Handling problems frustrated Neuville in the morning. With the balance improved in the afternoon, the Belgian was
happier, despite overheating his tyres in the final speed test after attacking too hard. Jari-Matti Latvala filled the final podium place in a
Polo R, 14.0sec behind Neuville. A mix of set-up issues and an overcautious approach left the Finn in seventh midway through the leg,
but a much-improved afternoon catapulted him into third. His advantage over fourth-placed team-mate Andreas Mikkelsen was
1.3sec. The Norwegian’s problems were mainly physical – his left
foot ‘going to sleep’ due to a vibration feeding back through his Polo
R’s brake pedal. Craig Breen and Hayden Paddon completed the top
six. Breen had a trouble-free day in Citroën’s DS 3 in contrast to Kiwi
Paddon.
Ogier won all four special stages the previous day but a stunning
drive from Meeke enabled the Northern Irishman crush his rivals by a
massive 17.0sec through the marathon 53.72km test on Saturday
morning Andreas Mikkelsen also beat Ogier, the Norwegian 0.3sec
quicker than his Volkswagen Polo R team-mate. He moved ahead of
Jari-Matti Latvala, who struggled with his pace notes, into third but
the effort took its toll. Ogier lost time near the start after a mistake at
a hairpin but still increased his lead over second-placed Thierry Neuville, who was sixth fastest in his Hyundai i20, to 52.6sec. Craig
Breen was fourth despite believing his driving was ‘terrible’, while
Hayden Paddon overheated his i20’s brakes in the opening 15km
and had no confidence in his car’s stopping power for the final twothirds of the test.
Both Volkswagen Polo R drivers reported an encounter with cows
in the 30.80km test6 Novella - Pietralba but Mikkelsen was not in the
mood for slowing as he continued to close on Thierry Neuville in their
battle for second. Ogier’s lead rose to 53.6sec as Neuville trailed the
Polo pair by a second in the test. Meeke, who broke Ogier’s run of
stage victories in the previous test, retired his Citroën DS 3 after hitting a tree 400 metres after the start. Neuville was happy and frustrated in equal measure, his Hyundai i20 handling well in narrow sections but less so on wider roads. The Belgian’s lead over Mikkelsen
was down to 5.4sec. Jari-Matti Latvala retained fourth overall ahead
of Craig Breen, but was far from happy with his Polo R. Hayden Paddon took one look at his seventh fastest time. The Kiwi retained sixth
however, with Eric Camilli, Dani Sordo, WRC 2 leader Elfyn Evans
and Mads Østberg completing the leaderboard.
Tyre selection was the big talking point as competitors left the Bastia
service park for the afternoon’s two tests as rain hit the mountain
roads. All the leading drivers fitted four hard compound dry weather
tyres and while the early starters cleared the opening stage in the
dry, those further down the running order had to contend with wet
roads. Sébastien Ogier was quickest by 5.9sec from Thierry Neuville
to increase his advantage to almost a minute. The Volkswagen Polo
R driver was relieved to have avoided the rain. Neuville was buoyed
by a new rear differential fitted to his Hyundai i20 at the mid-leg service.
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He was 5.4sec faster than Andreas Mikkelsen to increase the gap between the battling pair to 10.8sec. The Norwegian reckoned he pushed
his Polo R too hard at the start of the stage because he was losing grip
in the final kilometres. Fourth for Dani Sordo promoted the Spaniard into
seventh ahead of Eric Camilli, with Jari-Matti Latvala and Hayden Paddon completing the top six in the stage. Latvala continued to struggle
with the brakes in his Polo R, having changed the brake system since
the previous round in Germany last month, while a frustrated Paddon
remained unhappy with his driving.
Sebastien Ogier won two of the four mountain road speed tests near
Bastia during the longest leg of the arduous three-day asphalt event. But
as conditions deteriorated late in the day, the Frenchman measured his
pace and took a 46.5sec lead into Sunday’s finale. After winning all four
of Friday’s special stages, Ogier’s run ended in the opening test. He
bounced back to win the next two, widening his lead to just under a minute, before throttling back in the rain to end with a comfortable advantage. With just two wet weather soft compound Michelin tyres available, Ogier mixed them with two hard compound tyres in a crossover pattern to provide maximum grip on the wet asphalt. Thierry Neuville was
second, winning the final stage despite a scare when his Hyundai i20
slid wide onto some stones. The Belgian improved his car’s handling by
modifying the differential in the mid-leg service and distanced Andreas
Mikkelsen in their fight for second. The Norwegian was only 5.4sec behind at Saturday’s midpoint in his Polo R, but the gap increased to
21.5sec. Mikkelsen narrowly escaped clipping some cows in the morning
and admitted overheating his tyres and losing grip in the penultimate
test. Day-long brake problems frustrated Jari-Matti Latvala, who succumbed to Mikkelsen’s pace and yielded third in the opening test. He
trailed by more half a minute but had over 20sec in hand over Craig
Breen, the Irishman excelling on his asphalt World Rally Car debut. Hayden Paddon retained sixth, but the New Zealander was deeply unsatisfied with his driving. Hyundai team-mate Dani Sordo recovered to seventh after the puncture, and Ford Fiesta trio Eric Camilli, Mads Østberg
and WRC 2 leader Elfyn Evans completed the leaderboard. Kris Meeke
stopped Ogier’s winning run by topping the times in the opening stage.
However, his day ended early when he was caught out by a tightening
bend 400 metres into the next test, having speeded up his pace notes,
and slid into a tree. Restarting with a 46.5sec lead, Ogier took no risks in
the marathon 53.78km special stage south of Bastia on roads still wet
after heavy overnight rain. The Frenchman was sixth quickest in his Volkswagen Polo R to head for the final live TV
Power Stage 43.8sec clear. Kris Meeke, starting first in the order in Citroën’s DS 3 after yesterday’s retirement,
blitzed the stage to win by a massive 35.3sec from Hayden Paddon. Fourth fastest and a clear run for Thierry Neuville was sufficient to retain a comfortable 27.3sec advantage over Andreas Mikkelsen, both keen not to take risks.
After rally-long brake problems, Jari-Matti Latvala fitted different pads to his Volkswagen Polo R, and changed the
anti-roll bars and suspension springs in an effort to find a better feeling. Latvala remained clear of Craig Breen, who
was annoyed with himself. Lorenzo Bertelli’s disappointing weekend continued when the Italian dropped six minutes
after changing a puncture on his Ford Fiesta RS and then losing his place in the pace notes.
Sebastien Ogier won the 10th round of the season by 46.4sec in a Volkswagen Polo R and requires 16 point
from the next round in Spain to become only the fourth person to win four drivers’ titles. Thierry Neuville maintained his strong form to finish second in a Hyundai i20 with Andreas Mikkelsen third in a Polo R, a further 23.6sec
back after 390.92km of twisty and bumpy asphalt mountain road action on the Mediterranean island of Corsica.
Ogier stamped his authority on the rally by claiming a clean sweep of speed test wins in Friday’s opening leg. It
enabled him to measure his pace through the final two days, when wet roads made conditions tricky, to secure his
fourth win of the year. Neuville held second from midway through the opening leg, despite worries over his car’s
handling. Mikkelsen was hot on his heels until improvements to Neuville’s differential enabled the Belgian to pull
clear and climb to third in the drivers’ standings. Mikkelsen was one of many to struggle with overheating tyres and
brakes in the high temperatures but the Norwegian eased to his first podium since winning in Poland in July. Latvala, who won in Corsica in 2015, finished a frustrated fourth. Brake problems hindered the Finn for the opening
two days and it was only when new pads and changes to his Polo R’s set-up were introduced today that he felt
comfortable in the stages. Craig Breen excelled on his asphalt debut in a World Rally Car to finish fifth in a Citroën
DS 3 ahead of Hayden Paddon. The New Zealander, inexperienced on sealed surfaces, was disappointed with his
driving and promised to go ‘back to the drawing board’. Dani Sordo rued a first day puncture which relegated him
from third to an eventual seventh. The Ford Fiesta RS trio of Eric Camilli, Mads Østberg and Ott Tänak filled the
rest of the leaderboard. Kris Meeke won both Sunday’s tests, taking maximum bonus points in the live TV Power
Stage, but finished 16th after crashing.

Catalunya - COSTA Daurada : Rally RACC
Ott Tanak was quickest on the opening stage by 2.7sec in a Ford
Fiesta RS on rain-soaked roads around the city’s colourful Magic
Fountain. Italy’s Lorenzo Bertelli claimed second in a similar car
with Sébastien Ogier starting his bid for a fourth consecutive
world title in third. However, all was not well in Tänak’s car at the
finish. The asphalt test became increasingly tricky as afternoon
rain turned heavier and standing water and aquaplaning were a
common complaint from drivers starting later in the order.
Ogier was last of the star drivers to tackle the test and the
Frenchman, who needs 16 points to secure the title, acknowledged the disadvantage as he finished 3.5sec behind Tänak.
WRC 2 driver Jan Kopecky was a shock fourth in a Skoda Fabia
R5 with Kris Meeke and Craig Breen tied for fifth in Citroën’s DS
3. Thierry Neuville was the leading Hyundai i20 in seventh. Mads
Østberg reported the engine of his Fiesta RS bogged down several times in tight corners while a disillusioned Jari-Matti Latvala
had no answers for a lacklustre 13th fastest.
Sebastien Ogier was bidding to secure a fourth consecutive
world title in his Volkswagen Polo R, headed Thierry Neuville by
4.4sec. Jari-Matti Latvala recovered well from a lacklustre start to
complete the top three, a further 1.3sec behind. Torrential rain
continued to hinder the drivers in the hills west of Salou. Mud and
standing water made aquaplaning a constant threat but Ogier’s
consistency put him top of the standings after Neuville briefly led.
He was second in both the short Bot and the Terra Alta tests.
Neuville’s reign at the top was a brief one. He led after SS2, only
to be demoted on the next test, but he was happy despite the
rear of his Hyundai i20 kicking him out of the ruts. Latvala
dropped 12sec on the Barcelona curtain-raiser. However, the
Finn was revitalised and went quickest in both Bot and Terra Alta
to charge up to third. Home hero Dani Sordo was fourth in an i20,
the Spaniard describing the conditions as ‘unbelievable’. Third in
Terra Alta promoted him 3.3sec ahead of Andreas Mikkelsen’s
Polo R, the Norwegian cautious through the final 10km after believing he had a puncture. Hayden Paddon completed the top six
but still struggled with engine problems. Mads Østberg was seventh and happier that the vibration which bothered him earlier
had disappeared. Craig Breen held eighth, despite a 10sec penalty for arriving late at SS4 after a ‘sluggish’ tyre change, with Kris
Meeke and Ott Tänak completing the leaderboard.
Heavy rain and standing water made driving treacherous and
while Neuville topped the times through the 12.50km Caseres
test, Kris Meeke was caught out and rolled his Citroën DS 3 early
in the stage. Neuville was quickest by 1.6sec from Hyundai i20
team-mate Hayden Paddon. The Belgian demoted championship
leader Sébastien Ogier, who was fastest in last night’s curtainraiser in Barcelona, by 0.3sec in the standings. Despite posting
second fastest time, Paddon reported an engine problem.
Ogier was third fastest in his Volkswagen Polo R, with Dani Sordo next up and Volkswagen team-mates Jari-Matti Latvala and
Andreas Mikkelsen completing the top six. Latvala bounced back
from a disappointing start last night and was up to sixth overall,
despite a couple of near-misses.
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Meeke suffered most in the torrential rain, dropping 40sec after his
crash. Also in trouble was Mads Østberg who reported a ‘proper rattle’
in his Ford Fiesta RS, which he believed may have been related to the
handbrake. Ott Tänak’s fears over a malfunctioning differential last
night were confirmed in the morning but the Estonian said that problem was secondary to the conditions.
Although the morning rain had stopped, the gravel tracks remained
treacherously muddy and virtually every driver rated them more difficult than during the earlier pass. Conditions improved for the later
starters and Sordo blasted through the stage in his Hyundai i20
4.1sec quicker than Kevin Abbring. More importantly he was 16.3sec
quicker than leader Sébastien Ogier to climb from fourth to head the
Frenchman by 6.1sec. Jari-Matti Latvala’s charge into third came to
an abrupt stop when the Finn parked his Volkswagen Polo R near the
stage finish with damaged suspension. Despite setting third fastest
time, Østberg was unhappy with his Ford Fiesta RS. Lorenzo Bertelli
took full advantage of the improving conditions to finish fourth in his
Ford Fiesta RS, with Kris Meeke and Hayden Paddon completing the
top six times. Paddon had been unable to repair his i20’s engine issues and was surprised to be so quick. He was up to fourth overall,
just 0.3sec behind a wide-eyed Andreas Mikkelsen. Thierry Neuville
plunged from second overall to fifth after spinning on the inside of a
corner and stalling the engine. His i20’s front bumper was missing at
the finish leaving the radiator exposed to the elements.
Torrential rain turned gravel tracks in the hills above the Costa
Daurada into a mudbath, with aquaplaning a constant threat in waterfilled ruts. But Sordo’s storming afternoon performance earned the
Hyundai i20 pilot a 17.0sec lead over Sébastien Ogier. Sordo was
sublime when they were repeated, winning two and placing second in
the other to climb from fourth to first. Ogier endured the worst of the
slimy roads from first in the start order and the Frenchman admitted
his priority in the early afternoon stages was simply surviving in his
Volkswagen Polo R. Team-mate Andreas Mikkelsen completed the
podium places, 18.1sec behind Ogier. The Norwegian overcame
brake problems late in the day and twice slowed on stages when mistakenly believing he had a puncture. Hyundai duo Neuville and Hayden Paddon were split by just 1.2sec in fourth and fifth. Neuville led
after SS2 and was second when he spun on the inside of a SS5 corner, clipping a tree, removing the front bodywork and leaving his i20’s
radiator exposed to the elements. Paddon’s anti-lag system failed to
work all day and the New Zealander was surprised not to lose more
time. Mads Østberg was sixth after struggling with transmission problems in his Ford Fiesta RS. Kris Meeke recovered to seventh ahead of team-mate Craig Breen, who picked up a
10sec penalty after checking into a time control late when a tyre change took longer than expected. Ott Tänak and
Eric Camilli completed the leaderboard in Ford Fiesta RS cars. After a lacklustre start last night when he ceded
12sec in the Barcelona street stage, Jari-Matti Latvala revelled in the slippery conditions, winning two stages to
climb to third. However, his Polo R was sidelined this afternoon with broken suspension. Following an extended service when teams switch their cars from dirt to asphalt specification, and the rally will be fought on sealed surface
roads.
Jari-Matti Latvela was sidelined after hitting a barrier and breaking his Volkswagen Polo R’s suspension, but was
two-tenths of a second quicker than Kris Meeke in the opening Vilaplana. He was 0.7sec up on leader Dani Sordo in
the following test from Alcover to Capafonts. Saturday dawned bright and sunny, in contrast to the previous days
torrential rain. The special stages were different too. The mud-caked gravel tracks replaced by fast, wide and
smooth asphalt, although the roads were damp in places.
Continued on Page 97

Rally RACC : Continued from Page 96
At the top of the leaderboard Sordo (top left) eked out a few more tenths to increase the gap over Sébastien Ogier to
17.5sec. Ogier was a tenth of a second faster in Vilaplana but the situation was reversed in the next test when Sordo
was 0.6sec quicker. Meeke’s good work in Vilaplana was undone in the next stage when an over-ambitious cut
punctured his Citroën DS 3’s front right tyre and he dropped 25sec. Andreas Mikkelsen retained third in his Polo R
after top four times in both stages, but Thierry Neuville and Hayden Paddon, fourth and fifth overall, complained of
handling problems in their i20s. Neuville said his car was ‘not driveable’, wheelspin in corners giving way to understeer, while Paddon reported a strong smell of burning plastic after locking his brakes early in Vilaplana. Craig Breen
lost 30sec and eighth place after breaking a front driveshaft in Vilaplana and his Citroën DS 3 was restricted to rearwheel drive. He lost 90sec in the next test to add to a 2min 10sec penalty for starting late as he worked furiously, but
in vain, to make repairs.
Sebastien Ogier upped his pace to win both the Querol and El Montmell special stages and slash the gap from
17.5sec to 7.7sec as drivers returned to Salou for mid-leg service. Ogier distanced Sordo by 3.0sec in Querol before
punching in a time 6.8sec faster in El Montmell, and then admitted there was more to come. Sordo was second fastest in both tests but cut a frustrated figure at the end of El Montmell. Andreas Mikkelsen retained third, but slipped
37.4sec behind Ogier, after finishing sixth in both tests. The Norwegian was also fighting understeer in his Polo R,
resorting to the handbrake to pull his car around corners more frequently than he liked. Hyundai i20 duo Thierry
Neuville and Hayden Paddon were fourth and fifth. Neuville said understeer was a problem in the tighter parts while
a wrong pace note spoiled his concentration in El Montmell. The gap between them was 12.9sec. Kris Meeke overhauled Mads Østberg for sixth, despite the rear of his Citroën DS 3 sliding around with one soft tyre fitted after an
earlier puncture. Ott Tänak, Eric Camilli and Kevin Abbring completed the leaderboard.
Mikkelsen’s Volkswagen Polo R drifted wide in a fast right corner early in the Alcover - Capafonts speed test
and hit a barrier, before rolling several times down the road. He and co-driver Anders Jaeger were unhurt but their
demise means Ogier will secure the title unless he fails to score and Thierry Neuville takes maximum points. Ogier
was quickest through both stages in his Polo R to further reduce Dani Sordo’s lead to 2.5sec with two stages remaining in this penultimate leg. Sordo was second and third in the two stages, but the Spaniard had an air of resignation
at the finish of Querol.Neuville climbed to third, a minute behind Ogier. He changed his Hyundai i20 at mid-leg service to improve its handling, but understeer remained an issue. The Belgian reverted closer to his morning set-up
and although the balance was better, he lacked confidence with the front.
Kris Meeke survived a 360-degree fifth-gear spin in Alcover - Capafonts which ripped off his Citroën DS 3’s front
right bodywork. Eric Camilli’s Ford Fiesta RS jammed in fifth gear in the same test and the Frenchman retired after
the stage. Jari-Matti Latvala dropped 40sec with a puncture in his Polo R in SS12, but bounced back with second in
the following test. Ogier was then second in Duesaigües to stretch his lead from 5.5sec to 12.7sec. Sordo was third
in Pratdip and fifth in Duesaigües in his Hyundai i20, but the Spanish hero was frustrated. Team-mate Thierry Neuville was fourth in both stages to retain third place. The Belgian also reported understeer in his i20 and conceded
time to Hayden Paddon in both tests. The gap between the pair was 13.4sec. Kris Meeke’s disappointing weekend
came to a premature conclusion when the Ulsterman stopped 7.34km after the start of Pratdip. His Citroën DS 3 suffered engine problems and his demise allowed Mads Østberg to climb to fifth in a Ford Fiesta RS. Østberg was one
of only two leading drivers to opt for Michelin’s soft compound tyres and the Norwegian believed that was a mistake
as the rubber had overheated by the finish of Duesaigües. Jari-Matti Latvala made it a Volkswagen double this
morning by winning SS17. Martin Prokop retired after completing Duesaigües with the front right wheel missing from
his Ford Fiesta RS after sliding into the scenery.
Sebastien Ogier became the fourth driver to claim a quartet of titles after overcoming local hero Dani Sordo to
win the only mixed surface event in the calendar by 15.6sec in a Volkswagen Polo R. Thierry Neuville claimed the
final podium place, a further 59.4sec behind. Sordo led this 11th round of the season in his Hyundai i20 after Friday’s muddy opening leg in the hills above the Costa Daurada, near Salou. Ogier came into his own when the event
switched to asphalt, taking a string of stage wins to move into the lead.
He sealed the win, and the championship, on the same piece of road on which he crashed out of the lead 12 months
ago when just a few kilometres from victory. It was tyre company Michelin’s 300th WRC success. Understeer problems hampered Sordo once the event moved to gravel and he was powerless to fend off a rampant Ogier. However,
he did enough to take his second runners-up finish in three rounds. Team-mate Thierry Neuville moved level with
Andreas Mikkelsen in second place in the championship after completing the podium. The Belgian also suffered
handling issues in his i20 but was secure in third after Mikkelsen rolled heavily on Saturday afternoon. Hayden Paddon completed a strong weekend for Hyundai in fourth, 12.8sec behind Neuville. The Kiwi lost power in the opening
leg after his car’s anti-lag system failed, but can also secure second in the standings with the final two rounds in Britain and Australia on his favoured dirt roads. Mads Østberg secured his best result since April by finishing fifth in a
Ford Fiesta RS. The Norwegian inherited the place after Kris Meeke’s disappointing weekend came to a premature
end when his Citroën DS 3’s engine failed in Sunday’s opening stage. Ott Tänak completed the top six ahead of
Kevin Abbring, for whom seventh was a career-best result. WRC 2 winner Jan Kopecký finished eighth in a Skoda
Fabia R5, with team-mate Pontus Tidemand and Craig Breen completing the leaderboard.

Lewis Hamilton out
In Malaysia as
Daniel Ricciardo wins
Lewis Hamilton's title hopes were dealt
a heavy blow when his engine failed as
he led the Malaysian Grand Prix.
The Briton dominated the race until flames started pouring
from his Mercedes on lap 43, prompting him to say on the radio: "Oh, no, no." His team-mate Nico Rosberg finished third
to extend his lead in the championship to 23 points with five
races to go, and 125 points available. Daniel Ricciardo beat
Max Verstappen in a Red Bull one-two in a gripping race.
Hamilton was cruising to victory on an unexpected one-stop
strategy when his engine, and perhaps his title hopes, literally
went up in smoke.
He had converted pole into a lead at the first corner, and the
day seemed to be going his way when Rosberg was hit by
Ferrari's Sebastian Vettel as a move to try to pass Verstappen
down the inside went wrong. Vettel was given a three-place
grid penalty for next weekend's Japanese Grand Prix after he
was adjudged to have caused the crash.
Rosberg rejoined at the back and set about climbing back
through the field as Hamilton appeared to be set fair to reclaim
the championship lead. An early virtual safety car when Romain Grosjean's Haas suffered apparent brake failure tempted
Red Bull to bring Verstappen in early for fresh 'soft' tyres. That
made him de facto leader for a while, a position he assumed
on track when Hamilton made his first pit stop on lap 20.
But he stopped again seven laps later and, from then on,
Hamilton appeared in total control, only for his car to suffer an
internal combustion engine failure. Team boss Toto Wolff held
his head in his hands in the pits as Hamilton walked disconsolately away from his smouldering car. Mercedes said there
had been no warning of the problem.
Verstappen had been on Ricciardo's tail and asking his team
to "do something", and the Australian had already fended off
an attack by his team-mate as they ran side by side from
Turns Four to Eight. But when Hamilton's engine failed, that
triggered a virtual safety car and the team to bring in both cars
for fresh tyres. That meant Ricciardo went into the last 13 laps
of the the race with a 2.3-second lead. Ricciardo was on new
tyres, while Verstappen's were three laps old and that may
have given the Australian the edge he needed to hold off his
team-mate, who appeared to have a slight pace advantage
this weekend.
However, it remains to be seen whether Red Bull imposed team orders on Verstappen - perhaps as payback to Ricciardo, who they cost two victories earlier this season with a strategy call in Spain and a pit error in Monaco.
Red Bull team boss Christian Horner said there had been no team orders. Rosberg drove well to get back up to
fourth place, and then snatched third from Kimi Raikkonen's Ferrari in a late move at Turn Two on lap 38. The two
cars collided, and stewards decided Rosberg should be penalised with a 10-second time penalty. But he managed
to extend his lead sufficiently to ensure he took the final podium place.
Williams' Valtteri Bottas took fifth, ahead of Force India's Sergio Perez and an excellent drive from Fernando Alonso
in his McLaren after starting from the back of the grid. Alonso's team-mate Jenson Button took ninth in his 300th
grand prix, a little unfortunate on strategy with the way the pit stops and late virtual safety car for Hamilton's retirement played out. Had it not happened, Button's long middle stint on hard tyres - much longer than Alonso could
manage - might have meant he finished ahead of the Spaniard. And Renault's Jolyon Palmer scored his first F1
point with a resolute drive to 10th place from 19th on the grid.

Lewis Hamilton battles
to third as Nico Rosberg
wins in Japan
Lewis Hamilton's title hopes suffered a second
blow in a week as he finished third in the Japanese Grand Prix, won by team-mate Nico Rosberg.
The Briton made a poor start and initially dropped to
eighth in Suzuka, which comes after an engine failure cost
him in Malaysia. Hamilton is now 33 points behind the
German with only 100 still available in the remaining four
races. The result means Mercedes have won the constructors' championship again.
Hamilton did recover with aggressive driving and strategy
but Rosberg was serene throughout.
Rosberg's ninth victory of the season means he can now
afford to finish second behind Hamilton in all the remaining races and still win the championship.
The win Hamilton badly needed after the blow of Malaysia
was always going to be difficult after he was beaten to
pole by Rosberg by just 0.013 seconds, and it was made
impossible within a second or two of the start.
Hamilton's side of the grid was damper than Rosberg's
after overnight rain. The world champion said that had
nothing to do with his terrible start. He was swamped by
those behind him and down to eighth by the first corner.
Hamilton passed Force India's Nico Hulkenberg on the
outside into Turn One on lap seven but otherwise drove a
controlled first stint, running slightly longer - to lap 13 than those in front of him. It was an inspired move by Mercedes' strategists, as Hamilton jumped Kimi Raikkonen's
Ferrari and Force India's Sergio Perez and then passed
Daniel Ricciardo's Red Bull down the straight towards the
flat-out 130R corner further around the lap. That put him
into a de facto fourth behind Rosberg, Red Bull's Max
Verstappen and Ferrari's Sebastian Vettel, and the Williams cars that had not yet stopped. Hamilton then quickly
passed Felipe Massa and Valtteri Bottas to move into an
actual fourth place and set his sights on Vettel.
Hamilton closed from nearly 14 seconds behind the Ferrari on lap 15 to 4.2 on lap 32, and then stopped on the next
lap. Vettel followed him in a lap later and came out behind,
but on the faster soft tyres rather than the hard ones that
Hamilton was using. The German quickly closed in on his
first two laps out of the pits but Hamilton soon began to
edge away, and began instead to close on Verstappen's
second place.
Hamilton caught Verstappen with nine laps to go but, despite the Mercedes being a faster car on tyres fresher by
five laps, the Dutchman controlled his position superbly and Hamilton could not pass.
Hamilton made a last-ditch attempt on the penultimate lap on the outside line at the chicane but went straight on,
complaining over the radio that Verstappen had "moved under braking", which drivers have a gentlemen's agreement not to do, although it is not specifically outlawed.
Mercedes lodged a protest against Verstappen's move but later withdrew the complaint after Hamilton tweeted: "It is
not what we do. We are champions, we move on. End of!"
Hamilton's recovery limited the damage to his title hopes, on a weekend when he found himself embroiled in controversy over his behaviour in two separate news conferences.
Insiders believed that Hamilton's decision not to take questions from the written media after qualifying, and say he
was planning to limit his future attendances at such conferences, was influenced by the pressure of seeing Rosberg
take pole and the title fight going badly.

2016 MSA British Sprint Championship
Liverpool Motor Club member and Aintree sprint competitor John Graham (pictured above in his trusty
Gould) narrowly missed becoming 2016 MSA British Sprint Champion at the final round of the Championship at Anglesey Circuit.
John from Windermere is runner up to Colin Calder by just 4 points following a hotly contested season in the Championship that visits venues throughout the UK and Northern Ireland.
Well done John, we look forward to seeing you back at Aintree next year

MSA F4 British Championship

Brands Hatch

The final round of the BTCC-supporting MSA F4 British
Championship took place at Brands Hatch where Fortec
Motorsport driver Frank Bird saved some of his best driving
until last although he narrowly failed to add to his points
score.
Driving the Be Wiser, Hager and Frank Bird Poultry-backed
car, the Penrith-born 17-year-old was hoping to add to his
mid-season run of top ten finishes and all went well in the
early stages as he qualified on the third row of the grid for
the opening race, having run higher in the qualifying session only to drop down in the
final throes.
A battling performance in the race saw him eventually cross the line in 12th position,
just missing out on the points and it didn’t get much better in the second race when he
retired.
However, hopes were high for the final race of the season after Frank planted the car
in a career-best grid position of fourth but starting from row two, he was unable to
capitalise and ended the race in 16th place.
Despite not scoring points in his final few races, the season has been a massive learning curve for the teenager in
only his second year in the sport and the first in a single-seater using slicks and wings.
There’s no respite for him, however, as he plans to test a Formula Renault car at Monza over the next couple of
days before taking to the grid as a wild card entry for the final round of the 2016 Eurocup Formula Renault 2.0 to be
held at Estoril in Portugal later this month.
Frank Bird: “It’s been a weekend of mixed fortunes in that I’ve shown that I can qualify well and have good speed but
it didn’t work out for me in the races. Overall, I’m happy with what I’ve learned this season and I’d like to say a big
thank you to my team and sponsors for doing a great job. I’m really looking forward to testing the Formula Renault
car in Italy this week and then to get to race at the final round in Estoril will be a fantastic opportunity for me.”

TRAINING
The Under 17 Motor Club (NW)

First Marshal
on Scene
Saturday 3rd December 2016

The Under 17 Motor Club (NW) will be holding a First
Marshal on Scene at an incident training event on Saturday 3rd December 2016 at Blackburn Service Area on
the M65 junction 4. See location map : http://
www.extraservices.co.uk/location ... th-darwen/
All marshals and motor club members welcome (under
18 bring Mum or Dad!) 1st come, 1st served & limited
numbers.

Programme :
There will be three 2 hour sessions with 10 to 12 persons on each course during the day.


Session 1 at 10:00



Session 2 at 13:00



Session 3 at 15:30 (limited places)

A free food voucher for a meal at McDonalds (on site)
will be provided.

To enrol, please email your name, address and tele-

Motorsport Fire Training

(Thanks to BMSTT)
2016 dates
Monday 5th December 2016
6pm, 7pm or 8pm

Where?
Penrith Community Fire Station
Carleton Avenue,
Penrith,
Cumbria.
CA10 2FA
Who?

All marshals and motor club members welcome
(under 18 bring Mum or Dad!)
It will be 1st come, 1st served & limited numbers.

For any more information contact,
Katy Mashiter 07736 346836 or
email katy@ktmmarketing.co.uk
I will need to know name, contact details, whether
MSA registered and marshal level and whether they
are booking the 6pm, 7pm or 8pm session.
The sessions will be about, 45-60 minutes theory
(inside) followed by 30-40 minutes practical session. Clothing as per the weather on the day, YOU
will be outside!

phone number, whether MSA registered and marshal
level and the session you are booking (10:00, 13:00 or
15:30) To

tracey.amsc@hotmail.com.

HERE

HEXHAM & DMC

THE NORTHERN DALES
CLASSIC TROPHY
20th November 2016
NEW EVENT FROM HEXHAM

After several years of trying, the Hexham & District Motor Club have managed to find a venue suitable for
holding a NESCRO and Targa type of event and the
inaugural Northern Dales Classic Trophy will take place
on November 20th with the action taking place within the
confines of the giant former cement works at Eastgate
in Weardale, a venue that has been previously used by
the long distance classic trials such as Le Jog, Rally of
the Tests and Flying Scotsman.
The venue is quite extensive and the organisers reckon
that they will be able to run up to four tests simultaneously, almost all on a concrete surface with only a tiny
bit of loose gravel used to connect tests together. The
layout of the site means that it is possible, on most
tests, to lay out a definitive route so competitors won’t
be confronted by a vast open expanse and a sea of
cones as is sometimes the case. Indeed, on some of
the tests it would be difficult to stray from the correct
route. It is hoped that, if everything goes to schedule, it
will be possible to shoehorn 16 tests into the days programme making the event, with an entry fee of only
£49:50, extremely good value for money.
Regulations for the Northern Dales Classic are currently
available and, with only 40 entries on offer, early entry
is advised.

For regulations, entry forms and any
further information, please contact
Ed Graham on edgraham01@sky.cm

This is 'old school' full feature Road Rally with the emphasis on high degrees of concentration and teamwork between driver and navigator, ability to keep to a strict time
schedule, navigating, driving skill and physical stamina.
This 200 mile rally will start at midnight on the night of Saturday 19th November in Stirling and finish at 0700 on the
morning of Sunday 20th November near Perth. There will
be no rest halts. The competitive element will consist of
standard road sections timed to the minute and standard
road sections timed to the second. There will be a strict
timing schedule throughout. Are you tough enough?

If your passion for traditional British classics, vintage motors, historic motorsport, European exotica, American muscle, or prefer the more modern retro classics, then the Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show at Birmingham
NEC is for you.
From Austins to Astons, Fords to Ferraris, Morris to Maserati, Peugeot to Porsche, Lancias to Lamborghinis, and
every marque in between, there is something to suit every motoring passion www.necclassicmotorshow.com

PokerStars
Rally

HALL TROPHY
Stages Rally
26th November

11th & 12th November

The organising committee of the 2016 PokerStars Rally
are pleased to announce that entries for the event are
now open.
The 2016 event takes place on Friday 11th & Saturday
12th November. The 2016 event goes back to the popular format of rallying Friday evening and Saturday
day. Competitors will compete over 14 special stages
covering approx 80 miles.
The organising committee are pleased to announce
that once again they are able to offer a travel inclusive
rate, thanks to our travel partner Isle of Man Event Services Ltd.
Entry fees for the 2016 event are £320.00 exc travel or
£595.00 inc travel.

Regulations and entry form
are available at

www.manxautosport.org/news/2016/09/
pokerstars-rally-2016-entries-open/
What are you waiting for come on over to the Isle of
Man and compete on some of the best stages in the
British Isles.

Sailings for this event have been
allocated through IOM Events for a
list of availability please contact
reservations on

+44 (0)1624 664460
or
email info@iomevents.com.

A round of the
Following Championships
sd34msg Stage Rally Championship
ANCC Stage Rally Championship
AEMCC Stage Championship
ANEMCC Stage Championship
ANWCC Stage Championship
sd34msg League

REGS :

www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

On the B1205, Nr Blyton, Lincs DN21 3PE

David Dudley
Motor Sport
Photography
Email : diddudley2003@yahoo.com

Marshals Make Motorsport

MEM

Malton Forest Rally
Sunday November 6

th

Once again based at Adderstone Field in the

Dalby Forest complex,
the event this year will have

6 stages split between
Staindale and
Langdale forests.
Northern Forest Challenge
ANECCC Rally Championship
ANCC Rally Championship
ANEMMC Rally Championship
SD34MSG Rally Championship

REGS

www.maltonmc.co.uk

We are running three stages, Staindale and in the
Langdale forest complex we have Birch Hall and
Blakey Rigg. All the stages will be run twice in the
same direction.

The stage commanders are

Staindale SS1 & SS4
Stage Commander Steven Lewis
Clitheroe & DMC
Tel 07743 758036
email : slewisbb1@virginmedia.com

Birch Hall SS2 & SS5
Stage Commander Chris Andrews
Buccaneer MSC & Lindholme MSC
Tel 0114 245 7730 / 07513 468 234
email : chrisandrews81@btinternet.com

Blakey Rigg SS3 & SS6
Stage Commander Ian Parkin & Elizabeth
Klinkenberg.
BRMC
Tel 01909 64124 / 07713 324499
email ; myrallyemail@gmail.com
You can contact the stage commanders direct or
the chief marshal :

email ; marshals@maltonmc.co.uk
We are looking for in-stage marshals, timing marshals, radio marshals.

Karen Spencer Chief Marshal
Tel 07714 122194

Accrington Motor Sport Club

Roger Barfield
Memorial
Autosolo, Autotest and
Production Car Autotest
4th December 2016

Accrington Motor Sport Club will organise a National B & Clubman's Autosolo, a National B and Clubmans Autotest and a
Roger Barfield
Clubman's Production Car Autotest (PCA) on Sunday 4th De(2015
sd34msg
Prize Presentation Night)
cember 2016 in memory of former club member, Roger Barfield
Under
17 MC (NW)
who passed away in August.
1st Class ’B’ None Race/ None Rally
The event will raise money for the Christie Hospital – Roger’s
nominated charity. £10 of the £35 entry fee will be donated to
the Christie Hospital. No class awards will be given, however, all event finishers will receive a commemorative mug.

Regs available online at

www.anwcc.org and

www.sd34msg.org.uk .

Scottish Rally Girls 2017 Calendar

The usual lights and cameras that certain Scottish rallying ladies are familiar with, are lamp pods and in-car videos.
However, around fifteen competitors, scrutineers and officials will be swapping flocked dashes for fake lashes as
they preen themselves for charity calendar photoshoots.
Three charities will benefit from the calendar proceeds - Gareth Roberts’ Memorial Fund, Mission Motorsports, and
Macmillan.
Leading the bevvy of beauties is regular co-driver Jane Nicol, who has already secured sponsorship for many of the
pages.

You’ll be able to buy the calendar from mid-October on

scottishrallygirls.co.uk.

Duncan Littler

SpeedSports (Wales) Photography
2 Pendref, Dwyran,
Anglesey,
Gwynedd. LL61 6YL
Tel:01248 430015, Mob:07740 179619

e-mail: dunclitz@hotmail.com

Chris Ellison
Photography
07572 - 449625

Also see us at '
Chris Ellison Photo' on Facebook

www.facebook.com/pages/Chris-EllisonPhoto/551030501674309

Visit the ALL NEW
Gemini Communications
Website

RALLY

19 & 20 November 2016

www.geminicommunications.org.uk

2015 Winners Martin Lloyd & Rob Lloyd
photo courtesy of M&H Photography

Start & Finish: Bakewell Showground
 140 miles of Derbyshire, Cheshire
and Staffordshire lanes
 9 miles of unsurfaced whites
 4 Special Tests in Bakewell
 New and familiar roads on maps
119, 118 & 110
 Organised by current road rally
competitors and will be a nononsense event
 All handouts which require you to
plot will be given out in “non-comp”
sections
 Easy to read handouts: no tricks, no
grids or complicated numbering
 Maximum entry of 45 cars: enter
early to avoid disappointment.
 Entries open on October 2016
Look out for updates posted on the
Matlock Motor Club website, Facebook
page and Forums or contact us on
DansportRally2016@hotmail.com.
Gary Evans & Ben Briant
(Clerks of the Course)
A qualifying round of the EMAMC,
ANEMMC, ANCC, SD34, ANWCC Road
Rally Championships, and the HRCR
Premier Rally Championship.


RALLY
19 & 20 November 2016

Call for Marshals





Start & Finish: Bakewell Showground
140 miles of Derbyshire,
Staffordshire and Cheshire lanes
4 Special Tests in Bakewell
Signing on from 6.30pm

Marshal Goodies
Free Breakfast*

*[two or more controls or a
control after Petrol]
Please book your control with Charlie at
charles.wheeldon69@btinternet.com
07973 567239

ADGESPEED
Unit 14, Thames Trading Centre,
Woodrow Way, Irlam,
Manchester. M44 6BP

Telephone
Unit - 0161 777 9949
Mobile - 07960 964069
Fax - 0161 777 9948
E-Mail
sales@adgespeed.co.uk

Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs.
Accounts and Book-keeping
services for Small Businesses.

Serving Greater Manchester
and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire.
Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road, Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.
Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;

E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

LEGEND FIRES

NORTH WEST STAGES
24th / 25th February 2017

Neil Howard Stages
Saturday 5th November 2016 : Oulton Park
The 2016 Neil Howard Stages Rally, organised by Bolton-le-Moors Car Club will be taking place on Saturday 5th
November at Oulton Park racing circuit in Cheshire.
As you may be aware, the NHSTAGES rally for 2016 is the first round of the Motorsport News Circuit Rally
Championship in a/w MSVR and we fully expect the event to be bigger and better than ever before.
Marshals registration will open on 9th September 2016 at

http://nhstages.blmcc.co.uk/marshals
Information relating to the rally can be found at www.blmcc.co.uk
For any further information/requests etc you can contact us on marshal@blmcc.co.uk
Or contact myself on 07989354260

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for you continuing support and look forward to seeing you bright and
in early in November

Kind Regards : Andy Long – Chief Marshal

HECK SAUSAGES

ANCC

Stage Rally

Championship 2016

ANCC Tarmacadam Challenge
ANCC Forest Challenge
ANCC Multi-Use Challenge
Promoted by the Association of Northern Car Clubs

Overall Championship

Best 8 Scores from any of
the 21 rounds to count
Three Separate Challenges
Tarmacadam, Forest & Multi-Use
Best 5 Score to Count
Class Based Scoring System

New for 2016



Rookie of the Year
Ladies Cup

www.ancc.co.uk

We also do Clocks & Mouse mats
Email Paul for a Quote
paul_79_95@hotmail.co.uk

RAC Rally of the Tests
2016
3rd - 6th November

We are delighted to announce the return of an icon - an
event that shaped the future of rallying in the UK, it was
this event that brought rallying to the public and captured
their spirit and imagination - The RAC Rally of the Tests.
November 2016 will see this event return to the historic
regularity rallying calendar, it will retain its traditional and
authentic format.
From its inception in 1932, the RAC Rally has been at
the pinnacle and forefront of motor sport worldwide, it
has attracted many of the leading lights to compete in
what has always been regarded as one of the toughest
and challenging events ever. That first year saw no less
than 341 competitors leave the start from nine different
towns and converge on the seaside town of Torquay.
Each different starting point comprised a route of around
1000 miles with four check points along the way. There
was no official winner but the ‘competitor with fewest
penalties’ went to Colonel A H Loughborough in his
Lanchester.
After the war, the RAC Rally was renamed ‘The RAC
Rally of the Tests’ and resumed with a much more demanding format with more emphasis on the driving tests
and navigational challenges that are such an important
part of the Rally of the Tests we know today. Bournemouth was its finishing point in 1951. Best performance
went to Ian and Pat Appleyard who would go on to be an
inspiration to other competitors during the fifties and into
the sixties. The event proved so popular that only the
Suez Canal Crisis in 1957 and the outbreak of foot and
mouth disease in 1967 could prevent it running annually
- the RAC Rally was here to stay.
It was a golden era for rallying, entries would often soar
above 200 with many of the ‘Works’ teams fielding entries – the interest in the competitors and cars was huge
and gave rise to many household names. The fifties saw
a shift from the touring style of event of the thirties into
one that challenged both driver and navigator alike with
driving tests and legs during both the day and night time.
1960 was the final running of ‘the RAC Rally of the
Tests’ after the organisers had negotiated the use of a
three-mile section of forest road in Argyll, Scotland that
proved so popular that the following year the forests of
the UK were opened up to the event.
In 1961 the RAC Rally of the Forests was born, it was to
be a ground breaking move that cemented the future of
stage rallying in the UK and was won by Erik Carlsson
who was navigated by HERO founder John Brown in a
Saab 96.
HERO Events are delighted to announce that with the
support of the Royal Automobile Club and RAC Motoring
Services we will continue to grow the event in its current
and authentic format. We invite you to take part in this
historic occasion, we are sure it will capture the imagination and affection of the public as they witness these
magnificent vehicles and crews battling for supremacy
once again.

www.heroevents.eu

All the latest British Rally Photographs

www.pro-rally.co.uk

Phil James

PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY
TEL : 01772 69-00-34
MOB :07771 76-86-57
EMAIL: phil@pro-rally.co.uk
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Hartwood Hall Hotel, Chorley. PR6 7AX
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ANCC

Monday 30th January

Cleckheaton Sports Club, BB19 3UD
Just off Chain Bar Roundabout
Junc 26 of the M62

www.ancc.co.uk
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8.00pm
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Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 8OP

www.anwcc.org

The intention is to publish this EMag on the last day of
each month. It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates
for them to forward to their Club Members as they wish.

Deadline for copy
for the December edition is
Sunday the 27th of November
which is due out on

Wednesday 30th of November
PLEASE Email Reports etc. to
Maurice Ellison at :

sd34news@gmail.com
NB : The Editorial team reserves the right to do
their job as Editors and may amend articles
and reports as they see fit

